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Bangladesh death
toll now at 50,000

;

By HASAN SAFEED
MURRAY. KY

THURSDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
DHAKA, Bangladesh — More
than 35,000 people were killed
when a cyclone savaged the
southeastern Bangladesheroast,
natiopaknews agencies reported
today. Unofficial estimates said
the death toll could surpass
100,000.

STATE
FRANKFORT — The latest
twist in the 1991 Democratic
gubernatorial campaign is a
charge by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson that The Courier-Journal
and L Gov. Brereton Jones are.
consr.ng against his wife.

SPORTS
ARLINGTON, Texas — Nolan
Ryan, the 44-year-old baseball
legend, said he was feeling old.
Then he went out and aged the
Toronto Blue Jays by throwing a
record seventh no-hitter.

BUSINESS
Declining interest rates and
hopeful signs on the economic
outlook provided the inspiration
for a sharp rise in the stock
market Wednesday. The Dow
Jones industrial average climbed
42.33 points to 2,930.20. - The
dollar finished higher against__....
moif-• lrey currencies. Bonds
were mixed.

Associated Press Writer

DHAKA, Bangladesh — The official death toll today surpassed 47,000
in the cyclone that ravaged Bangladesh, and the nation's top relief official
said he would not be surprised if more thin 100,000 people were killed.
Record 145 mph winds battered coastal areas in Tuesday's storm, and
survivors told of children being swept off islands by swirling sea water.
MSU's West Kentucky Exposition Center
The death toll from the storm was the highest since 1970, when
area.
500,000 people were killed by a cyclone that hit the same
The government today raised the death count from Tuesday's cyclone
to 47,545. An unofficial tally from politicians and officials in three east
coast districts indicated 100,000 people had died.
"Even if the human casualty figures exceed 100,000 we will not be
future needs of agriculture graduates and employers
surprised," said Lutfar Rahman Khan, the minister of state for relief, who 16 By MARK COOPER
in this service region," according to an interoffice
Murray Ledger & Times Asst. Editor
is in charge of the rescue operation.
communication to department chairman Dr. James
"Hundreds of bodies have started floating back to the shore," Khan
Davis from Thomas Aucr, Dean of the College of
currently
are
officials
Murray State University
told a news conference in Dhaka. "It is a great tragedy. This is a national
Industry and Technology.
reviewing the future of the West Kentucky Livestock
crisis."
Neither Davis nor Auer were available for comtask
a
up
Show and Exposition Center and will set
Khan said the government would need at least 20 helicopters to deliver
Thursday morning. Other department faculty
plan
ment
sive
comprehen
a
up
draw
to
force this summer
out of town
food and drinking water to remote regions. Government and relief offifor its management and possible renovation, accord- referred comment to Davis who wag
cials said they had reached only half of the 65 islands that were pounded
Thursday.
Booth.
ing to Provost Dr. James
by the cyclone.
Booth said, however, that there are currently no
Concern over the building's future surfaced recen100,000
said
Khan
and
today,
missing
Thousands of people remained
to eliminate events at the center.
a
,plans
conduct
to
tly after an ,ad hoc committee set up
people were without shelter, huddled on earthen mounds that were built to
memo from Viola Miller, dean for the
recent
e
A
Agricultur
of
t
Departmen
MSU's
of
program review
protect cattle grazing areas from flood waters.
g Education which oversees the
Continuin
reportedly recommended consideration be given to Center of
"I haye lost everything. I have lost everything. God, why has it hapwas designed to call attention to
,
operations
the
at
center's
events
university
eliminating rodeo and other
pened to me?" sobbed Mufizur Rahman, whose wife, son and three
center's management and _care,
the
with
problems
center.
daughters were swept away when the storm hit the eastern island of
said.
Booth
report
The committee, which was to conclude its
Kutubdia.
April 30, was set up to "redefine the array of
by
An unofficial tally from politicians and officials in three east coast disprograms that are directly related to the (Cont'd on page 2)
academic
tricts indicated 100,000 people had died, and they said tens of thousands
more were unaccounted for.

MSU reviewing future of Expo Center

Allies expand security zone,order Iraqi troops out
The troops were to take control
SIRSENK, Iraq (AP) — The all- beyond the security zone to survey
to
and
of
s
the area, part of the new security
troop
movement
Iraqi
ies began expanding theirsecurity
which will stretch to the eastzone,
e.
intelligenc
gather
pushtoday,
zone in northern Iraq
ern outskirts of the town of AmaAs part of the push east, more
ing eastward to prepare for a second camp to house returning Kurd- than. 1,500 British, Dutch, French , diyah. They will build a second
and U.S. troops started moving at camp there for the refugees.
ish refugees, officials said.
The allies said Wednesday they
Elite American reconnaissance dawn to the town of Sirsenk, 25
first
ordered Iraqi troops to withthe
where
had
Zakho
of
east
miles
even
forces, meanwhile, probed
from the towns.
draw
is
located.
camp
refugee
going
territory,
Iraqi
into
deeper

Mostly clear tonight. Lows in
the mid-50s. Light south wind.
Increasing cloudiness with a 40
percent chance of late afternoon
thundershowers Friday. Highs in
the low 80s.

Alarm activations
prove false alarms

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
359.0, 0.0; below 314.0, +2.1
Barkley Lake
358.6, -0.1; below 318.4, +0.2

INDEX

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

Savings Bank, was installed as presiCharles "Steve" Story (right) of Mayfield and president of Liberty is shown with outgoing president Jeff
He
dent of the Murray State University Alumni Association recently.
Green, a Mayfield attorney.

hunger and exposure, and others
are streaming after them.
Still, many arc afraid of reprisals
by Saddam's forces and the allies
hope their camps will provide the
security needed to allay those fears
and persuade all of the Kurds to
return.

Discovery flips over test
of Star Wars equipment
SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP)
— Space shuttle Discovery exe-_,,
cuted a couple of flip-flops today
in a Star Wars experiment designed
to help scientists develop a system
for detecting and destroying enemy
missiles. After steering the spaceship to
miles of a $94 million
within
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The security zone was set up for
the 800,000 Kurdish refugees who
fled to the mountains between Iraq
and Turkey in March to escape
Saddam Hussein's crackdown on
their rebellion.
More than 9,000 refugees have
returned from the mountains, where
hundreds of people have died of

The Murray Fire Department
responded to an alarm Wednesday
night at the Holiday Inn, according
to a department spokesman.
A smoke alarm was activated in
one of the rooms at the, motel
around 933 p.m. but upon a search
of the entire building, no fire could
be found, according to a
spokesman.
The MFD also responded to an
activated fire alarm at the West
View Nursing Home around 6:19
a.m. Thursday morning. The alarm
had been activated by someone
smoking under a smoke detector.

satellite that's gathering data on the
shuttle's exhaust plumes, the crew
ended Discovery through two fancy flips 161 miles above Earth.
Mission Control reported the
project's manager was "ecstatic at
the data received." NASA flight
director Rob Kelso was just as
The high-flying acrobatics were
a repeat of a Wednesday performance conducted with the two craft
6.2 miles apart.
Later, the satellite studied gases
sprayed from the shuttle's cargo
bay. The astronauts beamed back
television images of billowing
waves of grayish-blue clouds. Still
ahead was a study of rocket propellant from a canister placed into
orbit by astronauts Wednesday.
Pentagon scientists want to use
the data to develop sensors that can
"read'' a rocket's exhaust and
identify an enemy missile without
getting fooled by camouflage gases
or confusing the missile with natural phenomena, such as atmospheric
light.
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PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — Children cominue to face myriad
dangers in war-ravaged Iraq; including land mines and malnutrition, according to members of a medical unit who treated
many of the young victims.
"You can't imagine the suffering of others until you see
it," said Capt. Cathy Arnold, who was a member of the 807th
Mobile Army Surgical Hospital unit. "You think you can, but
until you see it, it's not real."
Members of the Paducah-based 807th returned home Monday night. They recalled enduring a desolate landscape and
thick smoke that sometimes blocked the sun..,But they said the
sight of injured children was the worst.
"The hardest thing to deal with was the children," said
Capt. Terry Puckett, a nurse anesthetist in Paducah. "Our taking care of them was probably the best treatment they had
ever had and maybe ever will have."
Puckett said that in addition to U.S. and Iraqi troops, his
unit cared for many refugees injured during the fierce internal
fighting that broke out after the allied ground war ended.

"We cared for the children, treated them, gave them some
love, then had to send them back to refugee camps and uncertain futures. Even their parents were worried. They didn't
know what was going to happen either," Puckett said.
The children were in need of more than medical care, Puckett said.
"When they brought children in for care, the first thing
they wanted was food," Puckett said. "They were malnourished, dehydrated, extremely thin and emaciated."
Many of the children were injured by land mines, said
Arnold and Maj. Don Lecper, a registered nurse.
"The children would step on them or find them and play
with them and they would explode. It was horrible," said
Arnold, a registered nurse from Paducah.
"The bad thing about it is," Leper said, "there are so
many, it will take years to find them all, and so many more
children will be killed and maimed by them in the future."
Arnold said most of the casualties the 807th treated after
the ground war ended were from the internal strife in Iraq.

Puckett said some Republican Guard troops were treated by
the 807th.
"You could really tell the difference. Most of the casualties
were malnourished, weak and in a general state of bad health.
The Republican Guard members• were all healthy and wellfed."
Meanwhile, Leeper said the desolation of the landscape was
striking.
"You wonder how anyone can live in a country like that
and raise families, generation after generation," he said. "It's
so arid. It was so great to get back to this country with lush,
green vegetation.'
Leeper said when the wind was right, the smoke from oil
well fires sometimes nearly obscured the sun. "The sun was a
white dot, like the moon. On some days at noon, you needed a
flashlight to see."
About 180 members of the MASH unit remain deployed in
the Persian Gulf region.
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Unemployment claims hit half-million mark again
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can be volatile, many economists were cheered by those back-to-back
declines and thought it might signal an early end to therrecession.
The rise reported in today's data, on top of a 47,000 increase from the
week before, is discouraging, analysts said.
"This number hovering around the half-million mark is a bad sign. It's
another half a million people who lost jobs and are filing for unemployment. It's;very high number and it's very disturbing," raid Robert Brus"--- ca of Nikko Securities.
On Friday, the Labor Department is scheduled to release the unemployment report for April. In advance of the report, many analysts predicted
the rate probably increased from 6.8 percent, possibly to as high as 7 percent. In addition, they predicted that businesses cut another 150,000 to
200,000 jobs.
Since last summer, when unemployment was holding at a relatively low
rate of 5.3 percent, more than 2 million Americans have been added to
unemployment lines.

, WASHINGTON (AP) — The number of Amencans filing new claims
for unemployment benefits rose again in Imid-April to the half-million
mark, the government said today, '
T1C.abor Department said the number of people applying for unemApril 20, to bring
ploym?itt assistance rose by 2,000 for the week ending .
the number to 500,000.
. Though the 2,000 increase in new claimants was a relatively small
weekly rise, it is a dramatic increase over levels from last year. For the
same week in 1990, there were 373;000 new people filing jobless claims.
"The recession did not end in April. It is still with us. The decline has
slowed, but nonetheless, the economy is still in a decline," said Elliott
Platt, an economist with Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette Securities.
In early March, jobless claims remained above the half-million mark
for two weeks in a row — something that had not happened in more than
eight years. .
But then claims fell for two consecutive weeks. Although the number
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Wilkinson -claims-paper,itJones conspired a

D
NEWS OF THE WORL
Press

By The Associated
Wilkinson hastily called atnews
of a four-year-old news report,
negotiating session 'between a - conference Wednesday in theZapireporter for the newraper and tol to describe a tangled series of IRAQ
CAMBODIA
Mrs. Wilkinson's campaign press events he said showed that the Iraq has teld international regulators that BANGKOK, Thailand — The Cambodian
government today accused the three
secretary that went sour and a tape newspaper is in -cahoots with JOIlts 18 of iti 24 nuclear facilities were
guerrilla groups of violating their cease
by allied bombings during the
destroyed
in thc
recordink
fire pledges with tank and artillery bomPersian Gulf War Three of the facilities
Wilkinson described the followbardments in the west of the country
Courier-Journal Editor David
were partially damaged and another
The guerrillas loyal to Prince Norodom
three were not affected, according to a
Hawpe said Wilkinson's allega. ing Scenario: Last week, Jones held
Sihanouk and those of the Khmer PeoInternational
the
to
submitted
list
Iraq
Hawpe.
with
bons were groundless and repii- a "secret" meeting
ple's National Liberation Front charge
Atomic Energy Agency. According to the
diated each of his pbints.
that the government first violated the
At that meeting, Jones complained
list, 29 pounds of Iraq's Soviet-origin
truce, which was to have started Wedenriched uranium was in the core- of two
that Mrs. Wilkinson's campaign
nesday The government's Defense Minidemolished by allied bombers
reactors
have
been
hurting
commercials
stry said the guerrillas fired the opening
The material is buried in nibble and isn't
him, especially the ones that refer
shots Wednesday in battles in the west
emitting any radiation, the list said. The
ern province; of Battambang, Banteay
list, obtained by The Associated Press,
to a 1987 report by the newspaper
Meanchey and Siem Reap-Oddar
Iraq moved 26 pounds of highly
that'Jones pledged to release per- shows
Meanchey
enriched uranium to an undisclosed locasonal tax 'information while in tion near the Tuwaitha nuclear research
pointed- out that "Laboratory (farm) facilities in the
SOUTH AFRICA
center, 20 miles southeast of Baghdad.
office.
Deparunent of Agriculture neither adequately support
— Supporters of rival
According to Wilkinson, Hawpe to protect it from allied bombings In a JOHANNESBURG
the academic programs - rick do they represent the
black groups battled again today with
the IAEA'accompanying the list,
to
letter
Al
writer
poliiical
ordered
later
level of excellence for which the university is
guns and spears in Johannesburg's black
Iraq said it would reveal the location of
Cross to contact Mrs. Wilkinson's the French-supplied uranium only after townships, and police said at least 37
known,' according to Davis' memo. .
people died in two days of fighting Police
campaign and see if the commer- receiving guarantees "against hostile air
said dozens of people were also woundan official said Wednesday, readThe departmexit, after a. progratp reyiew, could
cials wbuld be piffled off the air if raids."
ed in Soweto, Tokoza, Tembisa, Alexing from the letter. The United States
either change or eliminate programs and activities by
the 1987 story, was repudiated or doesn't believe such a promise is necesandra and other townships after May Day
political rallies Wednetday by the African
means of a marginal analysis otireprioritize all prog-sary because it has accepted a ceaseretracted.
National Congress and the Inkatha
agreement adopted by the United
rams and activities and reauthorizing only "those fitWhen Mrs. Wilkinson's press fire
Police said the two-day death toll of 37
Nations, another official said
to
according
limitations,"
resource
ting within the
secretary, Jennifer -Streek answered
was likely to rise because bodies still
were being found. At least 80 people
Davis.
that the commercials would not end ISRAELIUSA
the
have been killed in township fighting in
WASHINGTON *- Ariel Sharon,
any
•
under
Wilkincirctimstances.
other
and
Jewish
Those activities would include rodeos
Johannesburg since the weekend,
Israeli war hero and champion of
son said Cross became abusive settlements on the West Bank and in according to local press reports
events at the center. The -department currently
is
administration
Gaza, says the Bush
toward Street.
budgets approximately $10,000 for rodeo events.
at peacemaking in the Middle East
GREECE
Hawpe said his meeting with going
ATHENS — Leftist rebels fired a rocket
the wrong way. "The first thing that
Arabia
Saudi
Jones was well-known and the should be done is to bring
into a power company office before dawn
today, causing damage but no injuries.
and Kuwait to the table of negotiations
commercial was not discussed.
from a homea peace agreement,"

Wilkinson outlined a series of-.
he said added up to his coneVents
Associated Press Writer
elusion that Martha Wilkinson. a
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The latest Democratic gubernatorial canditwist in die 1991 Democratic date, was ie victim- of intrigue,
gubernatorial campaign is a charge-. The events& described included a
' meeting between Jones
by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson that "secrce.
The Courier-Journal and Lt. CAW. — an opponent of Mrs. Wilkinson
and the
Ircreton Jones are conspiring in the May -28 primary
editor of the newspaper, the revival
against his wife.
By MARK R. CHELLGREN

Though the unemployment numbers remain weak, some analysts noted
there have been some signs of life in consumer confidence and the housing sector.
"What we have is that the recession is winding down, but it's not quite
over," Platt said. "The data from the past week or so are all pointing to a
recovery within a couple of months."
However, Bra= noted that today's report also showed that the number
of people actually receiving unemployment claims posted a huge increase
for the week ending April 13, rising by 61,000 to 3.6 million.
"We're looking at a large number of people, a growing number of people, receiving -jobless claims. At the same time, initial claims are growing
at a very rapid rate," Brusca said.
Coupled with other economic data, such as a report earlier this week
showing a big drop in factory orders, "It doesn't look like recovery to
me," Brusca said.

MSU reviewingfuture...
••••
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,(Cont'd from page I)
-There'_s_ no_ doubt _that the center needs renovations," Booth said,'"but we need to keep better care
•of - the building."
"awful
an
has
.center
experienced
The 15-year-old
year economically." drawing smaller crOwds than
usual for its rodeos. korSe shows, exhibits and fairsi Miller said.'Other similar facilities and events within
a 50-mile radius of/Murray help keep attendance and
/
interest low, she said.
AU proceeds from the building's events go back
intoi*the bltilding, according to building manager
Mary Kay Kirks.
The - Department of Ngriculture /program review
comes after a visiting accreditation team recently,
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at Murray State University. Those.
who pick it up and move.to the
front lines ofour latest challenge
will be champions ofour university
Community. As MSUseeks to-raise
fundsfor the new regional special
events center, we look to ybu and
to others who share your vision.
You can be the secret weapon.
Your gift will help bring a beautiful special eventsfacilityto the
region: Yourfamily,friends and
neighbors will benefitfrom its
presencefor years to come.
More than just,a basIcetEtall
player's dream,/he events center
will serve the cbmmunity in-numerous ways. Seating capacity will
greatly exceed that ofRacer Arena,
making it suitablefor May
purposes. Check the possibilities:

,

"Talk was cheap. It took action
to get the new special events
center moving. It will take
contributions to keep it on track.
Because this one isfor the
students, we want the best,
Please help us get it."

More
Business
Trade shows, conventions,
and exhibitions will boost
the region's economy. Thanks to
the new special events center,
tourism will be advanced.

A Cultural
Showcase
The regional center will join a
list of cultural facilities in the
area. All will contribute to the
fine arts picture. The Miter will

be ideal for formal ceremonies.

ANGOLA
ESTORIL, Portugal — Angola's leftist
government and guerrillas have reached
a peace accoid in one ol Africa's longest
and bloodiest civil wars, with the United
States and Soviet Union agreeing to stop
arming the rivals Negotiators clasped
hands at this coastal resort Wednesday
to seal provisional accordS that call for a
cease-fire at the end of May and Angola's first free elections in the fall of 1992.
The war cost an estimated 300,000 lives
since it began in 1975, the year Angola
gained independence from Portugal

ENGLAND

KHARTOUM — Sudan's chief justice on
Wednesday set a standard price for
"blood money" — a payment a murder
Yictim's family can accept in place of the
death penalty for the killer The price was
set at $16,675. As interpreted in Sudan,
the 1,350-year-old Islamic Sharia, an
ethical, criminal and civil code, allows a
killer to pay diyyah, or blood money, of
100 camels or the equivalent, if the victim's family is willing. There is generally
negotiation to find an acceptable
equivalent.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

A first-class basketball arena
will be home for the Murray
State teams, regional tournaments, and other indoor sports.
The new site will be particularly
suited for live concerts.

Join The Action
Today is a critical time for your
gift. The architectural plans are
in the beginning stages.
For immediate information,
call Murray State's development
office at (502)762-3001.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here arc Wednesday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 7-6-7
(seven, six, seven); Lotto:
1-5-17-34-36-41 (one, five,
seventeen, thirty-four, thirty-six,
forty-one) Estimated jackpot: $I
million.

Poilf111/ w1991Y
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•

Top leaders of the United States, the
Soviet Union and Japan are disturbed by
the possibility of North Korea developing
atomic weapons, says South Korea's
foreign minister At a White House meeting Wednesday, President Bush "was
very concerned about North Korea's failure so far" to agree to international
inspection of its nuclear projects. Foreign
Minister Lee Sang-ock told reporters.
When Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev visited Seoul last month, he and
South Korean President Roh Tae-woo
agreed that North Korea should comply
with the inspection requirements of the
nuclear non-proliferation treaty it signed
several years, Lee later told a gathering
sponsored by The Asia Society and the
Washington World Affairs Council Japan
recently made such compliance a condition of normalizing as relations with North
Korea, he added Both North and South
Korea have signed the treaty, but North
Korea's failure to carry out the pact's
inspection requirement, known as "fullscope safeguards," has created growing
anxiety that North Korean President Kim
II-sung's communist government in Pyon
gyang may produce an atomic bomb

Ilerf laperlast People

and we try hard to give them the very best
insurance protection and service we can
provide - the kind they expect and deserve. If
you'd like to be one Of our v I P 'S give us a
Cali
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LONDON — Voters today chose local
officials in elections that could have
national significance — the outcome may
decide whether Conservative Prime
Minister John Major opts for a snap general election or waits until the economy
improves Majdr, who replaced Margaret
Thatcher Nov. 28 in a revolt among Conservative legislators, must call a general
election by June 1992 A good showing
by Conservatives in today's elections
would encourage Major to call the general election early because it would indicate nationwide public backing for his
party's continued dominance in Parliament But the Conservatives could stand
to lose support amid unemployment of
more than 7 percent, inflation topping 8
percent, and fingering bitterness over a
ppaepdita tax that was recently
pcerra-c
s

NORTH KOREA

COENOIUllOAT.W 1 SW 7 1119/1911
• JW1_141ffi

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
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alleged Red Army
Faction terrorist testified today that she
helped set up an attack on Gen Alexander +laig Jr. in 1979, but denied taking
part in the actual bombing. Susanne
Albrecht, 40, who is charged with helping
to murder a prominent German banker
and with several counts of attempted
murder, made the comments at the third
session of her trial in Stammheim prison
She is testifying under an arrangement
that could win her a reduced prison sentence The attack on Haig, then the
supreme allied commander of NATO,
was carried out on June 25, 1979, by
exploding a bomb under a- bridge at he
was being driven to work near Brussels,
Belgium. Haig, who later became Secretary of Stale, was not hurl, but three
bodyguards in a car behind him were
injured. Ms. Albrecht said plans for the
attack were made while she and other
Red Army Faction members were training
9. Palestinian camp in Aden from
197a
at
November 1978 until the end of January

Shell

Entertainment

People of the region will benefit
from this excellent educational
facility. The new center will provide an attractive, functional
environment for conferences,
symposiums, and workshops.

GERMANY

--.STUTTGAR-T--- An

SUDAN

Live

Educational
Advantages

Police said the rocket, fired
made tubular device, crashed into the
empty second floor offices of the Public
Power Corporation in the Aghi Anargyri
neighborhood of the capital. The Athens
daily paper Eleftherotypia said an
anonymous caller claimed responsibility
on behalf of the November 17 organization for the attack that occurred shortly
after midnight November 17 in previous
announcements claimed it stole anti-tank
rockets from a military arms depot in Larissa, central Greece and two World War
II bazookas from the Athens War
Museum in 1989. The leftist organization
has claimed responsibility for firing rockets against British, French and American
companies over the past 12 months It
also said it was accountable for assassinating 15 persons including U S officials
and prominent Oreeeks since 1975

and sign with them
Sharon said Wednesday in an interview
"We don't have any common border with
them We don't have any territorial conflict with them. That would create a different atmosphere in the Middte East." The
ex-general with the hawkish reputation
said Saudi Arabia and Kuwait could _
come to terms with Israel far more readily
than the front-line Arab states. "I believe
in a peace plan that would bring peace,"
Sharon said "The most important thing
is to try and have an entirety different
atmosphere, and this should be the first
step."
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Dr. John Devine (center), a professor in the Department of Accounting at Murray State University, will
retire June 30, after 28 years as a faculty member. Ile is shown with Dr. Ronald J. Kurth (right) president, and Dr. Tim Miller, chairman of accounting, at a retirement reception given by the Department of
Accounting to honor Devine. Ile was presented with a franted print or Pogue Library.

Marie H. Taylor, associate professor of music at Murray State University, has been awarded a S400 travel
grant from the Kentucky Council for
International Education to assist in
covering the costs of research she will
conduct during an exchange to Australia this summer.
Ms. Taylor will spend part of •the
UMW= in- Toowoomba, Australia at
the University College of Southern
Queensland.„The exchange was arranged through'an agreement between
Murray State and UniversitS? College.
As prart of the exchange, ditring the
spring of 1992 the Murray •State
department of music- will -host the
Darling Downs Trio, an internationally-known trio from University College of Southern Queensland.
. During her stay in Australia, Ms.
Taylor will reside at University cortege. She will lecture and assist in the
music department. The travel grant
was awarded to help cover the costs of
visits to selected schools of music in
Australia and New Zealand for the
purpose- of ainparing aural skills
curricula and teaching techniques.

effort.to allow more faculty and
at council-affiliated institutions to
travel abroad. Founded in 1973, the
council is a statewide organization of •
colleges and universities dedicated to
strengthening the international dimension of education and public ilk:
in Kentucky..

_Ms. Taylor joined the Murray State
music faculty in 1969. She obtained a
bachelot's,degree from Southern Illinois University and a master's degree
from Michigan State University._
The Kentucky Council for International Education offers a limited number of travel *grants each year in an
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May 4 winner comesfrom 'Out of Nowhere'

He has experimented with some
On Derby Day, a winner may to You."
unique materials, including rawhide
Malinoski maks extensive use
come from "Out of Nowhere," as
Dear Editor:
dog bones that he unrolled, Soaked,
the .crowd at the Clara M. Eagle of -found objects" in his current
I attended the singing at the Glendale Churchof Christ, Friday night
stitched together to make
_and
-mix
toasters,
balls,
Bowling
graduate
of
Gallery views the Work
work.
the 26th. I enjoyed it very much. I had my son-in-law, and two daughters
-lampshades for some of his creastudent Peter J. Malinoski. Malino- masters, records, and the rawhide
with me. My son-in-law drove, as I can't see at night. We started-home,
tions.4-hice the way the light goes
ski, specializing in functional bones that are the favorite of
By Constance
and at 12th and Main, the car Stopped. We had lights, but nothing hapthrough the rawhide," he remarks.
design, has entitled his show "Out household pets are some of the dispened when he tried to start the car. Not a sound. I just wanted to say
Malinoski enjoys the work he
Alexander
of Nowhere." The reception for the cernible, items in his creations.
thanks to the officers (police) who came to our aid. He called the wrecker,
but he does not take himself
does,
sculpture
his
credits
exhibition is slated for Saturday, Malinoski
and stayed long enough to see that we were going to be OK before he left.
May 4, from 2-4 p.m. in the gal- background for sparking his interare artfully designed machines. "I too seriously. "I name my lamps
He told us if we needed any further help. to just call, and they would do
mean the old toasters, not the new the way I might name a pet," he
lery, on the fourth floor of the est in found objects, but he also
all they could to help us. I don't know their names, but it's good to know
ones," he adds. "The kind from the says, "and I'd rather be funny than
Price Doyle Fine Arts Building on cites society's penchant for such
profound."
you hkve such nice policemen in Murray. I hope you can let them know
h em
cta
State
L University objects in everyday life as part of 50's have beautiful shapes."
somehow, just hills much 1 appreciated their kindness. God Bless.,them,
From _a _look line f teachers
foLitsintAticm in
in__P_eles
1,•
for being so hice so late at night when we .were in (Male. Translated to the layperson's ,his work.
lion, sports an unusual- shape and himself, the MaYville, N.Y. native
Dorothy Charvat
language; functional design means
"We're in a world full of stuff," some quirky details. "She" wears a intends to ,teach at the- university
322 Elizabeth St., Paducah. K. 42003
furniture and other useful and use- Mahnoski claims. "It's all over the
pair of polka dot boxer shorts,' and level after he completes the next
able objects. In the hands of Mali- place." He says he gets the objects
her shade is stiffened orange denim phase of his education — an MFA
noski, that means an overstuffed anywhere he can — trom garage
that has been smeared with spots of degree at Southeastern Massaeasy chair upholstered in black and sales to junk shops to dumpsters. black and grey. "I do a lot of sew- chusetts at Dartmouth this fall. He
Dear Editor:
white faux fut that bears a marked
ing," Malinoski explains, referring also intends to keep up with his
Many of his works use bowling
As teachers in the Murray Elementary Schools, we would like to publresemblance to the carcass of a balls as part of the object's -design, to the. boxer shorts. "People prob- furniture making, and hopes to
icly_ thank the Murray Independent School District Foundation for Excel- . palomino-,on steroids. The clunky and Malinoski often titles those
ably think it's kind of strange, but I continue exhibiting and selling his
lence in Public Education -for tl*ir continued support Of our -schools. This
chair is placed in front, of an pieces after the name on the bowl- kind of like to sew."
work. Malinoski is represented by
year 1.00 fourth graders at Carter Elementary School have had the opporupholstered TV that looks like a ing ball. A case in point'is a pair of
Pete Malinoski has developed a galleries in Louisville, Paducah,
tunity to learn more about current events due to a Mini-Grant funded by
giant furry cyclops.wearing a polka lamps called Jimmie and Carla. range of new skills since he signed and Beverly Hills, Calif.
the Foundation.
to
up for the Master's degsee program
.d ofN irt.
The shades are fashioned from
"Out of Nowhere," Malinoskis
The children looked forward with eager anticipation to the arrival of
Next the chair sits a lamp with clear plastic garbage cans that arc
with the MSU Art Department. exhibition, is on view at the upper
. News Currents. Each week an up-to-date color filmstrip featured: impora rawhide shade. Upon • close bolted together with aluminum
Since his undergraduate training at level of the Eagle Gallery May
tarn news events of _the week, Who Am I?, vocabulary, history, charts,
inspection, one secs that the lamp clamps.
the University of Kentucky was in 1-10. The public is invited to
graphs, maps and ,discussion questions. The students loved the program;
includes some strange components',
"Bowling balls are a great visual architecture and fine arts, Malino- attend Saturday's reception. There
and it was indeed a highlight of each week.
including a sugar bowl, cup and image," Malinoski says. He goes ski felt he had a lot to learn about is no charge for admission.
- We would encourage an-yone to contribute to this non-profit organizasaucer, a hub cap, and a 45-record on to explain that he likes to use craftsmanship as he worked on the
For additional information, call
tion. The Foundation Mini-Grants have offered Murray City School stu- - of the old favorite, "Happy Trails toasters in his work becauSe they requirements for a graduate degree. 762-3052.
dents enriching and exciting experiences for the last five years. Contributions can be sent to: -Murray Independent School Foundation for Excellence, 814 'Poplar Si.. Murray. Kentucky 42301.
Beryl Whaley & Nancy Thurmani
Carter Elementary Teachers
Anyone wishing to know what
them because it shows preference color was not a barrier to love. Is
the black abctivist suggesting that
life Might be like if a "civil rights"
to same-race, families.
bill that mandates racial quotas in
The county gbvernment has the child would be better off being
demonstrated a considerable loved for who she is or better off if
the -workplaceemerges from ConDear Editor:
case
court
a
amount of bias in this case. she is taught from the start that
consider
should
gress
Than you very much for your kind edi:orial giving praise to the Murin
Minnesota.
According to court documents, the white folks can be nasty people?
ray C4 School's scholastic chess program. It is a good program, with
Cal
By
and
spent $45,000 so at the The mind boggles.
Stephen
county,
couple,
white
A
i
The
seniors.
school
high
students participating from kindergarten through
The
representing the
attorney
could travel LQ
grandparents
foster
the
became
Sharp,
Janet
baby's
I
Thomas
- -4
recent success of our 5th and 6th grade team in competition at the state
had it right
Perry,
The
Stuart
child.
Sharps,
the
visit
black
and
Minnesota
21-month-old
a
of
parents
and national levels shows what four years of work in the program ,can
known as Baby D. should -feel guilty because their mOney paid for air fare, lost wages, when,he said, "The Hennepin
child,
female
accomplish. .
hotels and other expenses. Are County people who arc running
This is unusual because, social state is 90 percent white.
While we appreciate the nice things you had to say today. I want you to
kinds of "reparations" what this I will call ficist. Anybody who
therhave
us,
tell
difficulty
workers
these
have
.
Sharp
"Stephen and Janet
know we appreciate even more the support you and the Ledger &Titries
look forward to if racial says a white cannot raise a black
we
a
of
can
families
placing
in
children
appealed the decision. The baby
'have given our youngsters' efforts oser,the past two years. Seeing their
federal .law?
become
child is a racist.' They arc fostering
quotas
race.
different
has lived with them since she was
successes_ chronicled regularly in the local press has not only given these
incredible was a tele- segregation."
more
Even
that
ruled
has
judge
county
a
But
to
failed
mother
Her
our
make
old.
days
four
helped
has
it
young chess players pride and encouragment. but
This is precisely what liberals
the Sharps -must give up the child -tell the baby's grandparents that. vision interview conducted with a
community aware • of the entirely positive effeets of a scholastic chess •
to her grandparents, not because she was pregnant and, when she local blatk activist who said that a are trying to do with their so-called
program. , the grandparents are blood rela- gave birth, sugendered the baby to black baby should not be adopted "civil rights" bill in Congress. In
This awareness-, and the natural community pride which is such a beauttives, but because of a state law foster care. Later, the Sharps and by a white couple because the child the name of equality, liberals are
iful characteristic of the people of Murray, in a large, part made our recent
as the Minority Heritage .the grandparents began. adoption would grow up not knowing about attempting to promote quotas and
_known
trip to Rye, New York, possible. With the help of literally scores of indiAct, which prohibits proceedings within a month of each' racism.
Preservation
racial division. The Minnesota
viduals and businesses in the Murray community,: we were able to raise a
A
true.
is
that
Minority Heritage Preservation Act
suppose
cross-racial
adoptions.
I
Yes,
other.
large part of the money needed to send this little band of chess warriors
adop- is a prime example of where this
the conchallenged
The
white
by
Sharps
loved
baby,
black
Minthe
that
believe
Sharps
The
off to compete against the likes of the Dalton School and Hunter College
stitutionality of the law., contending nesota law discriminates against tive parents, would learn that skin type of thinking can lead. •
Elementary, both of New York City. They did well and made us proud.
that it singles out minority children
For this moment in time, they know they're among the best in the land.
doesn't allow the courts to
and
I thank_you and this community•for helpino.s4iss_thc.rh their chance,
decide solely' on what is in the
NEN coli S4Dam NussEiN.
the -sun..
I WAS SEE•N
child's best interests.
ME PERFECT ENEMY. ificKED BLITT.
Bill Price
But Hennepin County Juvenile
AS A WEAK 4Nt
707,. Olive, Murray
RECORD -1-06W PoPvLAP1Ty.
Court Judge Isabel Gomez ruled
INEFFECTUAL
the law' is constitutional because it
LEADER.
was meant to correct "substantial
problems arising out of the realities
that Minnesota is more than 90 percent white in its racial makeup."
Notice that under this law, it is
" y of 1991. There are 243 days
up to the state to create racial
Today is Thursday, May 2, the 122nd
"balance," not equal opportunity.
left in the year. •
This is the primary difference
.Thray'S Highlight - iri - Hisid6:
On Ma'. 2. 1863, Confederate Gen. Thomas "Stonewall" Jackson was
between civil rights legislation of
Am.
accidentally wounded by his own men during the battle of ChancellorsVil- - the past and present. In the past,
. - le, Va.;--he died eight days later.
'
the law concerned itself with mak' On this date:
ing sure there were no barriers to
AND Ti4EY woNDER WHY
yET Now 714E DOK Clot/OS
In 1519, artist •Leonardo da Vinci died at Cloux. France.
blacks. -Now ir wants to erect barLEFT SADDAM HuSsE/N
OF PECESSioN AND DoMESTIC
In 167(1, the Hudson Bay Company was chartered by England's King
riers to wbites•
74Qou8LEs RETuRN, POLL
Charles II.
No one is trying to keep blacks
IN PLACE
In 1885. "Good Housekeeping" magyine' was first published .by Clark
out of Minnesota. State police do
NUMBEAS DP0P
W. Bryan in Holyoke, Mass.
not patrol the borders, treating
AGAIN 1'i4E IMAGE
In 1.890. the Oklahoma Territory was organized. '
blacks like illegal aliens and turnOf A WEAK AND
1;1-.1932, Jack Benny's first radio show made its debut on the N-B-C
ing away those who try to enter.
INEFFECTUAL LEADER
Blue Network. •
There is no state policy that disSTALKS ANE-141.
tn. 1936, "Peter and the Wolf," a symphonic tale for children by Ruscourages blacks or any other
sian composer Sergei Prokofiev, had its world premiere in _Moscow.
minority from moving to MinnesoIn 1945, the Soviet Union announced the' fill a Berlin,and'the Allies
ta if they wish. But, according to
announced the surrender of Nazi troops in Italy and- parts of Austria,
Judge Gomez' interpretation of the
7' In 1957, Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy. the cOparoversial Republican senaMinority Heritage Act, which
611111E4/EMIG LIKE nmr
sv.io
- woo 4*-eDI FRIENos?
'tor from Wisconsin, died at Bethesda NaVal Hospital in Maryland.
sounds like something designed to
+4>err, Tic imam."it
- In 1960. convicted sex offender Caryl Chessman, who had become a
preserve the spotted owl, whites
best-selling author while on.death row, was executed at San Quentin,Prison .in California.
In 1965, the Early Bird satellite was used to transmit television pictures
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Thurmond, a sophomore at Murray State ColBarbara Ashcraft, Mary Ann Wolfacross the Atlantic.
Ten years ago
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4-7. by Memphis Conference of
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Calloway County High School
Jane Prince, Donna Story, Sue Methodist Church to Tarty
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Playhouse shows
appreciation for
its many volunteers

Murray State
art students
gain awards

April was National Volunteer
Month. Organizations across the
'
country recognized individuals who
A reception and award ceremony
contribute their time and expertise
took place April 12; to announce
to make things happen that otherwinners in the 20th Annual Student
wise might not.
Art Show at Murray State UniverMurray's Playhouse in the Park
sity. Approximately 260 faculty,
is one of these organizations.
students, parents and friends
According to interim executive
attended the event.
director, Kathryn Ballard, "We
The exhibit continues through
depend a great deal on our volunMay 9.
teers. Without them, the Playhouse
Suzfrifie MitchelL- -artist—and
simply couldn't operate."
associate professor at the Universi- Elizabeth Kilby is pictured with her first place winner in the Spring
Vince Medlock, administrative'
Kentucky Commissioner of Libraries and Archives Jim Nelson prety of Louisville juried the show. Pot Pourri of tire Arts competition in the students-ages 13 through 17
sents the Spring Pot Pourri of the Arts "Best of Show Award" to -assistant at the Playhouse, illus"Faculty and students should be, category.
trated their importance. The comMurray State University art student Marsha Ellis.
proud of the quality, quantity and
puter spat out the latest facts and
breadth of the work. It overfigures on Playhouse volunteers.
whelmed this juror. Murray, Ky. is
"In one year, 422 volunteers
clearly an oasis for the visual arts,"
contributed more than 21,000
Winners of the 1991 Spring Pot
Mitchell said.
hours," Mcdlock said, "in terms of
Students in the 12 and under
Adult award winning artists were
were: John Goodell, Buddy HenWith 588 works entered, 152 Pourri art competition were category were announced: Fii- named: Marsha Ellis,
a
typical 40-hour work week, that
announced at a reception Sunday. zabeth Kilby, first place and Caled Show"; Mary Paterson, "Best of derson, Trudy Baker, S. Clark Farwere accepted and 82 artists were
translates to 425 hours a week, or
first place; ley, Heather Lo Piccolo and
In the photography category the Reinhart, second place. Students Chuck Ersham, second
represented.
Mary
85 hours a day."
place; MarFuhrman.
following artists were awarded: ages 13 through 17 were recog- garet Crawford
Mitchell said she was concerned
Put another way, without volunand Joy Thomas
The People's Choice Winner was
Marilyn Morris, first place; Beth nized as follows: Hope Carlin, first tied for third place.
teers, the Playhouse would not
about over-representing a few peoBillie Osborne. The Murray Art
Parker, second place; Tom Byron place; Jennifer Bland, second place
have to pay more _than 10 full-time
ple when so much good work had
Those artists submitting works
Guild Membership Award will be
to be eliminated. Nearly 75% was
and Morris tied for third place. and Eric Douglas, third place.
employees
.
which received honorable mention
announced later.
eliminated because of space
In addition to performing, directrestraints.
ing, running the light and sound_
Almost $4,000 in prize money
systems and building sets, Play.'
was awarded at the reception. A
house volunteers manage a mindbbggling. array of tasks.
$600 Purchase Award was given to
From "Out of Nowhere" comes
-"My works are meant to be tions. Found objects like bowling
While a student at MSU, he has
They perform maintenance on
Randy Simmons of Murray. A
Peter J. Malinoski bringing humor, friendly and humorous. I am balls, toasters and mix masters
gained
much teaching experience
the building and grounds; manage
$450 Purchase Award was given to
whimsy and faux fur to viewers of influenced by cartoons and I become lamps. Wood, bright paint
as a graduate assistant for two
the box office and concessions;
C. Todd of Birdsong, Iowa. Three
his master of art exhibition concen- respond to crazy, unpredictable and upholstery become zany chairs
years
and an adjunct instructor this
prepare mailings; write newsletters
$500 awards for artistic excellence trated in functional design from,, angularity of shapes, intense colors and chests of drawers; cast and
semester. He received merit awards
and design posters. They also cook,
were given: Paul Hieb of LouisvilMurray State University.
and cartoony quality finishes," fabricated aluminum, steel and in the
1989
and
1990
host receptions and serve as ushers.
le, David Gobert, Carterville, [11.
Annual
StuFurniture, electric guitars, furn- Malinoski said.
wood become guitars.
dent Show and is represented by
Flo 13uffington, a volunteer, is a,
and Paul Lile of Louisville.
ishing art and bronze sculpture as
The son of Francis "Doc" and galleries
He blends what the average perin Louisville, Paducah and
member of the Playhouse board of
Lite also received the Dean's well as a few paintings from May 1 son may think to be incongruous Martha Malinoski of Mayville, NY,
directors where she heads a comAward to a freshman, a $500 sav- through 10, in the upper level of materials into designs. He employs Peter J. Malinoski has been Beverly Hills, Ca.
mittee exploring ways of adding
ings bond. Merit awards went to 29 the Eagle Gallery.
traditional and non-traditional con- accepted to Southeastern MassaThe Eagle Gallery is located on
members anchtyolunteers for the
other individuals with cash awards
A reception will be held May 4, struction methods, to explore tech- chusets' MFA degree program at the fourth floor of the Price Doyle
ranging from $120 to $25.
Playhouse.
2 to 4 p.m., 5th floor lobby.
- —
niques, shapes and design solu- Dartsmouth this fall.
Fine Arts Center.
"We're doing several things to
attract people," she said, "We've
sent letters to various departments
and organizations at MSU, and we
Milton from the Kentucky Educa- "whole being" of education rather
The Kentucky Ailiance for the Act."
distribute
packets for area realtors
Dennis Horn, representative tion Association were also present. than "marketable" skills?
Arts Education held a public conto
give
new
residents."
The panelists provided a brief
ference at Murray State University from the alliance and the Kentucky
*How to stay up-to-date with all
Having moved to Murray from
history
and
current status of the
April 13 to discuss the arts and its Arts Council, and Miniael Ramsey,
the current developments under eastern
Tennessee a little over a
application to the day-to-day curri- department of ecluCa9on and Kentucky Education Reform Act reform?
A framed, signed copy of each
year
ago,
Buffington is practically
alliance board membetVerved as and fielded questions from the supculum of all schools.
One of the goals of the conferof Phillip Powell's latest prints
interested
in involving people new
porters
of
arts
panelists.
education
Hosted by Murray State, the con, which
ence was to establish a network to
"Woodland Casanova" and "Dogto the area.
included area art instructors, artists
Jane
Mary
Littleton
ference
addressed
from
the
"The
Arts
and
distribute
information on developwoods and Cardinals" will be the
"I know how difficult it can be
.y4iwii Roger and parents.
the Kentucky Education Reform Pritchard Cq
ments in arts education to interprizes in a fundraising raffle being
assimilate into a new communito
Among the questions asked ested _parties in Western Kentucky.
conducted by the Mayfield/Graves
ty," she said, "the Playhouse is an
For more information about the
were:
County Art Guild.
excellent way to meet people and,
Graves
County
prismacol
arts
native
or information about establish.;
Randy
Sasso
or.
the
featured
is4
*How
to
get
arts
specialist
s in all
The two prints are the latest in a
to make a contribution to your new
Simmons
and
ing the arts in iocal schools, conAlmo artist Sandy.. atist in Jun,
schools prior to assessment?
series of woodland and wildlife
home."
Sasso will be featured artists darr'i • The Yeis,er Art Center is located
*How to enlist community sup- tact the Kentucky Alliance for Arts "
prints by noted Hazel artist. Funds
Anyone interested in volunteering May and June at the Yeiser Açt at 200tiroadway in the historic port for the arts in the school Education, P.O. Box 13280, Lexraised through the raffle will be
ing
should call the Playhouse in the
Center.
ington, Ky. 40583 or Michael RamMarket HOuse. The center is acces- system"?
used to help support the guild and
Park at (502) 759-1752 or fill out a
*How can the need for arts edu- sey, 2060 .Loy-Flo Station Road
Simmons received a bachelor of sible to individuals with disabiliits related activities, including the
form when attending one of the
cation be emphasized as part of the East, Boaz, Ky. 42027-9602.
Erne arts degree from Murray State ties.
gallery located at 121 West Broadplays cr cabarets this summer.
University in 1988 and is complet—
way in Mayfield, where the works
of new and pronlising area artists ing his masters of art degree at pre-,
are featured;';Art'scholarships for sent. He has exhibited in solo and
group shows receiving numerous
high schoiCaged istudettts- and
• 150 Styles in stock to choose fi
workshops in various visual arts for awards. Simons obtains his ideas
Select Early!
from many sources including his
people of all ages and interests.
Available At
Also ormal Dresses & Accessories
Raffle tickets are $2 each or daily activities. He works priMarily:
Participating
Register for Wind Surfer to be given away.
Ace Hardware Stores
Oree for $5, and may be purchased in graphite, drawing landscape.?
by .writiog the Mayfield/Graves and objects found in the',
County Art Guild at P.0,. Box 68, environment.
Simmons is interested in black*:
• Hickory, Ky. 42051 or by Stopping
Men's Wear & Tuxedos
„. in the gallery during regular gallery and white because "It seoti-more
%Iurr•
hours, 1 to 4 p.m. Tuesday through raw and dramatic. Color Si11u _
PIA"‘1•,n,
Ple,•
Friday, 10 a.m. toy-p.m. Saturday, appeal." A graphite drawing by
and to 4 p.m.. Sunday, or by call- Simmons is featured at the center,
ing the, guild at (502) 247-6971. during May.
The drawing for prizes will be June
Sandy Sasso is a native of North
1. hyieddition to prints offered Carolina and attended the Universithrough the raffle, both framed and ty' of North Carolina, Greensboro.
Resin Chair
unframed signed prints are being Sbe has a BFA from the University
Slotted contour back for cool and comfortable sitting StackaVe for space.
offered for sale at the gallery. In of North Carolina and a master of
saving storage White 81743
the case of prints purchased arts degree from MSU. She is a
through the gallery, half of the sale practicing artist who exhibits her
Auto - Home - Farm
price will be donated to the Guild work extensively in the
southeast
Busin
ess - Life - Health
by the artist.
•
and across the nation. She has
Compare Our Price & Coverage
taught studAlasses at MSU, the
Kentucky Arts Council and the
6th & Main
753-0489
.1'WEEKLY
Penland School in North Carolina.
rS ARTS CALENDAR
In 1990, Sasso as named an
1"x25' Tape
PRES,ENTED BY VCAINESS COWAITTFEE FOR THE ARTS
individual artist fellow with the
w/Utility Knife
Kentucky Foundation for Women.
Special combo pack includes popuMay 4
She works primarily in pastel and
lar poweriock tape rule and heavy
Competition — KMTA Keyduty retractable utility knife 28510
board, free, all day, Price Doyle
Fine Arts.
Reception — "Out of Nowhere"
functional design exhibitiott-,of
GARLAND'S
work by Peter Malinoski, free, 2 to
PROFESSIONAL
4 p.m., Clara M. Eagle.
PAINTING
May 6
Waterproofing Sealer
Phone 753-3823
Meeting — Camera Club, free, 7
Pentrag transparent sealer prevents
FREE
ESTIMATE
S
?;;)
p.m., Public Library Meeting
moisture damage Use On wood. con
•Over 15 yrs Experence
Room.
. crate and masonry.
•rntenor a Exterior
171.0, 11, 16911,12
Through May 10
Exhibit — Student Art, Clara M.
Eagle Gallery of Doyle Fine Arts
Center.

Winners of the 1991 Spring Pot Pourri art competition recognized

`Out'of Nowhere' exhibition by Malinoski currently on display

Area Art Guild
to raffle prints
by Phillip Powell

Alliance for Arts conference addresses KERA

Simmons, Sasso' Shown--at', eiger
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ct)sfyOM CAR CA
Automotive
Accessories & Installation iA

$799

served 5 p m -8 p.m.

50 Ft. Outdoor
Cord & E.Z. Wind
Cord Storage Reel

served 5 p.m.-9

Quantity 50 ft . 16/3 outdoor cord UL
listed 'eel stofes up to 150 tt of 16
guage cord A great way to keepoutdoor cords neatly stored
33912

$999
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Bob Price will receive the doctor
of ministry degree from Southwestern Baptist Theological
Seminary, Fort Worth, Texas.
during commencement ceremonies May 10. Price, pastor of
Cornerstone Baptist Church,
Terrell. Texas, is the son of
Orman Price and Evelyn Price of
Murray. He is married to Janett
Price. Southwestern is one of six
seminaries affiliated with Southern Baptist Convention.
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Datha McCallon, Murray, left, Kentucky Mother of the Year for
1991, talks with Joan Burney of Nebraska, who was crowned as
convention in St. Louis,
National Mother of the Year at the national
•

DEAR ABBY
by Abigail Van Buren

May Fellowship Day for Murray and Calloway County will be observed
on Friday, May 3, at 11 a.m. at Good Shepherd United Methodist Church,
Highway 121 South at Cherry Corner. Dr. David Roos, pastor of First
Christian Church, will present a program on "Working With God for Justice." A potluck lunch will be served. This is an annual event that unites
Protestant, Roman Catholic, Orthodox and other Christian women in a
common worship experience, according to Sr. Mary Ann Yanz, president
of Church Women United of Murray and Calloway County. All women of
—the-area are invited to the special program on Friday.

Mo.

DEAk ABBY. I was pleased with Although parents may not like the ,
your response to "Betty's Confi- fact that a daughter or son-issexu-/
dante :Sexually active teens need to ally active, being judgmental and
know how (lanirrous sex can be, punitive only alienates an adolescent and makes it that much him&
I'Ven %%hen proper precautions are
.Datha McCallon, Kentucky
to protect him orer ti-orn the many Mother of the Year for 1991, partitaken
In Virginia. minors are entitled dangers of unprotected sex.- Value cipated in the American Mothers.
lit intorniation about birth control._ judgments must be put.aside.
56th annual national convenpregnancy. prenatal tare and sexuII would encourage any parents or Inc.
at Marriott
ally,. transmitted diseases without adolescents wlio have questions tion held April 25-29
Mo.
Louis,
St.
Hotel,
Pavilion
care
health
of
availability
knowledge.
about the
their parents'ciinsent or
The theme'of the convention,
Our health clinics and private physi- fbr sexually- related problems to call
Mothers Living, Loving, Learncians are required by law to respect their local city or county health dea Minor's privacy with regard to these partment.
ing," featured workshops conGod bless you. Abby. And God __ _ducted _by people from all walks of
see
..... -siti‘e issues. I am an pbstetri- ciarf-aneeiTlogist.and anything tad bless the childfen.---life and commenced with the recMATTHEW J. WERNER:ULnre bv a teen regarding sex may
I
of the 1991 National
ognition
VA.
'CULPEPER,
M D..
silar.i.d with d parent without
not
Mother of the Year.
the teens permission.
Crowned as National Mother Of
DEAR DR.WERNER:Thanks.
The best family situations I have
seen are those in which love allows I needed those kind. reassuring the Year. was • Joan Burney -of
parents acid teens to discuss sexual words. I came in for copious Nebraska. She has seven children.
criticism for suggesting that
,acti% it without fear of punishment
During the convention, the group
teens who need answers for :was involved in a day of seminars,
questions about sex should go to
attended three banquets, heard the
Planned Parenthood if they don't
e
Manchester United Methodist
their
asking
comfortable
feel
Bell Choir and the Bush
Church
parents. Ilkucky are the people
who live in Virginia, and the Choir, and had tours of the Gateother states whose laws protect -way -Arch and Shaw's Botanical
Mitzi Parker
a minor's right tb privacj.
Gardens.

McCallon attends event

I

.‘• t' ',de-elect of
1 Brad Houston

vs*

• DEAR ABBY: A prominent fire
chief in Michigan asked. you to advise your readers against installing
-dookiletlead-bolt-locks.,
Well, as a security conSultant,
may I say there. are twosides to that
issue! Since families are much more4
likely to be burglarized than to experience a late-night fire, the additional skurity provided by a deadbolt lock is the reason those locks are

made her
ro4k
„etections-f
--

as

• Pier is
Bridal Registry

a.4

such big •sel;ers.-

1205B Chestnut • 753-LS51

8

10

,12 Months)

Ky Farm Bureau
(A+ Superior Rated)

7534703

• Although I agree that the use of
these locks is hazardous for hotels,
hospitals and_atu-sing homes,there
are two good security-related reasons for using them in single-family
- residences.
' The first: In doors that have glass or plastic inserts or panels) with
standard locks,a burglar can simply
break the glass or push the plastic
out, stick his hand inside the door
and unlock the latch. He can then
open the doofand enter the house. A
double dead-bolt lock prevents this.
SecurukThere are cases where,a
team ofburglars with large trucks or
vans have carried away all the furniture, major appliances and even the
•
light fixtures!
However,when a homeowner uses
_ a double dead-bolt lock, a burglar
.• can steal only what he can remove
through the windows:This would be
time-consuming.. attract attention
and appear suspicious to the neighbors or police. • —
When usijng a ,double dead-bolt
lock, the rule is:. Always lock your
door.- and keep the key in the-lock-when you are home.Ifyou follow this
rule, you will be safe and secure!,
-MAC" MC C-AUI.A'
, IN COPPERAS COVE. TEXAS
Want your phone to ring, Get Abby's
bookirt."How to B.Popular"— for people
ofall ages.To order,send a long.businessMae,self-addressed enwelope. plus check
or money orderfor /3.95 94.50in Canada)
to: Dear Ahtiy. Popularity Booklet, P.O.
Bo:447.Mount Morris.111.61044.1Postage
is included.'

THEATRES!

BRIDAL
REGISTRY
We. are pleased to
that
announce
Wrye,
Shannon
bride-elect ofJackie
Tucker, _Ads' made
her domestic and
selechousehold
tions through Qur
bridal registry.
and
Shannon
Jackie will be married June 15, 1991.
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Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

Datha McCallon
Speaking at convention

Coldwater UMW sale Friday
United Methodist Women of Coldwater United Methodist Church will have
a plant, bake and craft sale on Friday, May 3, starting at 8 a.m. The public is
urged to attend this special sale by the women of the church.

Greenhouse open two days
Mrs. McCallon was accompanied
to St. Louis by two of her daughtThe Senior Citizens' Greenhouse, located behind St. John's Episcopal
ers, Martha McCallon and Mar- Church
at Main and Broach Streets, will be open for sales from 9 a.m. to 12
garet McCallon. She has another noon on Fridays and Saturdays for approximately three weeks. Mr. and Mrs.
daughter, Marilynn, and a son, Rod Sanders, directors of the greenhouse, said tomatoe, pepper and flower
Dale. She is the widow of Jewel bedding plants will be available for sale. This is another project, handled by
volunteers, for the benefit of Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens'
McCallon.
Program.
The Murray woman, Mrs.
McCallon, succeeded Mrs. Gladys
Jarrett, 19913- Kentucky Mother of St. John program Saturday
the Year, who participated in the
St. John Missionary Baptist Church will have a pre-anniversary gospel
American Mothers event in New
musical program on Saturday, May 4, at 7 p.m. Several area churches will
York City.
participate in this special event. The Rev. W.E. Cheaney, pastor, invites the
American Mothers; Inc„ is an
public to attend.
organization whose 'purpose is "to
strengthen the moral and spiritual
foundations of the family and the Scott Harper York born
home."
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Scott York of 1622 Farmer Ave., Murray, are the
At a time when- family values
parents of a son, Scott Harper, weighing eight pounds one ounce, measurhave become a national priority, ing 211/4 inches, born on Wednesday, April 24, at 5:32 p.m. at Murray•American Mothers, Inc.. responds Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Lynne Harper of Maywith educational, cultural and spir- field. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. John Waters of Mayfield and the Rev.
hual programs for mothers of all and Mrs. Alvin York of Arlington.
ages.
The group was first organized by
for girls Tuesday
a group of religious leaders in New Summer event
York in an effort to focus attention
'Summer Makeover' will be theme for a summer event for girls on Tueson contributions of mothers in the day, May 7, from 7 to 8:30 pin. at Playhousein the Park. All teenage girls
home, the community, the nation, are invited to attend the event designed for them by Murray Christian
Women's Club. Many prizes will be given away and each girl attending will
and the world.
a gift bag. Rhonda Beam,- local hairdresser, will select models from
Sara Delano Roosevelt was rec- receive
the audience for make-up and hairstyle makeover. She also will be the feaognized as the first-honorary chair- tured speaker. Tickets for $1 are now on sale by representatives from
man in 1935. That same year, Grades 7-12 at both Calloway County and Murray City School Systems.
Roosevelt presented the first Tickets alsiz“may be purchased by calling Jill Courtney, 492-8899, Lois
National Mother of the Year award Green, 759-4635, Paula Alcott, 753-7917, or at Rhonda's Hair Studio, 116
to Lucy Keen Johnson of Georgia, South Filth St., Murray.
the first of many Women seclected
and honored.
Art Guild Yard Sale Saturday
The group continues to promote
and emphasize Mothers' Day
Murray Art Guild will hold a multi-party yard sale Saturday, May 4,-from 8
which is designated as the second a.m. to 2 p.m. to raise money for the operation and special projects of the
guild at 103 North Sixth St., Murray. Many items will be on sale including a
Sunday of May.
camping
box of Oriental items, small appliances, health and beauty items,
items,books, clothing, collectibles, crafts, art, toys, fabrics, cards, etc. The
public is urged to attend, said Patricia Clark, Guild president.

Cheerleader a WilrdS c iven

Country ham breakfast Saturday
Methodist Men will have their annual country ham breakfast on Saturday',
May 4, from 5 to 10 a.m. at Dexter-Hardin United Methodist Church, located
of U.S. Highway 641 at Calloway-Marshall County Line. This will be sponsored by Methodist Men of Dexter-Hardin, Olive, Palestine and Russell's
Chapel United Methodist Churches. There is no charge, but donations will
be accepted.

Oaks Club event planned
Oaks Country Club will have its Men's Spring Championship Golf Tournament on Saturday and Sunday, May 4 and 5. For more information or to sign
up call Charlie Hargrove, golf professional, at 753-6454 or sign up in the
pro-shop at the club.

Zachary Lance Stewart born
Mr. and Mrs. William Ricky Stewart of Rt. 6, Box 115, Murray, are the
parents of a son, Zachary Lance, weighing eight pounds five ounces, measuring 201/4 inches, born on Thursday. April 18, at 10:40 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The mother is the former LaRhea Miller. They
have another son, Clint, 8, and a daughter, Jamie, 31/2. Grandparents are
Joe and Hilda Miller of Rt. 1, Murray, the late Mrs. Velma Miller, and Mrs.
Lavenia Stewart, Rt. 6, Murray, and the late William Stewart.

Four-H Club meeting Monday
Cheerkaders at Calloway County High School receiving awards at
the CCHS Basketball banquet 'were, from left, front row, Linda
Thweatt, most outstanding varsity cheerleader; Christy Clayton, leadership award; Ginger Adams, varsity academic award; back row,
Sabrina Bowker, most outstanding junior varsity cheerleader; Amanda Jackson, junior varsity academic award; and Amy Hosford, most
improved cheerleader and spirit award.

Calloway County 4-H Club will meet Monday,*ay 6, at Calloway County
Public Library. Members are to note the change in meeting place from
Chamber of Commerce Center to the library.

East Calloway meeting planned
East Calloway Elementary School Based Decision Making (SBDM) Council will hold its first meeting on Monday, May 6, at 7 p.m. in the school
cafeteria. The agenda will include meeting dates of council, training dates of
council and possible topics to be considered during the year. This meeting
is open to the public, according to Jim Feltner, principal.
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North Calloway meeting planned
North Calloway Elementary School Based Decision Making (SBDM)
Council will meet Monday, May 7, at 7 p.m. in the school cafeteria. Meeting
dates and training dates of the council and topics for consideration during
the year will be discussed. Ronnie Walker': principal, said the meeting is
open to the public.

Southwest Calloway meeting Tuesday
Southwest Elementary School Based Decision Making Council will hold
its first meeting on Tuesday, May 7, at 4 p.m. in the school library. Members
of the council for 1991-92 school year are Don Chamberlain and Cathy
Crawford, parents; Kathy Cleaveer, Jane Cothran and Diane Jones, teachers; and Michael Hicks, principal.

Rogers reunion on June 1
The Rogers family will have a special reunion on Saturday, June 1, from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the covered pavilion at Murray-Calloway County Park.
This is for relatives and friends of all Rogers descendants from the west
aide of the county. A potluck meal will be served .1 12 noon. For more inforaim call Man. Jewel, 753-8604, Donothy and Isaac Grogan, 753-2473, or
ellfral M. Rogers, 435-4277.
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Barrett and Mays wedding on June 1
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The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Rhonda Carol
Barrett and Darren Ellison Mays
have been announced.
Miss Barrett is the daughter of
Robert M. Barrett and Wanda Barrett of Rt. 8, Box 1050, Murray.
Mr. Mays is the son of John A.
Mays and Shirley-A. Mays of nth —
_-.Box 617, Benton.
The bride-elect will graduate this
month with a Bachelor of Science
in business with an area in accounting from Murray State University.
.The groom-elect received his
Bachelor of Science in business
administration with a minor in chemistry in May 1989 from Murray
State.. He will receive his Master's
in business administration (MBA)
this month from MSU. He is hall
director of Franklin Hall at MSU.
• The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, June 1, at 2
p.m. at Green Plain Church of
Christ.
A reception will follow in the
Hospitality Room of the University
Branch of the Bank of Murray.
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DEAR DR GOTT Is there anything that can be done for "thin" skin,
which occurs as one grows older? Is
there a vitamin or food regimen that
can be used to prevent one from acquiring a black and blue spot by the
slightest bang'
DEAR READER Alas, the skin
changes Of aging are as-inevitable as
thinning hair and receding gums. As
we age. the characteristics of ourskin
change, loss of subcutaneous fat, less
elasticity and actual thinning Of the
skin itself. These alterations lead to
wrinkling, sagging and easy. bruising
(because tiny veins in the skin are less
protected I. Paralleling these changes,
the walls of blood Vessels become
thinner and less elastic; therefore, minor bumps and scrapes may result in
unsightly bruises that often seem out
of proportion to the degree of. injury.
To date, there is no medicine, vitamin, cream or gel to correct age-related thin skin. However, in some
cases, blood-vessel fragihty is accentuated by vitamin deficiency — especially vitamin C- — in older people
whose diets may not be nutritionally
balanced. You may find that a multivitamin pill, such as Centrum or Zbec, taken once a day might help your

krt.

Learn To Swim Summer Prograffi set
Plans are now being made for
the 1991 Red Cross Learn to Swim
Program, Jet for Jua 3 through
Aug. 9, at Murray-Calloway County Park.
Registration will begin Monday,
May 6, at Calloway County Red
Cross office in George Weaks
Community Center at 607 Poplar
St., Murray. Office hours are 9
a.m, to 12 noon and 1 to 4 p.m.,
Monday through ,Friday.
Sign-up will continue through
the summer until the classes are
closed because of the number of
students in the classes. No phone
registration will be accepted.
Classes will be offered to infants
through adults. A schedule of the
10 weeks session is as follows:
First Session — June 3-14, 11
a.m. to 12 noon, for Beginners
(SP), Beginners (BP), and Adv.
Beginners; Evening Classes, 8 to 9

p.m., same groups.
Second Session — June 17-28,
11 a.m. to 12 noon, Beginners
(SP), Beginners (BP), and Intermediates; 11 to 11:30 a.m., Parent and
Tot; 11:30 a.m. to 12 noon, Parent
and preschool; Evening Classes, 8
to 9 p.m., Beginners, Adv. Beginners and Adult Beginners; 8 to 8:30
p.m., Parent and Tot; 8:30 to 9
p.m., Parent and Preschool.
Third Session — July 1-12, 11
a.m. to 12 noon, Beginners (SP),
Beginners (BP), -Adult Beginners,
and Swimmers; 11 to 11:30 a.m.,
Parent and Tot; 11:30 a.m. to 12
noon, Parent and Preschool; Evening Classes, 8 to 9 p.m., Beginners,
Adult Beginners and Intermediates,
8 to 8:30 p.m., Parent and Tot;
8:30 to 9 p.m., Parent and
Preschool.
Fourth S sion — July 15-26,
11 a.m. to
noon, Beginners

The Murray Regional Keyboard
Festival will be Saturday, May 4,
from 8:30 a.m. to 12 noon and 1:30
to 2:30 p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State University.
Sponsored by Kentucky Music
Teachers Association, the annual
cent is open to keyboard students
who study with KMTA member
teachers.
The students are required to perform two selections from memory
and participate in a theory examination. Categories include Junior
(grades 7 through 9), Senior
(grades 10 through 12) and preJunior participants of any age.
The adjudicator for this year's
festival will be Patricia Halbeck,

keyboard faculty member at Austin
Peay State University, Clarksville,
Tenn. She is Well "known throughout the area as a chamber and solo
musician as well as a respected
adjudicator, a KMTA member said.
Area teachers represented in the
festival include Dr. and Mrs. Stephen Brown, Dorothy Mason, and
Margaret Wilkins, Murray; Mary
Elizabeth Jones, Princeton; Retta
Folsom, Bobbie Sue Chumbler and
Ella Mae_ Read, Paducah.
Local manager of the Keyboard
Festival is Marie Taylor, Keyboard
Unit Coordinator and Associate
Professor of Music at MSU. Mrs.
Taylor extends an invitation to the
public to attend the event on
Saturday.

J.T. LEE, Jeweler
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Mother's Day, May 12

1,4

We are_fileased to announce that Rhonda Bar-i_
rett, bride-elect of Darren
Mays, has made her domestic and household selections
through_aur bridal registoi.
Rhonda and Darren:will
he married June 1, 1991

Awe

-
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WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North.
Murray
Hours:

Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

Mother's Day, May 12

MorJA

PAINTS

'Reg. 15'to 46'

306 Main St.
759-4979

A traditional Mother's Day gift,
sleepwear is always a treat, and
a beautiful gown, robe, or other
sleepwear item from her favorite
store will warm her heart. Save 25%

BEST ..FO'D
BEST PRICES
BEST SERVICE!

Complements, llise Stevens,
J.O. Intimates, Vanity Fair
& More

Lie claiborne
ACCESSORIES

Features: *Beast Beet •Baked Greek Chicken •Baked Ham •Slx (8) Assorted
Vegetables 'Cobblers *Cake •Banana Pudding 'French Bread

Choose from Liz Claibome's
newest styles & fabrics as well
as the traditional styling.

We Are Accepting Reservations For Graduation Parties
Thursday Fashion Show 12 Noon - Fashions 8 Modals From The Suzia 0 Shoup.
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BRIDAL I
REGISTRY

Sleepwear
25% off

Fabric choices:
Irish Tweed, Brwded Mosaic, Ptairie Leather,
Linen Logo, Textured vinyl

Where a pleasant environment to dine is our tradition.

:or more infori. 753-2473, or
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mation about what chemical or biological weapons Saddam had in his arsenal. Obviously, the best way of
avoiding infection from such weapons
is to destroy the Iraqi capability of delivering the material in warheads.
Apparently, this is precisely what our
courageous servicemen and servicewomen were able to . accomplish.
Therefore, biological Or chemical
warfare was more a potential threat
-than a Medical-reality.
Anthrax is a dangerous bacterial
disease in aninials. it is rare in aumans Anthrax 'causes rapidly- progressing pustules (large pimples) on
the skin, as well as a parlicularly viiul€iit pneumonia if- the bacterial
spores are inhaled, untreated anthrax
pneumonia carries a high mortality.
However, With penicillin and related
antibiotiCs, the infection is completely curable_

I should add.one caveat:.Spontane-

LOS ANGELES -(A-P) — Susan ous bruising (without a history .of
Dey's character on "L.A. Law" trauma) may reflect a disturbance in
left the firm in last week's episode, blood-clotting. This can be primary
but it looks like she's not going to (from defects in blood cells, such as
leukemia) or secondary (from the efleave the 5-year-old show.
of many medicines, notably asDey, who plays attorney Grace fects
pirin and related drugs). If you' have
Van Owen, has signed on for the spontaneous bruising, regardless of
1991-92 season, Twentieth Televi- your age, you should check with your
sion said Tuesday. Dey earlier had doctor for an examination and blood
said she would leave the show after tests to determine the efficiency of
this year along witli co-stars Hairy your blood coagulation..
DEAR DR. GOTT: Some friends
Hamlin and Jimmy Smits.
who were recently deployed to the
"It is not easy to leave five Persian Gulf, were concerned
about
(SP), Beginners (BP), Adv. Beginyears of history with the best anthrax. They were told that the Iraners and Intermediates; 11 to 11:30 ,actors, crew and creative team on qis
may have had this•agentattired
a.m.tRarent and Tot; 11:30 a.m. to television,pnd I am happy for the military use. Would you commentfor
on
12 hoon, Parent and Preschool; opportunity to return," Dey. said. how to prevent the infection, and
•
Evening Classes, 8 to 9 p.m, She has won three Emmy nomina- what to do if infected?
.
DEAR READERt. I have no inforBeginners, Adult Beginners and tions for the role.
Swimmers; 810 8:30 p.m., Parent
and Tot; 8:30 to 9 p.m., Parent and
Preschool.
Fifth Session — July 29 to Aug.
9, 11 a.m. to 12 noon, Beginners
"Where your ideas turn to gold."
(SP), Beginners (BP), Adv. Beginners and Intermediates; 11 to 11:30
759-1141
Dixieland Center
a.m., Parent and Tot, 11:30 a.m. to
12 noon, Parent and Preschool;
Evening Classes, 8 to 9 p.m.,
Beginners and Adult Beginners; 8
to 8:30 p.m., Parent and Tot; 8:30
to 9 p.m., Parent and Preschool.
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DR.
GOTT
by Petrr Gott, M.D.

Leigh Ann Carter, a senior at
Murray High School, has been
awarded the KAPOS Cheerleading Scholarship. She has been a
Murray cheerleader for six years
and captain for three of those six
years. She is the daughter of Gerald and Mary Ann Carter.
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We Accept Reservations for Small or Large Parties, Receptions, Group Meetings.
We Feature la limes Catering Free Prins Rib To Seafood Ballet Ti Breakfast Ballot Upon Request.

Hwy. 841 S., Murray, KT 753-1508

Downtown Murray
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Joyce Nunnally named
as finalistlat Paducah

4

A Murray woman, Joyce Nunnatty, was recognized as a ruralist
in the 1991 Jefferson Awards at the
banquethcldApri1i Lit Executive
Inn, Paducah.
The event was sponsored by
WPSD,-TV- at Paducah and Westvaco at Wickliffe..
Mrs. NunnOly said she was honored to be chosen as one of the
finalists. She was recognized primarily for her work with the Hospice program in which she works,.
with terminally ill patients and
with their families after their death.

CALENDAR
Thursday, May 3
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Friday, May 3 ,
Homemakers/11710 a.m./First
United Methodist Church.

Women of Moose/8 p.m/Murray
Moose Lodge.

May Fellowship luncheon by
CWU/11 a.m./Good Shepherd
United Methodist Church.

The volunteer program is operated through the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
_Speakeasy" by Speech Talon
Mrs. Nunnally was one of the p.m./Murray High School Library.
first persons in Murray to accept a
Hospice assignment. She began her
Friendship of Paris,
work with Hospice on Sept. 19, Singles
p.m. at Farm Bureau
Tenn.,[7:30
1980. Ironically, this was her
Info/Kennith
Paris.
Building,
father's birthday, who had died
753-3580.
Broach.
earlier that year. She said she
explained to her family that this
Baptist Church events
would be het posthumous birthday First
Mother's Day Out/9:30
include
present to her father.
Classes/11:30 a.m.
Exercise
a.m.;
The finalist is also active in Alzp.m.
6:30
and
heimer's Support Group at the local hospital, serving as treasurer and
Distinministering to the needs of the var- Harry Lee Waterfield
p.m./Wrather
Lecture/8
iQUS families involved. She is also guished
active in the work of her church, Hall, MSU. Admission free
serving on the administrative
Open meeting of Narcotics
board.
She and her husband, Mamey Anonymous/7 p.m./Parish Center,
Nunnally, have two adult children St. Leo Catholic Church.
and a son who is a Junior in high
school.
AA and Al -Anon cloied
Mrs. Nunnally was nominated meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens'
for the Jefferson Awards by Joe Pat Center, Benton. Info/759-4059 or
James of Murray.
753-7663.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.

...... .............. ....
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We are pleased to- ance that Stacy Ann Bel,
. ".e
bride-cleel
Matthew Boardman, has
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Greg
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-ove made selections from
3ur wedding Registry.
Their -wedding wiii be „June
:2 1991

The
Panhandler
Bel-Air Center

753-5679

PRE-SEASON
_

SALE!

BUY NOW AND SAVE

From single room cooling to cooling your whole house
• We have the air conditioner for your needs,
5,800 BTU Carry-Cool Air Conditioner

Games/8 p.m. at Murray Moose
Lodge.

Plant, Bake and Craft Sale/8
a.m./at Coldwater United Methodist Church.

15
Pepperoni sof

Air Conditioner

Tax

I

18" $099
Party
.Tax

438
Circulaire T44
Air Conditioner
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Gray baby boy, parents, Christina
and Arthur, Rt 1, Box 338-A, Calvert
City.
Dismissals
Mrs Camelia Dunn, Rt. 2, Box 303,
Puryear, Tenn ; Dr. Gary Marquardt.
2009 Gatesborough, Murray; Mrs,
Glenda Faye McClure, P.O. Box 814,
Murray,
Mrs Jennifer Tabors Vaughn, 1305
Roberson, Murray; Mrs. Mary Sue
Henson, 206 Elm St., Murray; Miss
Shauna Waller, 1564 Canterbury,
Murray;
Mrs Bertie Paschall, P.O. Box 14,
Akno, Mrs. Opal Bea Hamad, 1608
Catalina, Murray; Billy Eugene Bowen,
732 Nash Dr., Murray.
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
May 1, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions

Sheppard baby girl, parents, Tina
and Jeff, e3 Allendale, Benton;
Schroader baby girl, parents, Angela and Jeffrey, Ftt. 1, Box 725, Dexter;
(Cont'd on page 9)

from achieving your main objective.
An older relative_ _Carl bc...ocry. de7
manding. Give this person more attention. but not during business hours.VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Allow an associate's project to develop
further before offering any suggestions. You can glean useful information from watching how other people
operate. Give romance a second
chance.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Do
not allow your personal feelings to
interfere with your ability to make a
Wise career or business decision.
Choose.the best person for the job.
Stock tips help you turn a quick profit.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov.2I):
positive attitude and good manners
are the keys to success today. Have
the courage to tell your loved ones
how you.really feel about a contro,
versial subject.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Be careful not to leave your
valuables where they might tempt
someone. A 'good friend offers helpful advice. Take it! Keep in touch
With loved ones at a distance.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
A promotion or raise could make this
-a red-letterday. Keep abreastof world
affairs. The most interesting people
to know are those who can talk about
something other than themselves.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
A conflict at work could reveal a
great deal about an associate's true
goals. Moderation is the key to good
health. Look to the future with confidence.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Family members could be touchy
today. Be careful how you phrase
any suggestions you make. Get better organized both at work and at
home. Your spirits will rise along
with your productivity.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are tactful,forward-looking and cautious. They
dislike conflict and will steer clear of those who act combative. These
Taureans are big believers in peaceful negotiation and usually do beautifully
in positions of authority. Good managers„they know how to get the best-out
of other people! Count on them to shy away from business ventures that
involve more than a small amount of risk. A series of intense but short-lived
romances will probably precede marriage.
I You can now get a perwmaliteddaily horoscope frorn leAne DIson bawd on your own birth daic boosts
only 111 cents per Rimini Call l -4011-9118-771iX.)
•
• (To order a resised and updated copy of Jeane Doion's best-selling book."Yesterday.Today and FOIVVC:T:
How Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan.- send 14t 91 plus SI postage and handling to
pry aMs.to Andrews
‘011. Andrews and McMecl,P() Box 419110. Kansa% City. Mo 64141 Maiar checks
and kickkel

Friday, May 3rd

Or for that damp,
stuffy basement try a
Dehumidifier.

JCPenney

Murray

To Orr

)Dehumidifier
°k9

-

Tenn.;

ONE DAY ONLY

...\ 15-Pint Capacity
(4)
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Newborn admissions

Hartley baby girl, mother, Mary
Hartley, Rt. 8, Box 820, Murray;
1.4atheny baby boy, parents, Jan and
Steven, 445 Jameson Dr., Huntington,

FRIDAY, MAY 3, 1991

HOLLAND DRUGS

A
P122
$c99

30, have been released as follows:

SCOPE
YOUR HORO
by Jeane Dixon

Murray High Junior-Senior
prom/8 p.m./Curris Center Ballroom, Murray State University.

Hours: Sun.-Thurs.
FREE Dallvery ANY Tlrn•!
Fri. & Sat 11 am.-1 am.
Central Canter (Nag is Ns I curers)

I IS to4t. 7 4 amp. F.'s
fan I imling speeds I
pc.....on thermostat Huilt,in handle

Dismissals

Julia Roberts and
Sutherland to marry

Superthrust '

Model
ACM',AA
fii.rffis-senc. 10.000 Bfl. 9.0 gut
I IS suits, 120 amps Fast insliaLtnn
F nergs saw., switch r outing speed*.
aolloss dust-coon.

Newborn admissions

Wofford baby boy, parents. Kimberly
and Larry, Rt. 1, Box 30-14 Buchanan,
Tenn ,
Underhill baby girl, parents, Robin
and Terry. Rt. 3, Box 105C-1B,
Murray;
lassitar, baby girl, mother. Lisa
Dick, Fourth Gilbert, Box 119, Hazel

Mrs. Geneva M. Clark, 604 -West
St., Benton, John Chester York,
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./I.U. Kevil Eighth
West View Nursing Home, Murray; Ms.
Center, South 10th Street Kathleen Herndon. 608 South Ninth
Extended, Mayfield.
St , Murray,
Mrs. Mcie Pullen, Rt. 5, BOX 343,
1005
Main Street Youth Center/205 Mayfield, Mrs Jeanette Blount,
Dr , Murray; William E.
North Fourth St./open 6-11 Southwood
Hardison, Rt. 7, Box 484, Mayfield;
p.m./Info 753-TEEN.
Edley Burnett Nance, Southside
Manor H-1, Murray; Lewis Landon, Rt.
LBL events include Iron 5, Box 163, Mayfield; Pat D. Watkint,
South .13th St., Murray;
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30- 213
Terry L.'.Toylor, Rt. 1, Box 440, Benp.m./Homeplace-1850, and ton; Mrs. Jackie Crouch, Rt. 3, Box 67,
Stargazing/8:30 p.m./Golden Pond Benton; Otho M. Ranch, Rt. 1, Box
Visitor Center.
470, Dexter;
Mrs. Yolanda Harvey. 1507 Johnson
Murray; Mrs. Rebecca J. Hugg
National Scouting Museum/open Blvd.,baby
girl, Rt. 1, Box 174, Murray.
and
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Three newborn admissions and
Alford Chapter 445 Order of dismissals at Murray-Calloway
Eastern Star/7:30 p.m./lodge hall
County Hospital for Tuesday, April
at Aurora

759-1551
LargerZzfoCheTownS
CLASSIC DINER
11 a.m.-Wright

Model.
ATP06F A
SMIS. HI

Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday, April
29, have been released as follows:

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OEY.OURLIFE:A
new emotional maturity will aid you
in achieving a more balanced lifemen and
style in September. Stick to your
Murray Civitan Club/7 Twilight Golf for
Country
p.m./Oaks
women/5:30
goals,even ifothers make discouragp.m./Homeplace Restaurant.
ing remarks. Loved ones could lack
Club.
your vision or fail to see where you
St. Leo Catholic Church events
Banquet/6 p.m./Fellowship are headed. Although romance may
Music
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.;
be clouded at times, you can look
of First Baptist Church.
Liturgy Plan/6 p.m.; Choir Hall
forward to clear skies by the winter
Practice/7 p.m.
holidays. Mate will be proud to be at
your side in January 1992. A finanFriday, May 3
cial windfall is possible early next
United Way General board
spryng.
meeting/12 noort/Pagliai's.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: singer Engelbert
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Actor HuMperdinck. boxer "Sugar Ray"
Hazel Community Center/open 10
a.m.-2 p.m. for senior nitizens Kiefer Sutherland and "Pretty Robinson.singer James Brown,folkWoman" star Julia Roberts are singer Pete Seeger.
activities.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): A
planning a June wedding.
approach will greatly imcreative
The couple met in 1989 while
George Weaks Community
chance ofcareer advanceyour
prove
for
been
have
and
p.m.
a.m.-4
"Flatliners"
filming
9
Center/open
when it comes to
careful
Be
ment.
together since.
activities by senior citizens.
Deal only
investments.
new
making
Angeles
They will marry in Los
those who have a reputation for
with
Senior Citizens' Greenhouse/open on June 10, the couple's publicist, reliability.
Pat Kingsley, said Wednesday.
9 a.m. to 12 noon.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
The spokeswoman said she Businessand financial endeavors will
International Day Luncheon by didn't have any details about wed- benefit from a more enthusiastic
County- ding or honeymoon plans.
approach. Tend to paperwork related
Calloway
to budget matters. A new division of
domestic chores may be in order.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20):
Double-check all details relating to
financial matters. Speculative ventures are too risky now. An influential person could be hard to contact.
WE HAVE THE
Relax this evening with close relaPERFECT GIFT IDEAS
tives.
CANCER (Julie 21-July-22): Let
•Frames •Pottery 'Silk Flowers
experts handle any financial nethe
More
'Much
*Mugs
*Balloons 'Cards
gotiations. A stubborn person can be
a valuable ally. Your sense Of humor
makes you a welcome addition to any
753-1462
Bob Dunn, R.Ph.
group. Enjoy a young person's comDowntown-Crt. Sq.
pany tonight.
LEO,(July 23-Aug. 22): Refuse
to let minor interruptions keep you

Kpilits of Columbusr/ p.m. K/C
building.

...

Hospital reports listed
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Coupon
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FmlIA introduces
new buy-down
loan program

ed
Mrs. Margie Henson

s follows:

sno
har, Mary
Murray,
its, Jan and
Huntington,

Mrs. Margie Henson, 70, Benton, died Tuesday at 8:55 p.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Her husband, Lawrence Henson,
preceded her in death.

1, Christina
I-A, Clayen

Survivors are three daughters,
Mrs. Reba Hamlet and Mrs. Norma
Jane Newton, Benton, and Mrs.
Cathy Perrin, Paducah; one brother,

2, Box 303,
Marquardt,
irray, Mrs
) Box 814,

Mrs. Farris, 64, died Tuesday at
The funeral for Mrs. Christa Farnoon at her home at 1621 Mar12
the
in
p.m.
ris was Wednesday at 2
Chapel Rd., Murray.
tin's
of
Home
Funeral
Miller
of
chapel
are her husband,
Survivors
offiMurray. The Rev. R.J. Burpoe
two daughters, Mrs.
Farris;
Andrew
was
White
ciated. Mrs. Oneida
Eleanor Ryan, Hendersonville,
organist and soloist.
Pallbearers' were Chris Ryan,- _Tenn., and Mrs. Edna Roach, Elizabethtown; two sisters-in-law,
Troy Ryan, Bob Falwell, Matthew
Mrs. Imogene Falwell and Mrs.
Falwell, James Dfle Hopkins and
Naomi Farris, Murray; five grandRonnie Pool.
Burial was in Martin's Chapel children including Lori Hopkins of
Murray; three great-grandchildren.
Cemetery.

0. Box 14,
mad, 1608
en* Bowen,

ssions and
,-Calloway
Wednesday,
eleased as

Colby Ray Richardson

Jon.
arents, Tina
3enton;
rents, Ange725, Dexter:

Final rites for Colby Ray
Richardson were Wednesday at 3
p.m. at Hazel Baptist Church. The
Rev. Janrs Garland officiated.
Pallbearers vey Larry Lidster,
--Jamie Gilmore,' Jeremy Latimer,
Casey Richardson, Eric Bradley,
Eric Dacus„Brian Cope and Darren

9)

a objective.
c very den more atmess hours.'
pt. 22): Alto develop
ifly suggesu I inforrna-

• lance to qualify ing farmers,'according
to Konakl Nelson,County Supervisor
in Murray, Ky. However, the type of
:FmHA assistance available is shifting
from direct to *guaranteed lending.
The shift allow s the FinliA to
more people with less mvey out ot
the National budget. 'Hie Narantecit
loan program allows tanners to ,:.tinue doing business with COMitivf
lenders with the l'inflA guarantcitg
up to 90 percent of each loan
1941 class joins Emeritus Club — Among members of the 1941 graduating class who were guests of honor
at the Emeritus Club luncheon of the Alumni Association at Murray State University on Friday, April 26,
were: (from left, front) Henry G. Breckenridge, Lexington; Clarene Fentress Abshier, Evansville, lnd.•
Jane Sexton Atkins, McKenzie, Tenn.; Charles J. Baker, Paducah; Virginia Grant Barfield,Richland,,Ga.
Desiree Blalock Hughes, San Antonio, Texas; Rubye (Nixie) Ledford Powell, Sebree; Frances %Alia&
Mattingly, Owensboro; Pauline Waggener, Murray; and Mary Elliston Stich, Baton Rouge, La.; (second
row) James R. Barkett, Paducah; Robert C. Christian, Sturgis; Wilson Gantt, Murray; Dr. Tom S. Maddox Sr., Greenville; Charlotte Owen Barker, Murray; Roberta Morrow Brockman, LaCenter; Eleanor
Gatlin Diuguid, Murray; Martha Key Ryan, Murray; and Marie Clodfelter Wallace, Murray; and (third
row) Jack Mathrox Belote, Murray; Joe 0. Brown, Bardstown; Shirley M. Castle, llopkinsville; Dr. James
C. Hart, Murray; James H. Johnson, Owensboro; Dr. Louis Walters, Louisville; A.B. Waters, Duncan,
Okla; and R.C. Stewart, San Antonio, Texas. The Emeritus Club is made up of alumni who have celebrated the 50th anniversary of their graduation from Murray State.

Belinoa.
Burial was, in _South Pleasant
Grove Cemetery with arrangements
by Miller Funeral Home of Hazel..
Mr. Richardson, 18, died Sunday
at 6:50 p.m. from injuries sustained
Final examinations for spring
in a car accident in Henry County,
semester classes at Murray State UniTenn.
versity will begin on Monday, May 6.
Dr. James L. Booth, provost and
vice president for academic and student affairs, said examinations will
begin at 8 a.m. on that date and
continue through Friday . morning,
May 10. for day and evening classes.
Saturday class examinations are scheduled Saturday, May 4.
The examination schedule on the
in the older model by treating with campus leads up to the annual Honors
the compound N-tert-butyl-a- Day program at 3:30 p.m. Friday,
phenylnitrone (PBN).
May 10, in the ballroom of the Curris
After 14 days of treatment the Center and the 68th annual comoxidation state and enzyme activity mencement at 10 a.m. Saturday, May
of ,older animals were identical to
that of a young animal.
"This research is in its infancy,
but it does open the door," said
Dr. Robert A. Floyd, head of the
'Molecular Toxicology Research
Program, Oklahoma- Medical
Research Foundation.
"For a long time, it has been
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
suggested that oxidative events
occur in aging. Our data implicates is among eleven Kentucky hospitals
that conclusion and also suggests to receive an employee safety award
we may be able to interfere with from the Kentucky Hospital Service
Corporation at i1 annual membership
these events."
The research team found that ;meeting held in Louisville on April
PBN also improve the Short-term 11.
a
memory--of-older animals.
Compensaof
member
a
is
H
--NR,C
Although PBN was synthesized tion Hospital Association Trust (CUniversity
by chemist Ed Janzen,
HAT), a self-funded workers comof Guelph, Ontario, Canada, in the pensation coverage program that
late 1950s, this is the first time it serves more than 40 percent of Kenhas been used to reverse the oxida- tucky's hospitals.
tion process in brain cells.
Janzen, who also holds an
To qualify for this award, hospitals
appointment at the Oklahoma Med- are required to have three years of
ical Research Foundation, views continuous membership in C-HAT
this as the beginning of various and maintain a minimum workers'
possible uses for the compound. compensation claims remit
"Their finding will be part of
The employee safety award is prebigger research of free radicals,"
of
he said. "Prior to five or 10 years sented to hospitals in recognition
safe
a
maintaining
in
efforts
ago, they were not thought to be their
very important to biology. Now work environment and employee
they are implicated in more and health program.
more functions." • II The researchers also are hopeful
!that. the compound will serve as a
protective agent in other diseases
involving interference with the
h.deral.State Market News service Slay 2, 1991 Ken.
flow of blood such as arthritis, and
ucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report Includes 4
disease.
kidney
and
liver, heart
Buying Stations Receipts: Act 190,Fat. 150 Barrows & Gilts

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — University of Kentucky researchers say
they may have found a way to
reverse some aging processes in
brain cells.
High levels of oxidized protein
in cells could be a cause for aging
of the human brain, according to
research announced Tuesday in the
May issue of Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences
USA. The researchers also said
they have found a way to reverse
the process.
As animals and humans reach a
threshold in the last quarter of their
life spans, they`begin to accumulate within the cell q1C.CeSSive
amounts of damaged enzymes and
proteins that are oxidized, according to Dr. John Carney, associate
professor of pharmacology. University of Kentucky College of
Medicine.
Normally, cells discard the inactive enzymes to recover its activity.
However, the aging cell does not
appear to rid itself of the damaged
components, therefore new
enzymes are not produced.
Enzymes are proteins that are
essential for the normal furittion
and development of the body.
The oxidative damage to cells
was found during the development
of an animal model to help understand strokes, aging and Alzheimer's disease.
Oxidation generally occurs
through a process known as free
radical generation. Because of the
aggressive nature of these radicals,
they are very damaging to whatever part of the cell with which they
come in contact.
"One particular enzyme that we
found to be severely damaged is an
enzyme that is referred to as an
alkaline protease," said Carney.
"This is a very complex enzyme,
but its primary function is to clean (Cont'd from line 8)
put the cell of damaged 'protein.
McKinney baby boy, parents, Angie
"However, the cell does not
and Ricky, Rt. 1, Box 286, Almo.
know how to fix itself in this SetDismissals
ting. In fact, in aging this enzyme
Mrs. Ruby Rudolph, 713 Sycamore
St., Murray; Mrs. Willie Lee Foster,
is markedly reduced to 33 percent
• Murray Manor G-1, Murray; Henry
of normal activity."
Cunningham, Rt. 1, Box 118, Almo;
Researchers were able to
Mrs. Pattie M. Jones, Rt. 7, Box
decrease the level of oxidized pro112.A, Mayfield; Mrs. Mamie H. Diatein and increase enzyme activity
mond, Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray,
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Hospital...

i.PAROLE REVIEW
The following inmates are now
eligible for consideration of parole
by the Kentucky Parole Board:Robert Reed, 101937-L-CS.
The Kentucky Parole Board,
which met at the Western Kentucky
Correctional Complex, Eddyville,
rtcommended parole for the following local individuals:
9. Darrell Foster 9329-Cl.

'Fred Mullins, Rt. 1, Box 64, Wing();
Mrs. Sarah Pritchett, Rt. 1, Box 48,
Dexter; John E. Pate, Rt. 1, Box 209,
Clinton; Mrs. Margaret Dunn, Rt. 6,
Box 84-AB, Murray;
Mrs. Judy Clayton, Rt. 1, Box 116,
Almo; Eddie G. Jacina, P.O. Box
13621, Lexington; Mrs. June C.
Easley, 606 West Lee, Mayfield;
Mrs. Diahann Gilliam, 624 South
10th St., Mayfield; Larry Joe Kelso, Rt.
1, Box 25-A, Almo; Mrs. Robbin
Underhill and baby girl, Rt. 3, Box 105
GIB, Murray;
Mrs. Sheila G. Boggess and baby
girl, At. 2, Box 315-B, Murray. Mrs.
Kimberly Wofford and baby boy. Rt 1,
Box 30-M, Buchanan, Tenn

Two summer schoolaerms ot lvc
11, in Racer Arena.
each are scheduled June-3-July
weeks
A total of 1,328 graduates, including 547 from mid-year and 781 who 3 and July 8-Aug. 9.
have applied for degrees this spring,
will participate in the forinal cap.%
Select her-li plants for kitchen and garder.
and-gown commencement exercise.
crefully chosen and organically grown
A reception will follow in the Curris
for you,
Center ballroom.

Stock Market
Report

HOG MARKET

teady, Sows steady to 1.00 lower.
LS 1.2 230-250 lbs
—S4000-50.50
US 1-2 210-230 lbs...
550.5051.00
US 2-3 230-260 lbs
US 3-4 260-270
Sows
.S40.00-41.00
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
541110-42.00
US 1-3 300 400 lbs
----S42.00-4100
US 1-3 400-525 lbs
$44.00-46_00
US 1.3 525 and up
55900-48.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs—
Boars $3300-37.50
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INSURANCE
Lott V. McGary
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Independent General Insurance A,:rnt
Representing
8 Insurance Companies
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and other daily specials.
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All
Bedding
At
.
Truckload
Prices!
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Quality Bedding

at
Affordable Prices
Twin

$4995

Savings
Up to

'2000°
•

IMMO

Min

Physician on premises
759.4815
300 South 8th Street • Suite 304
Medical Arts Building •Murray

WAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO. INC.
#12983

"The Lowes( Prices
In The Area"

-

Tilt, Cruise

UPS
rts

Hwy. 641 North

Was
6,900

•
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Until You Read This First!

mernb... New York, American and hAtcawrit Stock
Exchange. and S 1.P.C.
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hearing aid
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41,

414 Main St.
Murray, Ky
753-3366

best possible price
The
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Novi Oilers

UPS Pick-Up

variety of prices. *I can fit the coverage and price foreach
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1986 Buick
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Take

Additional Information Available
Upon Request.
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90 Days Same As Cash To Qualified Buyers

55900
753-2617

•'
;
)
-4.

,ummialr

37331/4
69.4 +3/.
, +74
1134

tsr
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-- Located four miles west of Murray Highway 94 W to Squire Erwin Rd
Turn left and go one half mile to the
greenhouse

(502) 753-4158
Member,
Kentucky Nurserymen's
Association

Industrial Average
1732 5
Previous Close
2930.20 ?
( Air Products ....................637/s +'/Ii
433/411 44A
A.T.C.-Class A
373/4 unc. 7
AT&T
Bank of Murray •
155)
1k11 South ...........--__....513/s -'/4
301/s unc.
Briggs & Stratton
135/1 +1/a 1
Chrysler
CSX Corp......-...........r 413/4 +1/2
Dean Foods ................... 473/4 +1/2
, ,
Dollar Gen. Store ....137/sB 1414,4
Exxon
331/4 AN
Ford
371/4 -3/s
. Gederal Motors ...Goodrich....................-........ 38 +1/4
Goodyear.......-................... 22 +1/1
1.13.M.............................1037/s +1/1
Inge494 +1/2,
4-11 Raqd
.:
K Mart.
2421/1114 unc.
Utilities
Kroger
22'/4 unc.
L & G Energies .............:403/s •1/4
i McDonalds
341/5 4J/4'
JCPenney ....................... 507/s •1/2
i Quaker Oats
577/1 unc.
Sears
t/4
unc.
Snap-On Tools
Texaco
Time-Warner
1/4
c
447/s.
Wal-Mart
413/s +0/1
1/2)
25..60
/
Woolworth
321
C.E.F. Yield

. ,

Open Fridays arid Saturdays
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and by appointmeut

STORY iTIOUSE
HERB FARM

Prices as of 9 a.m.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

_

TM FmtlA will continue. io M4e.
farmers who need
them, hut with the long range goal of.
shifting those accounts to the guarinteed program, Nelson said. The local
office of. FinHA is -located at 194
North-5th St., Murray and interk:,:d
borrOwers arc eneouraged to call
an appointment at 502-753-01O2

difeigriirillS JD

(Photo by Barry Johnson)

MCCH receives
employee safety
award from state

ar

-•-•••••••-.Z '

4A new program Ailed "Interest
Assistance" was recently announced
tay.. EmEtA. 'this- program all,,ws
fain to buy -down up to four p,!r-.
cent of the interest rate charged ri)
commercial lendertor a farmer v. ho
needs theleduced iinerestao meet 0110
FmIIA caslillow requirement. The
cashflow will he reviewed annually,
and the interest rim reduction adiusted accordingly

MSU final examinations to begin May 6

Researchers explore
aging process in brain

ither people
a second

i;r4.1Aairte
j
- • A

1 he Farmers I Lome Administhition
. (FmliA)still provides financial asis-

Troy Sheppard, Clarksville, Tenn.;
four grandchildren; three greatgrandchildren.
The funeral is today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev. Roy Gibson, the Rev. John Sheppard and
David Jones are officiating.
Burial will- follow in Union
Ridge Cemetery.

Mrs. Christa Farris

ughn, 1305
Mary Sue
urray, Miss
:antarbury,
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Texas legend Ryan throws
seventh career no-hitter

•

;

00i

lea
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By JIM DONAGHY

Rickey swipes
Brock's record

AP Baseball Writer

Even Nolan Ryan was impressed
by this no-hitter.
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) —
Ryan added to his records Wed.
Brock's record was just a
Lou
nesdaY night when he pitched his
step on Rickey Henderson's run
seventh 'no-hitter, beating Toronto
into base-stealing heaven.
3-0 in .front' of the home folks_ at
Twelve seasons into his
-Arlington, Texas.
career, Henderson broke
After past Ryan no-hitters, he
Brock's all-time record for
has spoken of games where he had
career stolen bases with his
better stuff but less luck. Not this
939th steal in the Oakland Ath•
time.
letics' 7-4 victory over the New
Ryan struck out 16 Blue Jays
York • Yankees Wednesday.
and walked only two. His ball had
For a man known for his
unbelievable motion and was
speed, Henderson took a lot of
equally unhittable.
time writing the final two
"I had the best command of all
entries into the record book.
three pitches. This is the best,"
Coming into the season, he
•
Ryan said of his no-hit collection.
needed three stolen bases for
"This if my most overpowering
the record, which 'finally fell in
night"
LV
the A's 21st game, more than
And so at the age of 44, Ryan is
three weeks after Opening Day.
doing whpt George Foreman and
"I've never' had it this tough
.
Mark Spitz. could not.
getting two bases," Henderson
Want more?
Said. "They were the toughest
Calloway County's Matt Dennis lays down a bunt during Calloway's 4-1 win mer Mayfield Wednesday
Ryan has pitched 12 one-hitters
01--my career. I don't know
afternoon:
three-hitters.
• and"I19
Itwhy. It didn't seem like I would
haven't gotten bored with noever get them."
hitters, yet," Ryan said after pitchAfter pulling within one of
ing his sixth against Oakland last
Brock's record, Henderson was
June.
thrown out four times and
lowed with a single, and after the breaking the mark held by Gary
And ;the baseball fans of AmenStaff Report
picked off once before he could
Blaine.
steal,
double
the
off
pulled
two
ca sure haven't tired of watching
Murray lodgas. II Times. Sports
wrestle the record away.
leads
outfielder,
senior
a
Alfeldt,
Rob 'Dennis stroked a two-run
, Ryan make baseball history year
Still,. Henderson ran into the
mark.
48
.
.3
a
,wiLh
hitting
in
Murray
center:
single
to.
The Calloway County Lakers
after year.
record books with amazing
"Hopefully, we're turning the He singled past the second basemay be showing signs of turning
Once again, ESPN was 'able to
speed, setting the record in
corner," Morris said. "We're head- man in the first inning for the catch the last_ couple of innings of
.
the corner.
1,154 attempts in 12 seasons.
this
and
record.
stretch
'home
..thc
into
ing
Mayfield
The Lakers defeated
another Ryan gem. From coast-toBrock needed 1,245 attempts
Shane Witzel led the Murray
4-1 Wednesday afternoon, as Tra- is the ttme of the season to turn it
coast, the Ran alert was on and he
over 19 years. •
attack with three hits. Jason Hailer
vis Turner tossed,a threclhiiter and
disappoint._
ft took.Ty Cobb 24 years to
had two hits, while Jeff Brown
struck out eight fortgthe second
- You just hope you can get in a
• 6 • •
the old American League
set
MSU.
for
doubled
CCHS win of the ;rear.
position to do something like this,
Tigers
HighMurray'
The
the
of 892 stolen bases that
enter
record
•
Thoroughbreds
The
point
fuming
. "This may be the
bouoced hack frOM a 14-0 loss to final regular-season weekend with but I would have been real. disapHenderson surpassed last .May
in our season." Laker coach Eddie
Mayfield by pounding out 12 runs, a one-game lead over Middle Ten- pointed if it got away," Ryan said.
29.
Morris said. "We've, played well
Watching- Ryan pitch 'a baseball
edging Heath 12-11. "It was a thrill," Henderson
nessee in-the OVC. MSU, at 21-15
against the good teams, and now
Chris Bailey, Allen Rayburn, overall and 12-2 in the OVC hosts game is like going to a museum ,to
said of Wednesday's 'recordwe've beaten two of the better
Bart Crum and Michael Lovett all MTSU, 24-22 and 11-3 in a dou- sec a Van Gogh or to the concert
breaking steal. "I've been
teams in the region in Heath and
for the Tigers, while Doug bleheader Saturday -and _a single- hall to hear a Mozart symphony.
doubled
blessed with the ability and the
Mayfield."
First, he catches your senses and
Payne and Crum each had two-run game Sunday.
good fortune to not get a lot of
The -Lakers puped two runs
The series will decide the winner then takes your breath.
injuries. ... I really wanted to
across in thethird and in the sixth. singles for MM.'
When Ryan is on the mound,
•
•
•
•
the OVC regular-season champof
get it over. I was putting too
In. the' third inning, .Rob Dennis
history is-right there with him. And
Murray
the
baseball,
college
In
will
the
also.
'host'
who
ionship,
.pressure on myself."
-much
and
third
singled, stole second and
State Racers played another slug- OVC Tournament for the league's every time he pitches, he makes
scored when Brian Anderson -reacheven more.
ed on a Mayfield error. After Wes fest with the Salukis of Southern automatic bid to the NCAA (Coned on page 11)
Cogdell reached on an error, Tur- Illinois, this time losing a 16-5 Tournament.
SOFTBALL
ner scored Anderson with a sacri- decision.
the
for
day
the
on
highlight
The
County Lady LakThe
Calloway
fice fly.
With two outs in the sixth, Mitch 'Breds MK from Danny Alfeldt ers swept a doubleheader from Fulwho broke the MSU career record ton County, while the Murray High
McClain reached 'On a passed ball
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The West is ready to take up the reigns
hits, stroking his 189th hit, Lady Tigers dropped a doublehead- again Saturday in its Kentucky Derby rivalry with the East.
for
folGreer
Jason
out.
strike
a.
after
er in softball play Wednesday.
"It makes for good competition," said Ian Jory, who leads the Western
The Lady Lakers downed Fulton
as trailer of the highly regarded Santa Anita Derby. runnerup
contingent
..dance 11, agering
County 7-3- and 11-1).'while the
Best Pal.
Lady Tigers dropped 4-2 and 9-3
on Kentucky Derby
"I still think we have tougher competition out there," Jory said. "The
decisions.
horses are better seasoned. All the best ones out of California have raced
at Bluegrass Dos%ns Paducah
In their first win, Calloway
against the other best ones. In the East, they can avoid each other?"
Fri. May 3rd: 12:30-5:15
picked up hits from Terri Burkeen,
In the 1989 Derby, Sunday Silence beat Easy Goer by 2% lengths, givINF 011A4A TION
Misty Darnell, Christy Lambert, ing the West its fourth straight winner. The string started in 1986 with
(502)444-7117
Marti McClard, Melissa Vance and
Ferdinand and continued with Alysheba and Winning Colors before SunKrista Stalls.
day Silence polished off the string. All had used the Santa Anita Derby as
Burkeerrdrove in three runs and
their final prep.
Molly,Wisehart drove home two
Last year's winner, Unbridled, raced.primarily in Florida, breaking the
of PadttcA
the second game to pace the Callostring as the big We.st Coast horse, Santa Anita Derby winner Mister Friway attack, which. featured hits
sky, was eighth. .
JUST OVER A MILE EAST OF 1-24 EXIT 4
from Misty Darnell, Ruth FerguThis year, most experts believe the Derby 'winner will come from
son, and Krista Stalls.
among four horses. Best Pal is one of the quartet, along with Jim Beam
For Murray, Jill Miller and Janie
and Lexington winner Hansel, Blue 'Grass .winner Strike the Gold, and
FAIN INSURANCE
had two hits each in the
Martin
2-year-old champion Fly So Free. Strike the Gold and Fly So Free lead
AGENCY
the Eastern contingent, while Hansel is claimed by the Midwest, despite
tirst game, while Karina Holden,
Stacey Boyd, April Haneline, frequent races in New York and Florida.
Life
movisor
Auto
sena
Renea Hombuckle, Shannon Farley
"It's a very, tough race this year," Jory said. "There are four or five
Health
Home
apt
all
hits
Gilbert
and
had
Ann
Mary
to beat, and the rest aren't that far behind. It's hard to pick a standhorses
Annuities
Business
for MHS.
out horse."
A tradition in service
Sixteen horses were expected to enter today.
since 1981
Mary ,Catherine Wooldridge
Best Pal raced eight times as a 2-year-old, winning six times but finish!SOS
doubled and singled in the second
ing sixth in the Breeders' Cup Juvenile. This year, he's raced just twice, a
McKinnay
D.
Tracy
753-0632
game, while April Haneline, Nicole
third in the San Rafael and a half-length second to Dinard in the Santa
Megan Malinauskas,, and
Jetlan,
Anita Derby.
Ky.
Murray,
Street
4th
614 South
Keisa Bennett all had hits.
Best Pal would not have found himself so outnumbered by the strong
Eastern contenders had Dinard not been taken out of training with a
pulled tendon.
"I don't think that'll have much to do with the way the race is run,"
Jory said. "It's just one less competitor, although it's a shame after he
came this far."
Jory says Best Pal "just got beat by a better horse" in the Santa Anita,
"but I think we could have turned the tables here. Qf course, that's just
speculation now."
The Breeders' Cup Juvenile last October. at Belmont was the only time
SALES AND INSTALLATION OF LP AND NATURAL GAS
Best Pal met Fly So Free, who probably would have been the favorite if
he had not been beaten in the Blue Grass by Strike the Gold. Fly So Free
_ clinched the 2-year-old championship by winning the Breeders' Cup
(Cont'd on page 11)
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Lakers down district rivals, 4-1

• Kt

Derby features East vs. West

Bluegrass Downzi

•

GAS GRILLS
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TOYOTAS COST LESS IN MURRAY
'86 F150 XLT 4x4

010 Year Limited Casting Warranty
05 Year Limited Burner Warranty

Available In
Different Styles

$22 00 peor.
S7548700 sale

A

•

•W

Price

A.m. air, cloth seats. Owes'
windows, power locks, tilt,
cruise, AM/FM cassette, tool
box. 79.xxx 1111
'40%*dr* 1,000 1:3••••• Pssonws

Randy Thornton Company, Inc.
802 Chestnut • 753-8181

See
Greg Bradshav,
Bill Calvert
Aubrey Hatcher
Tom Ihurman
Chri Bearden, Bus Mgr
Chad Cochran, Gen Mgr

Ewsl T,•00 CO* 1** Tim WdL. w't vOwww• C.•01

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY, INC.
(502) 753-4961

OPEN T1L
7.00 P.M.
NIGHT! Y
515 S 121h
Murray. Ky
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The Murray State Racer football team concludes spring practice Friday. at .7:30 p.m. with
its final scrimmage.
So far, the number one report
from the spring drills is the the
development oF quarterback Tremayne Lewis, the junior college
signal caller who has performed
up to expectations since the
beginning of practice - three
weeks ago.
"He's doing well," Racler
football coach Mike Mahoney
said. "He's executing everything
the way we expected him to
when we signed him. He's
given some good performances."
Lewis makes a difference in
the !lacer offense, which, .
struggled all last season. And
senior-to-be Kevin Proctor is. •
healthy and has had sonic solid
performances as well. Proctor
injured his elbow early in the
year against Southern Illinois
last season and had to play
through the pain.
"I think_ Kevin Proctor would
have been the starting quarterback all last year if he would
have been healthy," Mahoney
said. "Wien he was 'healthy and
he got all the reps in before
the Austin Peay game, he did a
nice job. They've both worked
with the first group and with
the second team in the-spring." With Lewis and a healthy
Proctor, Mahoney says the quarterback position is "the'most
improved spot on the team."
feel much better about the
quarterback spot than I did at'
anytime last year," Mahoney
said.
• • • •
The cutbacks mandated by the
NCAA have really hurt spring.
practices, Mahoney says.
'You can't elperiement and
move guys around and it's
going to Make us have to have
ritore contact in the fall," Mahoney said. "You can't hit as
much in thespring, and you
need to hit. Anyone can run,
but guys get out and starting
hitting and they get tired,"
I don't understand the NCAA
slicing spring football practice.
Teams need to get' work in during the spring because the season starts sor_quickly in the fall,
and most of fall camp after the
first week is spent on
preparation.
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It makes a lot more sense for
college football players to practice in the cool of March and
April than 'in early August. •
, There are going to be a lot
of schools that are not going to
be ready, to play football come
September because of the new
rules. And a lot of young
people are going to get hurt
becauSe coaches aren't going to
have time to work on the proper technique.
The argnement for cutting
spring practice dates ir to give
the student-athlete more time to
concentrate on academics. Football players miss less class in
the fall than any other athletes,
and what time they dOn't,..epend
practicing in the spring *ill be
spent in the weight room and .
on conditioning.
The "academic arkuement" is
really not an arguement at all.
It's a public relations tactic by
the NCAA to point out how
they are stressing academics.
They are a lot of other
things in college, athletics that
need to be addressed before the
evils of spring football practice.
• • • •
Once again, the proverbial
"revolving door" at Calloway
County High School has opened
up.
Russ Wall stepped down from
his basketball coaching duties to
pursue a doctoral program, leaving the school system looking
for its third basketball coach in
four yeras.
Word has it that the door
won't be open for long though.
Laker assistant Coach Bobby
Toon is the top candidate to
replace Wall as Laker coach.
The likeable loon is a veteran in the coaching wars of the
First Region, having coached at
Murray High, Marshall County
and Fulton County.
•

4'
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Actions& Reactions
COLT LEAGUE
Cott League final sign kips and try outs will be
Saturday. May 4 at 9 am at the Coq League loold
at the Murray-Cattoway County Patti in the ever%
of ran, the events will be rescheduled Icir Sunday,
May 5 at 2 p m This is for persons born between
Aug 1, 1974 to July 31, 1976 with the registration
lee being 830 For additional information. contact
, Joe Cupion at 753 3231 or 759 9/33
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seventn-wading scorer in NBA bleiory with
25,613 points, averaged n.ne points a game
this past season
TENNIS

ROSWELL Ca - Davnd Wheaton defeated'
second -seeded Pete Samaras 6-1, 7-5 in the
round robin A16 T Challenge In other matches,
Patrick McEnroe beat Scott Davis 6-1, 2-6, 7-5
and lost to Michael Chang 6 4. 8-7 (5-7), 6-4,
and Aaron Krick"stein defeated third-seeded
OVC BASKETBALL
Brad Gilbert 1-6, 7-6 (7-21. 6-2.
MUNICH. Germany -.- Dino Pescariu, a
MOREHEAD. Ky (AP) - Morehead State has
17,year old Romanian, defeated John McEnroe
extended its search for a men's head basketball 6-2. 6-2 in a first-round match in the BMW
coach, the school announced Wednesday, which
Open interrupted by rain the day before ToplolOwed a decision by two contenders to wrthdraw
WO seeded Ivan Lenca beat Alexander Mronz 6-2,
IrOrn consideration 'We hope to be able to
some more experienced applicants to our pool," 6-2 and second-seeded Goren Iventsevre
defeated Erich Jelen 6-4 ad, 8-3
athletics director Steve Hamilton said in a release
MADRID, Spam - Second seeded Sergi BruThose already in the search will remain under
consideration The new deadline for applications is guera defeated Tomas Carbonell 6-4, 6-0 in the
May 15 Pulling out of contention for the job were first round of the City of Madrid tournament In
loimer University of Tennessee basketball coach a second-round match, fourth-seeded Karel
Novacek beat Casso Motta 6-3, 7 5
Don DeVoe and Murray State assistant coach
Top-seeded Richey Reneberg
TAMPA, Fla
Craig Mans
beat Bruno Oresar 6-3, 6-4 in the second round
sLate last week .a search committee reportedly had
including
Courts
five,
Clay
of the .fampa
narrowed IS list of candidates to
DeVoe arid Morril. Still believed to be under con- HAMBURG, Germany - Top-seeded Monica
sideation are Morehead assistant Allan Hatcher, Seles defeated Andrea Leand 6-1, 6-1 and
fano Gather aoe Jeff Burkhamer and Nonhwest- third seeded Arantxa Sanchez beat Etna Rei
-nach 6-1, 3-6, 6-2 in the second round of the
ern aide Tim CarterCitizen Cup

HOCKEY
BOSTON - Cam NeelY scored two goals.
boosting his playoff-leading total to 14, and the
Boston Bruins controlled the Pittsburgh Penguins potent offense tor a 63 victory in Wednesday night's opener of the Wales Conlerence
finals His linemates also excelled - Craig Janney had a (goal and two assists, z.nd Vladimir
Ruzicka had three assists - and Bob Sweeney
emerged from Mario Lemieux's shadow for the
other goal Sweeney, astigned to stick close to
Lemieux. gave the Bruins the lead for goad His
fourth playoff goal at 3 23 of the second period
made the score 3-2.
•Boston, trying for as thald berth in 4he Stanley
Cup finals in our years, is home for Friday
It
-7.1Ipat's second game of the best-of -7 series
continues in Pittsburgh on Sunday and Tuesday
nights .

BASEBALL
NEW YORK - Dave Henderson of the Oak
land khletIcs, among the league leaders in
nine 0112 offensive categories, and Boston's
Roger Clemens, riding a shutout string of 30
consecutive innings, were named American
League • player and pitcher of the month for
Apnl Henderson had 29 hits to lead the league
and was second ir batting average at 387. He
nit six homers with,18 RBIs and a .747 slugging
percentage Clemens won all tour of his starts
during April, striking out 34 batters in 3?
innings. He allowed 17 hits and live walks and
compiled an earned run average of,.0 28

BASKETBALL,
Following what one
KANSAS CITY, Ma
mernber said was "a lot of aggressive debate,"
the men's anct women's NCAA basketball committees voted to keep the 3-point arc at 19 feet,
2',Inches. In addition, the men's committee
ended two days of meetings by agreeing-to
continue with the-.10h-foul, tWo-shot rule. The
committees also depeed the shot clock - 45
seconds for men, 30 for women - no longer
will be reset vihen an attempted shot leaves a'
playes hand Instead, it will be reset only
when the ball touches the romii&ith committees
also decided that dead-ball teMhical fouls will
count.toward both the five-f9u1 disqualification
for players and the seven-foul number for
bonus tree-threw attempts
MIAMI - C ling the emotional toll of coaching
an expansion team, Ron Rothstein resigned as
coach of the -Miami Heat. Rothstein's
announcement came at a news conference
after he met with Heat managing partner Lewis
SchafTel and limited partner Billy Cunningham.
Ttae Heat has won 15, 18 and 24 games in its
first three seasons, all under Rothstein.- His
overall -record was- 57-189 1.2311.
MILWAUKEE - Philadelphia's Charles Barkley, who was fined S10.0013 Of the NBA for spitting on fans in March. received a police citation
for disorderly conduct during a playoff game
against the M.lwaukee Bucks. Police issued the
citation Tuesday for an incident during the
Becks-76ers playoll game Saturday at the
Brad'ey Center The 76ers won the game
116-112 in overtime. The episode happened
between the fourth period and overtime, when
cups of water and ice were thrown between
tans and the 76ers' huddle Police cited Barkley
lor hs role in the exchange. pity Attorney Charles Theis said his office will review the incident
The NBA sa,d it completed its investigation
Tuesday end reit take no action.
DALLAS - The Dallas Mavericks will not exer
cise their option for the second year of forward
Alex English's contract, making him an unrestricted tree agent The 37-year-old forward, the

GENERAL
NEW YORK - Dave Kindred of The National.
a sports columnist for more than 20 years, was
named the 1991 winner of the Associated Press
Sports Editors' Red Smith Award for lifetime
achievement. Kindred, 50, is the 11th winner of
the award, which was first awarded in 1981 to
recognize "extended and meritorious labor in
the art of spoils writing." Before coming to The
National, Kindred wrote for the Atlanta Constitution, The Washington Post and the Louisville
Courcr Journal.

TRANSACTIONS

INDIANAPOLIS (AP)- The Indiana Pacers had the momentum and
their first sellout for an NBA playoff game. But the Boston Celtics had
the tradition of 16 NBA titles and determination.
"We thought we played well in the two games in Boston, but they
played a little better," said Boston's Larry Bird, who had 15 points, 9
rebounds and 6 assists while playing 37 minutes despite a painful back
that has kept him from practicing since the regular season ended April 21.
"We were trying to shut down Reggie Miller and Chuck Person and
play everyone else straight up. I thought we did a good job all the way
around," Bird said.
The 112-105 victory gave the Celtics a 2-1 lead in their opening-round
playoff series and a chance to wrap it up here Friday night. Game 5, if
necessary, it set for Sunday in Bostont_.
In the only other game Wednesday night, Golden State beat San Antonio 109-106 to take a 2-1 lead in their best-of-5 series.
Tonight, Detroit, Portland and Utah - holding 2-1 leads - attempt to
close out their series. Detroit visits Atlanta, Portland is at Seattle and
Utah plays host to Phoenix. •
The Celtics, who lost 130-118 Sunday in Boston as Person scored 39
points, never trailed as they ended a five-game losing streak at Market
Square Arena, where they hadn't won since March '16, 1989.
Kevin McHale, who played 36 minutes with Robert Parish limited to 1&
due to foul trouble, scored 16 of his 22 points in the second quarter when
Boston took the lead for good.
"We had to stay with Kevin and Larry out there for a lot of minutes
because Robert picked up those early fouls. It really messed up our substitution," Boston coach Chris Ford said. "Kevin had the really hot hand
and he carried us the first half."
Kevin Gambitt and Reggie Lewis applied most of the defensive pressure on Person and Miller.
"He was still doing the things he always does. We were just playing
solid defense," Gamble said of Person, whom he defended most of the
time. "We just wanted to keep him involved. We wanted to make him
work on both ends of the court, keep him occupied."
Person, who had 62 points in the first two games, scored just 6 points
and didn't hit a field goal after the first quarter.
"They did a fantastic job bouncing back from a homecourt loss. They
responded with excellent defense." Person said. "We just couldn't find
the shots. I'd say overall they did a fantastic job guarding me. Gamble
and (Derek) Smith did well. I have no excuses on my non-productivity.
They just outplayed us."
"Chuck had so many uncontested shots in that game Sunday. Our game
plan did not change. We didn't do anything special," Ford said. "The
only thing I asked the guys to do was carry out the game plan, not to
allow he or Reggie to get threes off."
"It was basically -a total breakdown offensively," Indiana coach Bob
Hill said of Wednesday's loss. "I thought Boston had something to do
with that, but we didn't run back at them. I'm disappointed in that."

BASEBALL
American League
TORONTO BLUE JAYS-Signed Guillermo
Hernandez. pitcher, to a contract with Syracuse
of the International League
National League
LOS ANGELES DODGERS-Named Mickey
Hatcher coach at Albuquerque of the Pacific
Coast League.
SAN DIEGO PADRES-Placed Pat Clements, pitcher, on the 15-day disabled list
retroactive to April 25. Recalled Steve Rosenberg, pitcher, from Las Vegas of the Pacific
Coast League
BASKETBALL
National Bastiteball. Association
-Announced they will
MAVERICKS
DALLAS
not exercise their option on the contract of Alex
English, forward.
MIAMI HEAT-Announced the resignation of
Ron Rothstein, coach.
Continental BasketIpall Association
PENSACOLA TORNADOS-Announced they
move to Birmingham, Ala, for the 1991-92
season.
WOrklifiskittball Leagu•
FLORIDA JADES-Signed Craig Neal,
guard, and Mack Joyner, forward.
MEMPHIS ROCKERS-Signed Keith Wilson,
gyard.
-HALIFAX WtNDJAMMERS-Signed Steve
Benton, Keenan DeBose and Mike Ratliff,
forwards
FOOTBALL
National Football League
C‘EVELAND BROWNS-Announced the
retirement of Al "Bubba" Baker, defensive end.
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS-Signed Greg Boy-saw, defensive back.
PITTSBURGH STEELERS-Signed Ricky
Byrd, guard
SEATTLE SE AHAWKS-Signed Alex Waits,
punter; James Speer, linebacker; Chris Bromley, guard; Howard Gasser. quarterback. Murray Garrett, defensive lineman; and Derwin Brewer, wide receiver.
Canadian Football League
OTTAWA ROUGH RIDERS-Signed Brett
MacNeil, offensive lineman.
World League of American Football
LONDON MONARCHS-Signed Howard
Feggins, cornerback, and J.J. Flannigan, running back. Released Rickey Royal, cornerback.
HOCKEY
East Coast Hockey League
amed Claude Noel
BOMBERS-N
DAYTON
head coach.
•
COLLEGE
BINGHAMTON STATE-Named Richard
coach.
basketball
men's
Baldwin
COLGATE-Announced the resignation of
Frederick H. Dunlap, athletic director, effective
January 1992.
IONA-Announced that Bashkim Mustataj,
forward, will transfer front Westchester Com- „
munity College.
PIKEVILLE-Named Rick Scruggs men's
basketball coach.
VIRGINIA TECH-Named Bobby Hussey
assistant basketball coach.
a

(Caned .from page 10)
He has pitched in four decades,
and each of his major league
records seem to have a story to tell.
He has struck out 46 MVP winners and 20 Hall of Famcrs, with
more to come.
Ryan has fanned Bobby and Barry Bonds and Ken Gnffey Sr. and
Ken Jr. He also struck out brothers
Jesus, Felipe and Matty Alou.
His last strikeout victim Wednesday night was Roberto Alomar:
His I,500th strikeout was Roberto's dad, Sandy Sr. Ryan also has
fanned Sandy Alomar Jr. to keep it
a family affair.
Ryan is the all-time strikeout
leader with 5,361 and recorded his
305th career victory with the nohitter to tie Ed Plank for 17th on
the atl-time list.
To put it in perspective, for a
pitcher starting out to reach Ryan's
totals, he would have to average
about 20 wins and 343 strikeouts a
year for 15 seasons.
Like Van Gogh and Mozart,
Ryan had flaws in his youth, too.
The word of Ryan's 100-mph
heat hit in the summer of 1966
when he struck out•272 batters in
183 innings while going 17-2 for
Greenville, a- New York Mets' farm
club.
But he couldn't find his control
or a place with the ?Acts, walking

Derbyfeatures ...

Three days before beating Fly So
(Cont'd from page 10)
Juvenile.
Free in the Blue Grass at Keeneland on April 13, Strike the Gold
"We thought we had enough
worked a half in 49 3-5. While
horse in the Breeders' Cup, but it
might have been one race too
winning just twice in seven career
many. We were trying to get the
starts, some consider Strike the
championship," Jory said.
Gold the "now" horse.
Now, he's got the best-rested
horses of the Big Four, and many
consider him right on target for the
Derby.
"He's working better now than
he's ever worked," Jory said.
Best Pal is the only gelding in
Spring
the field and a California-bred,
Specials
which may put the law of averages
Good through May 31
on his side. A gelding has not won
the Derby since Clyde Van Dusen
Engine Tune-Ups
in 1929, and Decidedly in 1962
was the last California-bred to win.
$39.95 & Up
(Maintenance Tunes Only)
The London-born Jory also would
Automatic Transmission
be the first English trainer to win a
Derby.
Tune-Ups
Most Ford Chrysler .rid GM Cars
Last Monday, Best Pal worked a
half-mile in 47 seconds. He gal$49.95 & Up
(Overdrives Will Be Higher)
4 miles on
/
loped about 11
Front Disc Brake Special
Wednesday.
Fly So Free and Strike the Gold
$39.95 & Up
worked out Wednesday. Fly So
tiome Imports & Metallic Pads Higher)
Free got the half in a very quick 46
3-5, while Strike the Gold worked
•
•
•
in a pokey 51 2-5.
"That's what he likes to do,"
Sassy Amy ral Calms Csity ArrOw Fran
trainer Nick Zito
Gold's
the
Strike
of
overliparts
344 in 510 innings
514 So. 12th St. • 753-8868
the way he likes to
five seasons, and kept putting his said. "That's
work. It was all we wanted."
blistered fingers in pickle brine.
But Ryan did save a game in the
1969 World Series against Baltimore, his only championship ring.
The Mets,Iraded him to California in 197111ong with three, minor
leaguers for aging infielder Jim
"Where the price and service,
Fregosi, and Ryan started his jourthe pill easier to swallow."
makes
ney to Cooperstown while Fregosi
prepared for retirement and a
career in managing. Fregosi played
his last game in 1978 and has
already been hired and fired as a
753-4175
Glendale at Whltnell
major league manager. Right now,
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
he is the skipper of the Philadelphia Phillics.
Despite his many records,
Ryan's critics until recently said he
was just a .500 pitcher (305-274).
"I think it's the nature of the
teams I've played on," Ryan said
in defense of his record.
rOV
I esciut0 j
COIME *AC le
After eight scasong and four no,"
TOMO etacsair
hitters in California, Ryan spent
-.....,
nine years in Houston before signing as a free agent with the Rangers prior to the 1989 season.
At age 42, Ryan was 16-10 with
a major league-high 301 strikeouts
for the Rangers in 1989.
"Any time you face-Nolan Ryan,
two things can happen,"'Toronto
manager Cito Gaston said WednesThe 10th of each month is a very important day to your city
day night. "He can beat you; he
r carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
newspape
can throw a no-hitter."
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their.mers from us at wholesale cost and
sell them to you at die•retall delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
-to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month. They depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier.
So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
monthly collection.

Texas legend

SCOREBOARD

Celts rebound past Pacers

Complete Auto Repair
of Murray, Inc.

E
He4z4e.

The Insurance Center
-of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
'Your more than one company agency."
David King

753-8355

§01 Sycamore

rficar.

Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Es* Malaita
L Pct. GB
W
8 579 _
11
Boston
11, 9 550
Detroit
11' 9 550
takvaukee
12 10- 545
Toronto
8 10 444
Cieviiiano
368 4
7 12
gsnimors
333
6 .12
New York
Wear Division
L Pet GB
W
7 667
14
Osktand
7 611 lii
11Chcago
529
a
Texas
476 4
10 11
Catania
476 4
10 TT
'Annear:4a
455 4-,,
10
Seams
400 5h
12
8
Kenai, City
Wednesdsy's Gsmes
19
Innings
Mikwaukee tO. Chirago 9.
Oakland 7, New York 4
Baltimore 2 Seatils 1
Damn 6. Kansas City 4
Minnesota I. Boston 0
Taus 3. TOCOMO 0
Cleveland 5. Caltornia'l
Thursdsy'e Gamins
Minnesota (Tans 2-0, at Milwaukee (K Brown
1-0), 705 pm
Toronto (Sionlemyr• 2-0) at Kansas Crty (Amer
1-3) 735 p m
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
.Telas Sr Dmrot 635 pm

7 05 p m
Boston a
Toronto at Kansas City, 735 pm
Minn/cola at 14664ault68. 716 pet
Cleviland at Oakland 905 pm
Baltimore at California. 935 pm
New York at Seattle, 9 35 Pm
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
GB
Pct.
W L
7 667 14
Pinscurgh
13 .9 591 l'h
St Louis
9 571 2
12
New York
500 3/.
11 11
Chicago
455 4/i
12
10
Philadelphia
341 6
• 13
Montreal
West Division
Pct. .GB
W L
9 550 -1-It
Cincinrati
12 10 545 - •
TO TT -.17119 10 474 l'h"
tpa'egg:es
Ilanikn
an
'1-AOS
• Tr 1100- -1Houston
381 3.5
8 13
San Francisco
Wednesday it Gams,
Atlanta 5, St LOUiS 4 10 innings
Chicago 11, Houston 8
Pittsburgh 6. Cincinnati 4
Montreal 9 Los Angeles 3
Philadetphia 4, San Francisco 1
San Diego 8. New York 7
Thursday's Games
No games scheauled
Friday's Games
St Loss at Cinonnas, 6 35 p m
San Diego at Montreal, 635 p rn
Loa Angeles at Philadetphia. 635 pm
Houston at Plitslairgh. 635 pm
Chicago at Atlanta, 6 40 p m
Sat Franosco at Ni,. York.

753-8355

901 So, SYCAMORE

Yard Pro/////
REAR TINE TILLER

67995
SAVE '120

By Amencan Yard Products
Roper Corporation

Formerly

• 5 HP Briggs & Stratton Engine
• Counter-Rotating Fully Covered Tines
• 7 Position Depth Stake
• 12" Tines/17" Tine Width
• 13X5.00 Pneumatic Tires
• Adjustable Handle
• 2-Year Limited Warranty

LAWN
RIDER
SAVE
$200

95
99
9
$

Charlie's Sale-11
Discount Pharmacy

Remember the 10th
For City Newspaper Carriers

• 11 HP Briggs & Stratton Synchro-Balanced Engine
• Step-Through Design
• 4-Speed In-Line Transaxle
• Convenient Operator Controls
• 12 Position Height Control with Memory
• 2 Blade 36" Deep Draw Mowing Deck
• 24" Cutting Radius
• 2-Year Limited Warranty
By American Yard Prodtcts
• Grass Catcher Optional
Formerly Roper Coreemeon
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Derby tickets winner

From Jamison®

EXTRA SPECIAL PURCHASE
Why Wait?. We have the mattress you want! Jamison is the finest mattress and the finest value on sale! Before you
buy, you owe it to yoruselt to shop with us' We guarantee lowest prices. Hurry, Don't Miss this great buy.
.__ •

a

1
4
tcl_ _
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LOWEST
PRICES
Of The
Year!

44104

siw
'
'
Price

Guests are served a typical English "Darby" Picnic at the closing
event of the 1991 Spring Pot Pourri of the Arts at the Calloway County Public Library. The winner of two seats at the Kentucky Derby,
May 4 is Bonn Paul, being served by Gerry Reed, center in line.
Frank Doran, chairman of the Library Board is pictured at right.

With tick season approaching,
Lyme disease awareness growing
As tick season approaches, many up ticks," he said. "Ticks and chigpeople are concerned about Lyme gers, anoti}er bothersome pest,
disease. However, the chances are climb onto low vegetation to wait
slim of finding Lyme-disease- for a passing meal. It is more difficarrying ticks in Kentucky, accord- cult for them to get to your skin if
ing to a University of Kentucky you wear loot pants and keep your
shirt tucked in. You also should
entomologist.
"The American dog and the lone tuck pant legs into boots or tape
star ticks, the 'most common in the legs to boots or shoes."
Kentucky, have not been shown to ; Another preventive measure is to
carry Lyme 'disease," said Lee use approved repellents, Townsend
Townsend, Extension specialist said. Aerosols containing permewith the UK College of Agricul- -thrin arc an excellent choice for
ture. "The deer tick, the most application to clothing. Repellents
important carrier of Lyme disease containing Deet, which are applied
in the U.S., is not known to occur directly to The skin, are helpful, but
in the Commonwealth."
less effective. Read the label before
Townsend said .the term "deer
using these protricts: —
tick" can be confusing since any
"Check yourself for ticks periodically, and remove any that you
tick found on a deer can be called a
find," he added.
"deer tick."
"In Kentucky, the lone star tick
"To control Itcks and chiggers
is usually the one found ofi deer." around the home and outdoor livbe explained. "When the people
ing areas, keep grass mowed and
refer to the 'deer tick' as the vector clean up brush," Townsend said.
of Lyme disease, they are referring "Bushy areas not only harbor ticks,
to a tick (Ixocles dammini) that
but also provide cover for animals
does not occur in Kentucky as far
on which ticks feed. Sprays of
as we know."
diazinon, Dursban or Sevin can be
However, Townsend added, the
used to control ticks and chiggers
American dog tick can carry Rocky
in the yard."
Mountain spotted fever. The disFor more information, consult
ease usually is not. transmitted
Extension PUblications "Ticks and
unless an infected tick feeds on a
Their Control" (ENT-35L and
person for twq or more Mars.
"Parasites of Humans" (ENT-44).
'You can take some simple steps
Both are available at your county
to reduce the likelihood of picking
Extension office.

HE ARE
AT REASONS
II
TO BUY YOUR Neff

Twin Ea. Pc.
$149 Full Ea. Pc.
$399 Queen Set
$499 King Set

Read.
Then recycle.

WE'RE PROUD TO USE
RECYCLED NEWSPRINT

r:
-2

t...t4

FRANKFORT — Gov. Wallace
G. Wilkinson has released the
names of a record 718 high school
juniors — including four local students — who will attend the 1991
Governor's Scholars Program.
Increased funds for the program,
proposed by Wilkinson in the last
biennium budget, have enabled the
project to accept 53 more students
than in 1989.
The local juniors are Natalie L.
Ross of Calloway County High
School and Murray High students
Suelene Chtr, Laura H. Davis and
Matthew- F. kawson.

to
-

Half of the scholars will be in
residence for five weeks (June
15-luly 20) at Kentucky State University and the other half will be at

Read.
Then recycle.

Centre College at Danville from
June 23-July 27.
"The Governor's Scholars Program has helped thousands of young
Kentuckians gain the confidence
and motivation it takes to go for
their dreams," Gov. Wilkinson
said. "The program identifies
excellent students in every corner
of our Commonwealth and inspires
them to love learning, accept cultural diversity, take responsibility
for themselves and become concerned citizens."
The program is free of charge to
the Scholars, who will represent
118 of Kentucky's 120 counties
this summer. Students compete for
selection and come from public,
parochial and private independent
schools.

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

&ORME
,

718 recognized as Scholars
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GARFIELD
kEY, YOu'vE BEEN A DEAUTIFUL
AupiENCE:THANK YOu ANp
GOOD NIGHT!
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I

PEAriuTS
LOSE HALT Ativ INCH . 6AIN
TRIO OGRES
Las( A (MATER
folcti 601A1 AN INCH PAO A
HALF.., BENERATION AFTER
frUKRATIoN....

.
"MOUNTAINS ARE 50
DO YOU THINK NO,I'M SUREYOU CAN CLIMB TO
I WENT INTO THE TEACHER
THE TOP ANO SEE I TOO MUCH WILL APPRECIATE
WHERE YOU'VE SEEN'.
YOUR RESEARCH
DETAIL?

5- 1

SIX MINUTES IS
ENOUGH TIME TO
SPEND ON ANY
PAPER "
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LEGAL NOTICE
A 'final settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by Thomas C.
Scruggs, Executor, of the
estate of C.D. Scruggs,
deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must be
filed in the Calloway District Court on or before
9:00 a.m. May 13th, 1991,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

PUBLIC NOTICE
...Local Government Economic Assistance Fund Hearing
A public hearing will be held by Calloway County at
the Courthouse on May 14, 1991 at 1 p.m. for the
purpose of obtaining written and oral comments from
citizens regarding possible use of the Local Government Economic AssistanCe Fund (LGEA). All interested persops are invited to attend or submit written
comments by May 14, 1991.
George H. Weaks
Calloway County Judge/Executive

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in accounts has been filed in
District the Calloway _District
the Calloway
Court by Tcri Prince, Ex- Court by Barbara'Darnall
-ecutrix, of the estate of. and Marsha Phillips, CoLEGAL NOTICIt

LindaSawicki, deceased.
Exceptions to Os settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court
on or before 9:00 a.m.
May 13th, 1991, the date
of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

Administratrix, of the estate of Ray Erwin, deceased. Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in

the Calloway'. District
Court on or before 9:00
a.m. May 13th, 1991, the
date of hearing.
Ann P. ,Wilson,
.
Circuit Coati Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
LEGAL NOTICE
'Aperiodic settlement of
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District accounts has been filed in
Court by Dora Mae Bucy, the Calloway District
Maude Winchester & Jane Court by Evelyn E.
Clayton, Co-Adru.inistrat- Moore, Executrix4 of the:
rises, of the estate of estate of Damon Downs
Aaron Dale Outland, de- Moore, decease,c1. Excepceased. Exception to this tions to this :settlement
settlement must be/filed in must be filed in the Callothe Calloway_ District way District Court on or
Court on or before 9:00 before 9:00 a.m. - May
a.m. May 1504 1991. the 13th, 1991, the date of
date of hearing.
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Ann P. Wilson.
Circuit Court Clerk
Circuit Court Clerk

THE FAR SIDE

ion, consult
"Ticks and

" (ENT-44).
your county

ars

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by Jerry Arteberry
& Janice Barnett, Co-Executors, of the estate of
Carl Arthur Arteberry, deceased. Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District
Court on or. before 9:00
a.m. May 13th, 1991, the
date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
-Cirdint Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by Euva Nell Gibbs,
Executrix, of the estate of
Charles Rudolph Thurman
Sr., deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement must be
filed in the Calloway District Court on or before
9:00 a.m. May 13th, 1991,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlemefft of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by Jean Parrish
Wheeler, Executrix, of the
estate of Bobby Parrish,
deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must be
filed in the Calloway District Court on or before
9:00 a.m. May 13th. 1991,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of accounts has:been filed in the

LEGAL NOTICE
Calloway District Court
A periodic settle
‘
ment of
by Frances Erwin, Execuaccounts has been filed in
trix, of the estate of Billy
the Calloway District
Mason Wilson, deceased.
Court by Carolanne WedExceptions to this settlehorn, guardian for Curtis
ment must be filed in the
Wedhom Jr., minor child.
Calloway District court
Exceptions to this settleon or before 9:00 'a.m.'
tnent njust be filed in the
May 13th, 1991. the date
Calloway District Court
of hearing.
on or before 9:00 a.m.
Ann P. Wilson,
May 13th, 1991, the date
Circuit Court Clerk
of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
NOTICE TO
Circuit Court Clerk
CREDITORS
The following Estate
By GARY LARSON
Fiduciary Appointments
have been made in the
Calloway District Court.
All claims against these
estates should be filed
-with the Fiduciary within
six months of date of
qualification.
Maude Woodall, General Delivery, Dexter, Ky
42036 Deceased. James
Ronald Jackson. P.O.
Box 7603, Paducah, Ky
Executor.
42002-7603
Appt.4-17-91. James Ronald Jackson, P.O. Box
Ky
7603. Paducah,
42002-7603 Attorney.
Ned Washer, Route #2,
Murray, Ky 42071 De-

tnville from

ceased, Karen Grudzien.
539 Bassett, Bay Village,

holars Progids of young
confidence
:s to go for
Wilkinson
identifies
:very corner
and inspires
accept culesponsibility
ecome con-

Ohio 44140 and Gary
Dan Washer, 1709 Farmer Ave., Murray, Ky
Co-Executors.
42071
Appt. 4-17-91. Sid Easley, 204 South Sixth St.,
Murray, Ky. 42071
Attorney.
Delbert K. Rogers,
Route #1, Murray, Ky
42071 Deceased. Myra
Gradisher, 114 • North
14th. St., Murray, Ky
42071 Executrix. Appt.
4-17-91. Sid Easley, 204
South Sixth St., Murray,
Ky 42071 Attorney.
I. Wells Purdom Sr.,
392 Nortk Tenth St.,
Murray, Ky 42071 Deceased. Patrida Miller,
'821 North 20th. Street,
Murray, Ky.42071 and I.
Wells Purdom, Jr., 1211
Dogwood Dr.. Murray,
Ky 42071 and John Neal
Purdom, 1214 Dogwood
Dr., Murray, Ky. 42071
Co-Executors. Appt. 417-91. J. A. Gregory Jr.,

of charge to
ill represent
20 counties
compete for
-rom public,
independent

"Wait a minute, friends ... Frank Stevens in
marketing — you all know Frank — has lust handed
me a note..

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

1 Dude
4 Fabulous
king
9 Butter square
12 Female sheep
13 Sluggish,
indolent
14 Collection
of facts
_15 Tiny
16 Stalk
17 Slender
18 Evaluated
20 Printer's
measure
21 That thing
23 That woman
24 Laud
28 Hit lightly
30 Recollect
32 God of love
34 Offspring
35 Falsifier
36 Gem
Lanka
39
40 Leather

belts
41 In addition
43 Iron symbol
44 Father
45 Thespian
47 Imitates
50 Three -Island
51 Choose
54 Brim
55 Apple Nice
56 Edible seed
57 Garland
58 Consecrate
59 Greek letter
DOWN

1 Indefinite
'number
2 Be in debt
3 Nobleman
4 Title of
respect
5 Engages the
attention of
6 Act
7 Limb

MNUTES IS
44 TIME TO
2 ON ANN'
'ER.

•

Answer to Previous Puzzle

CILB TA I L BOND
PEA HIRE INEE
EARNED MAD AS
KEN GUN ARK
ANEW PAR AR
OAR FAR ANKLE
MI TUNNELS OD
ELDER EAT BOG
RA ERR CAKE
KEY HAS SON
EL PEG OTTAWA
['SSE LADE NAG
POON ED M ARE

id
ii•5
UUUUUU

57

58

DIAL-A-WORDTM
ror today's crossword puzzle.
titres

204 South Sixth St., Murray, Ky 42071 Attorney.
Jesse Leon Cude,
Route 117, Mayfield, Ky
42066 Deceased. Sandra
flood, Route #3, Murray.
Ky. 42071 Executrix.
Appt. 4-19-91.
Camel Edgar Wells,
Route #4, Murray, Ky
42071 Deceased. Rudell
Parks, P.O. Box 132,
Murray, Ky 42071 and
Purdom Parks, P.O. Box
3, Murray. Ky 42071
Co-Executors. Appt. 424-91. Robert 0. Miller,
201 S. fifth St., Murray,
Ky 4r71 Attorney.
Emory Mason Emerson 214 Chester, Scott
City, Missouri 63780 Deceased. M. Ronald Christopher, 104 North Fifth
St., Murray, Ky 42071
Ancillary'Representative.
Appt. 4-24-91.. M. Ronald Christopher, 104
North Fifth St:. Murray,
Ky 42071 Attorney.

Notice

59

UU

1-900-454-3535
'Extension #702

Triple X Band
8-12 p.m.
Sandy's State
Line Bar

Bluegrass Downs
Paducah Flea Market
Saturdays & Sundays
Now thru Oct 27
Dealers 8 customets welcome
A wonderful family experience. Australian, European, Scandinavian, Japanese High school exchange students arriving in
August. Become a host
family/American Intercultural Student Exchange

Non-Smoking
Woman
Will sit for sick
or dlderly. Have
great references.
Call 753-2355
or 753-2048
If not home, leave
message. I mare, turn your call.

FOR SALE
3 bedroom
house in
country, 2.2
acres.'28,500.
Call (618)
548-2846

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT
Court
Close to
Square on 5th St.
$160.00 per month.
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
information.

ASSEMBLERS Excellent
income to assemble products from your home
504 646 1700 Dept
P2021

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR TRAILERS
NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED

ALLIANCE
I RACIOR Taskrvl NM.* CEKTE
UNIMANON, T N

bs"

to door optional Delayed

I III

hj SUptef V!SU,b IV(

your

JO-AN'S Varieties on the
square is opening a do-dad
corner Glass and collectables Check it out, you
may find what you want753-9569

BE on T V many needed
for commercials Now hiring all ages For casting
into Call (615) 779-7111
Ext T-535

'Pius Tax, Title & Lcense
48 M. Closed Erd Lease

reAROIMPS)
CORNER
Spring Sale

10-20-30%
Off
Storewide
Next door to
McDonald's

753-9234

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE_
Available Thru Age U.

comprehecisive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care. With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,'
Nursing Home Insurance is more important

Our most

than ever. For free

infor-

mation

call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
7534199
•freci

clam merv.r..•

TWO homes to be removed
.from present sites at 201
South Eighth Street and
721 Poplar Street. Will sell
to highest bidder Time limit
on removal. For more information call or see administrator, Murray-Calloway
Co. Hospital. 762-1101.

See Antique Cars
at the 2nd Annual

50 Family
Flea Market
Sat., May 11th
9 am.-?
Walmart Parking
Lot
Murray, Ky.

* SPECIAL *
Fluid & Filter
Change '24.95

MATHIS
TRANSMISSION
624 N. 4th
Murray. Ky.
753-6374
02;

When you're looking for results,
look to classified One phone call

Personals

puts your ad in print and it keeps
on working for you . . right around
the clock!
•

DISCOUNT LUXURY
CRUISE Fla to Bahamas.
$21900 Per Couple 5
days/4nights Hotel paid
We overbought. YOU save
supply
Limited
404-926-3751

The Murray
Ledger & Times
Classified Ads
753-1911.

AVON Representatives
needed $8-$15 kits Door

area No investment Call
1-800 264-2186

Gun Sale

It's not that way when you advertise
in classified. Your message, in print,
can be read and re • read ... any time
of the day or night.
_

Call for details. 753-0171.

1-800-334-1203

Hand guns & long
guns
Sat., May 4th
9-5 p.m.
Rain or Shine!
rewy. 280 approx.
on 94E.
2
753-8738

advertising messages are fleet
they're seen or heard for a
and then they are
few seconds
.
gone

AVON needs 10 representatives Free make-up computer for those wibo qualify

BACK by popular demand
House of Lloyd Party plan is

Sponsored by Twin
Lakes Antique Car
Club

Some
ing

AUTO frame machine operator 759-4782 days,
489-2255 nights

Kentucky
Fried
Chicken*
Is looking for
6,bright
enthusiastic management trainees for
Murray and Mayfield, Ky. & MilTn.
lington,
Apply in person
2-4 p.m. Mon.Thurs.

billing for kit FrCie gift Assist Mgr 1 800 866-2243

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
'9i* Lumina Euro loaded
1139704 5301 89 mo'
Call Gene at 753-2617

COTTlet location.
Call 753-4751
8 a.m.-5 p.m.

Help
Wanted

APPLIANCE service repair
persons to repair washers.
dryers air conditioners
etc Experience or voca
bona' school required Call
Lexington,
(606) 231-9835). ask for
Ross or Kevin

AS SEEN ON T V

3000 sq. ft. of retail
space. Bel Air Center,

UUU

UU

$50
$25
$15

1st pr.
2nd pr.
3rd pr.

Lease For Less at

Fire"
9 Crony:
colloq.
10 Southern
black bird
11 Scottish cap

555

Wet T-Shirt
Contest
Fri. May 3rd
Must wear white T- Shirt:Stu-in at -9 p

FOR LEASE:

8 "— Elmo's

17 Gastropod
mollusk
19 Exclamation
20 Sea eagle
21 Newspaper
paragraphs
22 Fortunetelling card
11
10
24 Summits
9
5
8
4
7
6
1
2
1
25 Egyptian
goddess
14 55
12
13UU
26 Shoulder
wrap
17
16
15
27 Uncanny
29 Indigent
20
19
18
31 Cow cry
33 Cold weather
27
26
24
25
21 22
23
spells
37 Heafth
31
resort
30
28
U29
38 Goes in
42 Fulfill
32
45 Assistant
46 Lasso
id
36
47 Everyone
WI
48 — a la mode
43
4155
49 Slender
40 UU
III
finial
ill
45
44
50 Wire measure
52 Fondle
II 52 53 53 Chinese
47 48 49
pagoda
50555
56
54
55 Bronson ID
55UUUU

UU

040

ii;

Help
Wanted

Legal
Node*

UPI
Nada

MRS THERESA psychic
reader and adviser can
help through all problems
Call for appointment
502-554-7904

CONVENANT Transport
Hiring tractor trailer drivers
lyr 0 T.R Experience,
Single 19-22 cents. East
Coast pay, incentive pay,
benefits package Age 23
Teams 27-31 cents
1-800-458-1344
DRIVERS. Come for the
money, stay for the stability. J B Hunt, one of
America's largest and most
successful transportation
companies, pays its drivers
some of the best salaries in
the business. We pay for
your OTR experience up to
.28 cents per mile Call:
1-800-2JB-HUNT today
EOE Subject to drug
screen
DRIVERS-OTR-Need experienced van/fiat drivers
23 years of age 1yr experience verifiable Mileage
pay plus benefits Call
1-800 444-6648

Situation
Waritod
WILL do house cleaning or ,v
Sit with elderly Call after
7pm. 753 1016
Businotra
Opponunity
ALTERATION business
Steady clientel Excellent
location in Murray Serious
inquires only Call after
6pm 436 2167 436-5665

NON-SMOKING babysitter
for 3 children in city limits
753-8060

Local sandwich & yogurt business. Exc.
business opportunity.

Contact Video Elite
618-520368

DEALERSHIP Log Homer.
- National log home manu
factunng company ha
America's finest lines start
NURSES aid full time ing $9872 Great earning
11pm 7am Prefer exper- potential Will not interfere
ienced, but, will train with present employment
Housekeeping experience Deposit 100% secured by
a plus Pleasant atmo
model home Call Mr Lam
sphere Apply in person ont 1-800-321-5647 The
FArn Thrracsa t_odgc. icnc
Original Oid-Tiniei Lrai
Stadium View Dr Murray Homes And Supply Inc Mt
Ky EOE
Juliet, TN 37122
OTR drivers 12 months LOG home dealership Top
experience 23 years of log home manufacturer,
age drug testing required seeks dealer Protected
Hornady Truck Line Start territory, high earning po
23-26c/mile, tarp/vacation tential, full training and
pay, safety bonus spouse leads provided Need not
passenger program
interfere with present em
1-800-648-9664
ployment Models starting
PERSON needed for medi at $9690 1-800-280-1424
cal office part-time Flexible Brentwood Log Homes
hours Filing, etc 16-20hrs 427 River Rock Blvd , Mon
week Medical background freesboro TN 37129
helpful but not necessary ON-GOING art supply and
Mail resume to PO Box frame business for sale
1040J Murray, Ky 42071
near MSU campus Excel
lent opportunity to establish
your own business for a
Life Guard
small investment and have
Positions
little or no competition MLS
Contact Kopperud
Send letter of ap- 2857
Realty 753-1222

NOW hiring in housekeeping department Must apply
in person at Shoneys Inn

plication, detailing
qualifications, and
experience to:
Pool Committee
Oaks Country Club
P.O. Box 1101
Murray, Ky 42071

FRIENDLY home parties
has openings for demonstrators No cash investment No service charge
Highest commission and
hostess awards Three catalogs, over 800 items Call
1-800-488-4875

110
4.

POSTAL Jobs carrier &

ROAD drivers Home 90%
weekends Super benefits
Experience (5+) 25 cents
ABC Express/
mile
TN
Lebanon,
800-251-3168 extension
246 Ask for Bob •
DELI HELP NEEDED

Experience preferred, but
not necessary Apply in
person
OWENS FOOD
MARKET
1407

Main

Murray, Ky

TRUCK drivers/driver
FULLTIME cashier,sales trainees Poole Truck c.ine
clerk for local retail store Inc will conduct a seminar
Benefits available Send re- on Tuesday April 30 and
from
sume to PO Box 1040F. Wednesday. May 1
9am to 6pm at The Ramada
Murray, Ky 42071
Inn in room 212 on ScottsHIRING 1st and 2nd shift ville Road (off 1-65) in Bowl
Welders and general help ing Green, Ky Come any
328-8980
time and we'll tell you, evknow
HOUSEPARENT, erything you need to
started Also taking
$221 00/week + room, to get
experboard & laundry Work 23 applications for
truck
days, off 5 days Reliable ienced drivers and
person required (school driving school graduates
pay
and home for mentally re- Poole offers the best
in the
tarded) Stewart Home and benefits package
School, 4200 US 127 industry If you have any
South, Frankfort, KY (502) questions just call Poole
'at
Line
Truck
227-4821
1-800-553-9443 Dept -27
LOCAL auto dealer needs
Truck Drivers,
office person Work in- WANTED
cludes answering tele- owner-operators Also
available
phone bookkeeping typ- training
Call for
6482
543
800
1
title
vehicle
ing, AR/AP
processing Send resume information
or lob qualifications to PO
Box 1040P, Murray. Ky
42071

-

WOLFF tanning beds New
commercial-home units
from $199 00 Lamps
lotions -accessories
Monthly payments low as
$1800 Call today free new
color
catalog
1-800-462 9197

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home
Ores $7-$12 each We will
remove. 527-2932.
JUNK cars and trucks
437-4087
USED and antique furniture, glass tools, quilts
901-642-6290
USED chain link fencing
Need about 50 yards Call
Ann at 435-4425

16cu tt freezer, powde
table, mirrors, 2 prom dres
ses 753-4520
1978 FORD LTD New
tires, new vinyl top Very
good condition 1967
Chevy short stepside, hit in
front end Good engine
Good parts 1411 Moorecraft boat 15hp Evinrude
Depth finder, 2 seats
436-5648
386 TOWER Computer
25MHZ 80meg hard drive
EGA color monitor, 1 2 meg
5'6 'drive, has software on
hard drive $1995
354-6600

Situation
Wanted

BASKETBALL football.
and baseball cards
759-4543 after 4pm

LPN, CMA, or MLT needed
for busy physicians office
Send resume with references to PO Box 1040B
Murray, Ky 42071

HAVE opening for child
care any shift $35 per
week 1 block from MCCH
759-1586

ENSURE Liquid Nutrition
S20/case Have 11 cases
sacrifice $15/per case for
all 901-642-8055

MILKMAN Full time Once
a day-milking Send resume
to Sanwood Farms, 25
Cardinal Drive, Cadiz, Kentucky 42211

JANITORIAL Cleaning
Commercial, reasonable
rates, tree estimates Experience and references
(502) 328-8678

GAS clothes dryer, 2 fiberglas truck toppers for mini
pickup. Kitchenaid dishwasher 753-7580

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEED a lob? A
GE0" Hope for the future?
You may qualify if 'You do
not have your GEE) or high
school diploma. 'You are
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E OE This
proiect is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- JTPA
Call JTPA Out Of School
9 3 7 8
7 5 3
8a m 11 30a m

JUST call 753-4590 if you
need help with elderly or
sick Experience referAnytime for
ences
information

050

WILL help new mother with
newborn light housekeep
mg etc Call Mag an exper
ienced grandmother
753-9630
WILL babysit days in my
References
home
759-4490

-At

Instruction

other positions available
"BECOME a paralegal Join
'EARN EXTRA INCOME' Starting $11 79/hr WI
American's fastest growing
Earn $200-$500 weekly benefits 1-602-730 6455
profession Work with attor
mailing 1991 Travel bro- Ex 0013C
neys
Lawyer instructed
informachures For more
PREP cook lady is wanted
home study The finest pa
tion send a stamped Job pays $4 50 per hour
ralegal program available
addressed envelope to A-1
Please apply in person at
catalogs
Box Majestic Royale Holiday Free
Travel, P 0
800-362-7070 Dept LF42
430780-B1 South Miami,
Inn
FL 33143
LEARN a career in the
REASONABLE and de- horse industry' Contact Ky
EXPERIENCED waitress
pendable babysitter Equine Institute, 4089 Iron
needed No phone calls
needed in Stella or Murray Works Pike, Lexington, KY,
please Apply in person
area Afternoon shift Re- 40511 (606) 233-4303 ext
Mon-Fri 2pm-5pm Malesferences required
263 Class starts July 15,
tic Royale Holiday Inn Hwy
753-7303
1991
641S Murray
FIVE STAR SHOP SERVICE is currently expanding into this area and is in
need of Repair Consultants An agricultural background is desired, but not
necessary. Please call
(618) 756-2257 Ask for
J.0

•..

GE stereo $400:1112ga
shotgun $130, weight
bench $40 759-1518
GOOD used window air
conditioner 753-6967 or
759-9677
HOSPITAL
breather
759-4490
ORDER the spa designed
for you Murray Hot Tubs
115 S 13th St
SUNTAN booth 753-3488

--tr-”24-•
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PUNCH 150, $303 01110
Punch 75. $200 OBO
759 9807
•

•

I

Nttlk..1.;1,4111a't

STEEL TOE work boots tor
men and women Motorcarhelmets. army boots.
pants and esiacets Jerry's
Sporting 6th & Walnut
Mayfield, Ky

411•••••••••

4
N.
..!'Sitcta
•
"Q4'.4kAlire•
I

*
•

•

•

vAMAHA 250 Tri-2 $900,
custom made 3-PW golf
dubs *bag $115 couch
coffee taboo two end tables
$150 antique Singer Sew
trig Pvtachinei$75 Call FI.iy
13321;2
Ann 753 5902 492.

•t

.

••• •••. •fri 4•,•••

144

‘.

• .1--Mr
11
6
..

TANDY TL 2 computer sys
tern printer and software
2Orneg hard drive 3'/,•
oisK 80286 micro processor 640K ram lyr warranty color monitor
437 4831

KITCHEN Or dining table
and 4 chairs Glass top with
solid oak trim Rectangle
3'x5 Excellent condition
$250 753-4477 after 3prn
OPEN. Hearth furniture
couch and 2 chairs ottoman (country blue) coffee
table $300 7534422
190

Farm
EfluIPmen1

FORD 501 mower with 7t1
blade Good condition pall
435-4436

WOOD for sale 753 9745

SEARS Heavy Duty
washer 8mo old like new
Almond $275 753 8428
washer

240

Miticallaneous

Par 3 Golf Course

Home
Furnishings

Miniature Golf

COUCH criair ottoman
flowered earthtones round
giasstop cocktail table
436-2284
DINING table 2 chairs
$100 library table $150
759-1955
SOMA queen size
waterbed $300 Me time
Warrahty Call 753 2367 at
ter 4pm weekdays

AGREE Carports I2x21
Reg $1295 on sale for
$756. 20x21 rug $1795 on
sale for $1156 Call Mayfield 247 7831
CASH for Boy Scouts Order of the Arrow Patches
before 1965 Send Photocopy to Guy Hatfield 108
Court Street Irvine KY
40336 or 1 800 678 5161
Monday Priday

Golf Carts
Lighted
Driving Range

160

Softball &
Baseball
Batting Cages
Lessons By
Appointment
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
Velvet Jones
753-1152

MURRAY. KY

WATERBED super singer
mirrored headboard side
rails $150 753 6684

COMPOST MSU Equine
unit $10 per pickup load
$20 per dump truck Toes
and Thurs lprn 6pnt. Sat
10am 4pm or by appoint
menL.753-8112.762 6925
CUT payments, 50% with
Debt Consolidation All
your bills one easy pay
rnent Stop creditor harass
mere Avoid bankruptcy
Immediate help now avail,
able Bad• credit accepted
1 800 226-5300
DALKON Shield Users
need assistance' Exper
ienced Dalkon Shield Attor
nay Call Charles Johnson
toil free for tree corisulta
bon - .1 800-535 5727

Senice Manager
and
Serb ice Technician

S

Musical
WURLITZER spinet piano
in excellent condition
492 8724 after 4pm

LiTTON microwave $30
Coieman cook stove $15
436 6081

-

22$

WOODS RU 59' 3 hitch
finishing mower 492 8411

Appaarees

I

GOLF clubs(mens andwomons) Mons Palmer Ax
torn irons isw 3 iron) lyr
old also women s Power
bit countess irons (PW 3
eon) For more information
call Tim at 753 8355 during
day or 753 5904 at night

A FIREWOoD for sale
437 4667

BLAC_KSTONE clothes
dryer $25 753-7175 after
7prh

USED Maytag
489 2672

bike
in
16
"
01-1° •BO
vest S
sic for Dave
753-

AUTOMATIC cattle head
gate 436 2556

155

-4

RALEIG.

1953 GOLDEN Jubilee
tractor Plow disk' cultiva
tor $3500 492 8399

••

FA BR Ic*Fabric.!Fabric
....

O.

Set. ICS

4

.s
Ser‘ e Techinici an position E xperieme rie„essar
V.'s Mier ,an excellent benefit'package and .1
tuture- with a last growing conipany All sereeis
app.1.ants should apply in person to Toyota of
thru
%1,.rray 515 Si 12th St NItirray. K

SATAI/Lv
,Mlosetcegt 4 nue(•

.41146111.

Ira

The Sonic Drive-In in Murray. Ky. is looking
for a few good people Must be neat.
courteous. friendly. Above average pay for
_above average people. Flexible hOUrs. .

Apply at
217 S. 12th St. Murray

WA:WA
fig
II.F.KTVC/IT INC

INDUSTREAL NURSE
iocard fortis of Kentucky. Inc. la-seeking an
LPN to svork at our Processing Plant in Mayfield.
Ky Industrial experience is helpful but not neces
c.
,iry Candidates mtist possess good communica
:in skl:Is and love working with people Good
v. age and benefit pack4e. Send reseme,
-

Medical Services Supervisor
Seaboard Farms of Kentucky
P.O. Box 116
Hickory, Ky 42051
EOE

tik

BURIAL INSURANCE

1 •
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AGE so
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health &
can answer no to a few questions you
may qualify\for preferred rates. Below
are a fevPniajahly preferred rates at
different ages for a $4.000.00 POLICY
AVAILABLE THRU

•
'1".•
,

1F H

444-144-

age
age
age
age
age

MALE
40 - $9.09
12.37
50.
60 - 17.33
70 - 27.53
80 - 52.73

FEMALE
age 40 - $7.73
9.85
age 50 age 60 - 13.33
age 70 - 21.45
age 80 - 40.73

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hoplkinsvile Federal Say. Bldg.
7th at Main. Murray. KT
"Our 29th year Of service"

filabk
Homo For Sale

Sports
Equipment

Sprang renews arriving daily.
Bridal too" Country Re
mnants they 6a/641 Draffen
idle, Ky next to BonarvA
Marshall County, 10ain Spm
Mr-Sai

Homes for Ram

TIME share units and
campground member
ships Cheap, Worldwide
selections Vacation Net
work US and Canada
I 800 736 8250 305 771
6296 Free. rental intorma
tion 305 771 6331
TOPSOIL
pickup or we
deliver
753 0277 or
759 1490 Welch Sand and
"Gravel Hwy 641N Almo

Ky
TOP Soil good rich dirt
Ideal for yards and plant
beds 759 1828 753 2446
Bogard Trucking & Exca
vatng :nc

Top Soil
dirt.
nch
6-trod
Ideal for yards St
plant beds
759-1/428 or 753-2446
Bogard

Trucking &
Excavating Inc.
WOODEN storage build
irigs 8x16 starts at $1095
10x16 $142450 12x24
$2395 Other sizes avail
able Acree Portable Build
'rigs 502,247 7831
YAZOO Mowers; 12
YR 60 RAD 2 cyl Wise
engine 1 YR 48 RAD 2 cyl
Wise engine 1 YR 60 with
2 cyl Wise engine All like
new asking $3 500 to
$4 000 -Please call (502)
227-2760

a50

PRIVATE Investigato
D B A Confidential Invesb
gations Southside Shop
ping Center Suite x102
Murray 753 2641

GATUNBURG Summit
Breathtaking mountain top
views of mountains Fire
place balcony kitchen In
door pool Jacuzzis Honey
moon specials' Frke bro
chure I 800 242'4853
(205)988 5139

2 or 3br
electric or gas Walling Ck s
tance to college. 753 5209

SHADY Oaks

32

Apartments
For Rent
ISR furnished apartment
Close to university and hospital Some utilities paid
Calf 753 8756 753 4012
I BR newly decorated near
University Completely
furnished Call 753 4682
2BR apartment in Northwood 5265/mo 753 3964

2BR house on Syrjambe
Available now 753-2478
2BR stove/refrigerator
1mi past Graves Co lone
Hwy 121N Deposit and
references required No
pets $275 489 2440
AVAILABLE May 4br 2 bath
brick central H/A, appliances $500/mo, deposit Coleman RE 753-9898
NICE 2br 1 bath Gas heat,
refrigerator and stove WO
hookup 606 Sycamore
Available May 11th
$350/mo plus deposit No
pets 753-1772

1 or 2 bedroom apartment
753 4109

370

Lhfistock
&wiles

-2BR duplex in Westwood
$295,mo 759 4406

2BR furnished apartment
No pets $190 with water
and sewage furnished
$190 deposit Available
May I Call 753 8477

2 PONIES 13 2H 9yr old
sorrel, 12 2H, 8yr old black
and white pinto Well man
nered trail ridden shown
hunjeraumper Sorrel pulls
cart $500 ea 2 western
saddles 15a " $150 and
$300 One English Odds
Stubben all purpose
$ 200
saddle. 502 382 2773

A BRAND new brick duplea 2br ac gas heat all
appliances No pets
753-7688 or 759 4703
nights

MORGAN horse sale 2
proven brood mares 1 3yr
old filly
753 7187
evenings

28R energy efficient duplex New paint extra
clean Central H'A, ap
pliances Available now
Coleman RE 753-9898

FURNISHED apartments
efficiency 1S2 bedroom
and sleeping tooms Also
renting for May Zimmer
man Apts S 16th St
753-6609
NEW duplex 2br 2. baths
Garage with auto opener,
appliances plus microwave
furnished $450/mo iyr
lease Northwood, Dr No
pets 753 2905 -

380

Pets
StcpOse
AKC Registered Maltese
for stud service Call
502-753 7788 ask for
Teresa
HAVE an obedient safe
dog for show or home
Classes or professionally
trained Serving Murray for
over 12yrs 436-2858

NICE 1.2 3br apartment
Furnished, near campus
Also- 1-3br house 1-4br
house WI) hook-up Day
95 753-6111. night
753 0606
NICE 3br stove arid re
frogeratcx furnished Central heatair Half of the
utilities $450mo. deposit
No pets 105. N 16th
753 1953 days, 75-30870
nights

SHARP Ciapiers Author
NOW renting extra large
!zed dealer for sales ser
2br `Water furnished
vice supplies parts and
5315/mo 753 3530 After
rental units Local com3pm
4319
pany Call 1 800 248
TAKING applications for
270
sectort 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedLANDSCAPE Lava Rook
rooms Apply HOldale Apts
Homes For Rale
or tall
Ky
Icu ft bag only $1 50 ea
Hardin
Black rock 50Ib bag $1 50 1969 12x50 MOBILE home 502 437 4113 EHO
ea We also have sanitized 2br Murray area Reworked
UNIVERSITY view condo
play sand 501b bag only and partially furnished
style apartment 2br cen40Ib
Lrrie
Lawn
and
19
$2
$3000 898 7151
tral H/A, appliances microbag only $2 39 ea Coast to
wave $400/mo 753-8096
14,50
bath
1
1991
;
2br
00.41114r_clyrate,7148604 .
hooluip 753-2633
Total eat' Mc
Beach
MYRTLE
underpinned Located Rrvi
110
S C -holiday sands-3 era Cts Lot 7 389 0141.
ocean front motels Quality
tiopees
24tt PERRY travel trailer .
at affordable rates Call
For Rent
in
skirted
contained
self
free for color brochure and
2 BATHROOM
sulated underpinned Ex
rates 1 800 448 8477
1
cellent condition bock pa
09 1
1 - 800 - 4 4 8
bo privacy fence See at
-1-TO-448-4439
96
Grogans Trailer Court 94E em
ONE 1987 225 Tirnberlack
Log Skidder
One
1986-FD7 Fiatabis .Dozer,
One 1985 586D Case Fork
Lift
606 666 4693.

••
%RENTED

410
Public
Salo

4. Party.
Garage Sale
Rain or Shine
506 Blair
\lay 3 & 4.
Fri. & Sat.
(;iass - Collectibles -

502-753-4761
RENTAL Business Gen
eral includes complete in
ventory of contractor equip
merit home & garden tools
misc Located in Bards
town Contract with Na
tionai Truck Rental Agency
3800sq It building Profit
able business WI set bus
iness and base or sell
budding Owner retiring In
guinea reply to P 0 Box
2754, Ehzabothlown KY
42702

"Trash & Treasure"

Sat. 8 Sun.
May 4.8 5
Rain or Shine
8-?
121 South to 893, hum
right go around 4 miles to
a brtfent. -house On left,
look- for sign At New
Providence
86 Hence Aero 50. '71
Yeliowstone camper. stereo VCR. glassware. Avon.
a-c a Ix more

Sale
Sat. May 4
8-2 p.m.
907 Stratford
Dr.

#4760ESA

492.8500

Yard Sale

Moving-.
Yard
Sale

First of the Season
Friday, May 3
1402A Hillwood
Behind Caine AMC
Jeep
7-00 a.m.-7
Rain or Shine

oia 000 g•assware

•

& dshes. fishing gear,
loo-s 'chest, sofa. tab'es.
Odd Chairt, lamps

exdf-

bike lawnmower,
s:ereo sentaole weights..

C,Se

4 Party
Yard Sale
1502 Sycamore
Sat., May 4th
7 a.m.-1 p.m.

-

will, be open:

Again this year;

Thurs. 2-5
Fri. 8-S
Sat. 8-12 ,
Antiquts. Lollectibles.
assorted
furniture,
household items. old &
new items. You need to
see to belie% e.

Wallace
Uick

Tues., Thur., Sat,
Mon., Wed., Fri.
Sunday

7 a.o. - 7 p.m.
4 p.m. - 7 p.m.
1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

60c a quart U.-Pick
$1.25 a quart ordered

Watch the paper for our official opening.
information call us at home. 753-0195

For additional

King size 6 drawer
waterbed, 8 mo old semi
motionless mattress. brass
KS headboard, antique
china cabinet, rose Lazy
ooy recliner, 11Altasa china,
glasswear, misc items.
clothes

Corner of N 16th
& Poor Farm Rd.
White House
rafts, household deux&
lions lots of makeup, brass,

5 Party
"Back Yard"
Yard Sale

men sclotiles, loose( worneas
.10thes lose 14 20 & misc.

3rd & 4th
617 Broad St. Ext.
7 a.m.-?

Fri., May 3
8-?
'1605 Catalina Cr.
Celular phone, radetectors,
dar
elec.
8000 lb
Honda
'wench.
motorcycle 650,
misc

Fri. & Sat.
May

Clothes, toys, curtains,
knickbedspreads,
knacks and many misc.
items.
.110

Real
Estate
BOB HALEY, Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 489-2266

Yard Sale

Gigantic Yard Sale

frt., May 3 &--Sat., May 4'
8-6
1101 Story
fNapie dining table,
antique .chair, 100
gal aquarium w/
stand, truck tool box
& mat, glassware,
many more items.
Cancelled if rains.

- Saturday, May 4th
9 a.m. until- 3 p.m.
One mile East on Highway 94
Eastwood Christian Academy
Clothing (all sizes), high chair, play pen.
Baldwzn upright piano, Kingsburg Cabinet
Grand Piano, crafts, wood shutters for
inside, what hots, many miscellaneous
items

INVESTORS • FARMERS • RANCHERS
TENNESSEE'S FINEST!!

Yard Sale
714 River Rd,
Road beside

•••101r

Rd.

T
':: H
'
i 7, re v'
E
R
E
C___CM1010
I
TOMEM/0

Il
,

• • 1
=r

Blalocks .Fun. Hm.
Fri. May 3
8 a.m.
clothes,
Furniture,
household items, bake-

....
r7

•

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

goods. Much more.
No 'Early Sales.

SAT., MAY 11TH AT 10:00 A.M.
THE BOBBY CROWDER FARM

2 Party
' Yard Sale
Fri & Sat.
8 til 5

P

1.00•1441 4 4•1144 row Si Pury••• 40 SwF 140 IS nape nort110/401 of
Perin, Tonn400•4 13 m044 44.441m••1•116.010% Kankalty

50 YOUNG BEEF'COWS
WITH CALVES AT SIDE
-

2 miles West of
Kirksey on Hwy
464.

Pt.S.U.'Stad lug

Thurs. May 2
3 p.m.-8 p.m.
Fri. May 3
9 a,m.-12 noon

•

U
N
I

• A
T
4 Tracts Ranging FrOrn 4.5 To 129 Acres
4 Numerous Beautiful Building Sites
4 Mlles Of Rood Frontal)*
4 Fenced • Fenced And Crqss Fenced
a Facilities • Buildings & Rams
a wowing Crepe Go With The Farm
121 Pastureland & Creek Bottom Soils

-

JAMES R. CASH
It
Jr

Rot.

Bathroom,cabtnet, spiral steps, clothing.43/4
acres.land, boat & motor, twin bed framiA.

T

T
Y

im
i

(Corner of North 5th *Perm)
Fisher Pr ice

2

390 ACIIIS IN 7 TRACTS -1 0
R
MAR PURYILAR, manssas

Inside
Yard Sale
400 N. 8th

WALLACE'S

••41110

Fri., May 3rd,
Sat., May 4th
827 Camelot Dr.

2 Party
Yard Sale -

Backyard Sale

In case' of rain
cancel tit next week.

Thanks for your past support!'

Poor Farm

tr

Moving •
Sale

1668 Ryan Ave

It's still early but berry season is just around the corner.
This year we are ;stolid to announce 8 acres of "EAFtLYCLOU"'
berries for your picking. We feel these will be our best
berries yet. "EARLYGLOW" is the premium berry for freezing,squeezing. cramming and for jamming.
We

lirlE11
4:1
.

Ladies
better
brand
boys
clothes
7-12,
clothes 5-12, boys shoes
6-13. better jewelry 8t
cosmetics, housewares,
toys. Sour dough bread.

Large
Yard Sale
Fri & Sat.
May 3.& 4
8 a.m-6 p.m.

Fri. & Sat.
8:00 to 5:00
At New Concord
from
across
Post Office.
Tools
shutters
stove & hood dishes ,clothing of all
sizes Much more

Yard Sale

906 S. 16th St.
10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Friday

Back
Yard Sale
528 1 S. 6th St.
Fri. & Sat.
May 3rd & 4th

Humane Society
Benefit
Sat., May 4th
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
713 Farmer Ave.

Yard
Sale

Lots of children's
clothes

pictures,
curtains,
bedspreads, blankets! lamps, choir,
rugs, old fashion
wash Nord. luggage, mini blinds,
bed & throw pillows,
_touch tone telephone,place mats
all colors. napkins &
napkin rings. T.V.
bed room chair, tier
table, radio. quality
Clothes, workman's
hand tools, electric
heater.
Many misc Items

Salle

Furniture, doors. Re
mington 1100 shot
gun electric bass guiweight bench,
-tar
toys adult and child
rent clothing Lots of
misc items
Rain or Shine

Madame , Alexander
Dolls. football and baseball cards, clothes, tape
and record player much
more.

Formals,

Mirrors,

(Gatesborough)
Sponsored by
Alpha Mu

Large Multi Party

eINE Bark Mulch or Nug
gets 2o.i ft bag only $2 59
ea Top soil 40Ib bag lust
$1 79'ea Potting soil 401b
bag -only $1 99 ea Also
.1gai . size Shrubs or
Azaleas we lust $2 99 ea
Coast to Coast Hardware
753 8604

.COINS
CHRISTOPHER 4
ts expanding, We now offer
stamps and stamp supplies
along with silver dollars
proof sets U S arid foreign
cOons and coin supplies
Coins and stamps are great
hobbies they also make
wonderful gifts arid invest
merits Veit us today at the
Ox-Yoke Antique Store
(Hazel) Treasure House
and Book Rack (Murray)
the Mercantile (Auroral and
the Book Shelf (Paris) We
buy coins and stamps and
appraise estates

Yard Sale

212 S. 16th
F'riday .
May 3r4
7:30-?

ERRIES

POST frame buildings
30'x40 t9 erected $5 195
plus freight 00(er sizes
available Blitz Builders
1 800-628-1324

3-Party
Garage Sale
1605 Keenland Dr.
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m..-5 p.m.

2BR 501 N 6th $225/mo.
$200 deposit No pets
759 9549
28R frame house Air lire
places garage Large livin
groom and kitchen Imi
east of Murray $250(rno
wee $200 security deposit
753 0089

•

,
We I

Publ.
Saw

I

sai•
Pulic

TRAILER for sale on
PATIO stones 2-xErx16- 12x60
$6000
acre lot
gray or red 695 ea Also
435 4112
2'x12" square Of hexagonal
patio stones gray Of red Just
$1 69ea We have red MUST sell 12x70 3br 2
octagon square paving bath Needs some repair
stones for 55e ea arid 18" 753 9413
square bricklaced patio
stones $3 69 Coast to
- Mobile
Coast Hardware 753-8604
STEEL Buildings Made in
the USA from Heritage
America s largest metal
building distributor 3000
standard sizes available
Call today with your build
ing size for the lowest
prices in the country
1 800 643 5555

ito

.1 I

2,0

2(0

AUCTIONEER& REAL ESTATI W105111
EAJECE FA/14, KENTUCKY 12039

40..

T
H
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i5O21 623 6466 0. 1S021 623 63111
FAX 1 (SO?)623 8$I5

ore+ rem P40

MI 111.4N WIWI NO 9r)
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NO PENIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!
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CLASSIFIEDS
se°

• arty
•e Sale
-nland Dr,'
Sat.
.-5 p.m.
pictures,
Curtains,
•
blankps. Chair,
Id fashion
card, lug' i blinds,
row pillows.
tone tele•lace mats
.• napkins &
()rigs. T.V.
choir, tier
idio, quality
workman's
olS, electric

Home
For Sale

Howe
For Sale

KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222 toll free
1 -IN:211:140ME-__E xt
711L.
.

2BR 1 bath, 4 car shop with
2, 12x12 rooms Lot
144x144, 2 miles on 94E
753-8334

KENTUCKY lakeview turn
ished 3br 2 bath sundeck
walk-in finished basement
double corner lot South of
Murray $38,000 negoti
able 658-3558

3BR 1Y, bath on Broad 2br
mobile home in Pine Bluff
Shores 3br central H/A
near lake 2br on Ash St
$8.000 Commercial prop
erty in city Wilson Real
Estate 302 S 12th
753-3263

3BR 2 bath brick Large
livingroom with dining area
Large kitchen with white
painted cabinets, Genn Air
stove, 20x28 family room
with woodstove, lots of
built-ins Shutters, wallpaper and ceiling fans Nice
tile pabo Energy efficient.
Walking distance to shopping Quiet street Fleaso
Call
nobly priced
753-2206.

Reduced to sell
3237 Sq. Ft.
Under Roof
New 4 BR home Large
family
room,
LR
kitchen/dining combination, utility room, 3
baths, lots of closets,
double garage, concrete
double driveway Patio,
sidewalks, carpel, oak
parquet floors, range &
dishwasher, energy efficient, large wooded lot.

isc Items

;adc
d Sale
. 6th St.
& Sat.
d & 4th

489-2126
_Nights 489-2387

better brand
7-12.
boys
12. boys shoes
er jewelry &
housewares,
dough bread.

38R, 24 BT home 3 mi
west of Murray in Oaks
Estates Large kit & family
room with fireplace Dining
room, playroom, utility, and
garage. Central H/AC,
paved drive, city water, cablevision All appliances included Perfect for young
family or retired couple!
Call 753 8 1 5 1 for

ving
ale
May 3rd
May 4th
melot Dr.
e 6 drawer
8 rno oki sem
mattress, brass
board, antique
net, rose Lazy
r, Ukase china,
rose items,

500

Real
Estate

appointment

2BR house with 2 acres, on
Hwy 641S Must sell!
492-8574 after 5pm

3BR brick 5 miles southeast 1360sq.ft., 1 bath 1
acre wooded lot, new well
and septic. Mid $40's
436-2742

LOVELY country home minutes from town, situated
on 3large Camelot subdivi
sion lots 3br 2 bath brick
home features quarry ale
floor in kitchen, fireplace in
den Just recently on the
market Low $80's MLS
3224 Contact Kopperud
Realty 753-1222
NEW 3br 2 bath house, in
Martin Heights Lots of stor
age Buy now and plc* your
interior colors Call
753-3903

HOMESELLERS

REALTY
753-0375
191)1 N. 1.2111
12T11 ST CX)MMERCIA1
orner of 12th & Sharpe In
eat area
575,00
ake offer 753-0375

Yamaha
• Moto 4 A.T.V.

Low mileage, original
tires, 1st class shape

Call after 5 p.m.

436-2865

1987 BANSHEE $1300
759-1142

For Sale By Builder
2700 total sq. ft. located in Southwest Villa. 3-4
bedroom with 21/2 baths, central (gas) heat & air,
_city water, sewer, and cable. $93,500.(X). James E
Rickman.

Phone 759-4059

1987 YAMAHA 350 four
wheeler Excellent condition, less than 3,000 miles
$2,000 firm Call 759-1049
1988 YAMAHA 350 Moto 4
Shaft drive oil cooled
759-4936
ISO

vi.) 41:1
Service on all brands: window air coNitioners refrigerators - freezers - washers • dryers microwaves- dishwashers - gas& electric ranges.

Factory Authorized Repair* For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270
V. Real Estate
d Appraisals
Ity 753-1651

SillithAilbrithill, Inc.

Auto
Samba
e
NEW and used tires. Key
Auto- Parts Hwy 121S.
753-5500.

Wed
Cars

5 Points
Auto Repair

& Used Cars

OPEN HOUSE

Sale

,FRI. & SAT,
MAY 3 & 4 9:rn.-9p.m.

th
m.

Display home by:

hway 94
cademy

Warkentin-Penner Carpentry

Co.

3 Br. 2 bath

, play pen,
rg Cabinet
,hutters tor
cellaneous

1986 Isuzu Pickup-,
auto, p.s.p.b $2,450
1982 Chevy Caprice
4 dr., diesel
conversion, Olds
engine
$1,650

1977 VW Van,factory
sir
$1,250
tJasii,„

1ANCHERS
EST!!

Directions: From Murray 2 miles west on 94
to Oaks Country Club Rd. left 8/10 mile to

3.y

Oakwood Terrace. 435-4013, 759-4422,
345-2462

•

1986 Chevy Celebrity
Eurosport, 4 dr.
nice
$2,550

1980 Mercury
Marquis
4 dr.
$1,250

iflot

I

Position Available
The Pennyrile Allied Community Services, Inc.
of Hopkinsville. Kentucky has the following
position available in their Mayfield. Kentucky
office.
Family Preservation Clinical
Supervisor/Program Administrator
Salary based on experience and negotiable.
PACS offers excellent hospitalization, dental,
vision, and life insurance; 12 paid holidays:
accrued
sick/annual
leave
days. Travel
reimbursement.
The Clinical Supervisor/Program Administrator
must possess a Masters or Doctorate Degree in
Social Work, Psychology, or related human services field, as well as demonstrated profissiOnal
experience providing treatment services to families and providing supervision to program staff.
PACS/EPP is an in-home family crisis/education teaching model of therapy serving 12 Western
Kentucky counties. Successful applicant must be
willing to work some evenings, weekends/holidays,and be within electronic pager range 24hour s
a day. Must have a valid driver's license and
reliable transportation.
For more information call Mr. John Tedder at
1-800-264-0643. Interested persons should send
resume andflAficial college transcript, no later than
May 15, 1991, to:
John Tedder, Executive Director
Pennyrile Allied Community Services, Inc.
708 South Liberty Street
Hopkinsville, Kentucky 42241
An Equal Opportunuy Employer

ION
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RVATIONS!!

1976 Buick Century,
V4, 4 dr
$650
1983
Audi
5000
TOrbo diesel,
bad engine,
body nice
$800.
81C- . Coldeniter Rd
or See JR. Taylor
753-9181
1974 VOLKSWAGON
Super Beetle Good body
and fenders Not running
$300 753-4389, 753-5960
1975 GRAN Torino AC,
pb/ps, intermittent wiper,
59,500 original miles
$1200 436-2639
1979 CADILLAC Fleetwood Limo, excellent mechanical condition 28 inches of stretch, new 501
commercial service motor,
new 400 turbo transmission, wet bar Will sacrifice
at $4,90000 or best offer,
need to sell Call Frankfort
(502) 227-8015 after 6pm
1979 FORD LTD very dependable and reliable used
car. Call after 3pm
753-3510
1981 CHEVY Citation
33xxx actual miles. V-6
auto, psipb, sic. 753-3742
1981 DATSUN 280ZX runs
great, looks good $1900
OBO 753-6726 after 6pm
1985 CORVETTE excel
lent
condition
901-644-0160 after 6pm
1985 OLDSMOBILE Calais Blue 2 door loaded,
, 61,000 miles $3750 Call
759-4808 after 6pm

•

e

WA-

•

1979 VOLVO 242DL 4
Speed, blue runs great
436-2174 evenings

1977 CHEVY 4x4, 9 ton
with tommy lift $600
759 1683

1987 GMC Jimmy 4 wheel
drive V6, loaded. 1986
Buick Skyhawk Limited
753-3785 after 5pm.

1981 TOYOTA flatbed An,
stereo $2850 759-4732

1988 PONTIAC Sunbird
GT Turbo Convertible Gall
753-3865 or 753-0949
1988 RED
vertible OT
$11900
753-3704
Lomond.

Mustang con39,000 miles.
Will trade
1601 Loch

1989 FORD Escort 4 door
AM/FM stereo Air/heat,
cruise. Extra clean. 45,000
miles Owner must sell.
$4900 753-6633
1989 RED Ford Mustang
LX MB, 5spd, 4cyl, AC,
power door locks, tilt,
cruise, AM/FM cassette,
22,500mi. $6500
753-6332.

EXCELLENT 3br value.
Charming decor and size
makes this the perfect
home for a small family or
BPST LOTS IN 1Y)WN1
single. Good central locaWoodgate & Preston Heights CAR Stereo Installation
tion remodeled bath ReUnderground utilities Johnny
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
cent appliance replace- Robertson Rd
area
IlomeSellers
753-0375 Music Murray's Alpine Car
ments Low maintenance
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
brick and vinyl exterior A iSAVETHOUSANDSIM
Center, 1 block from MSU
good buy! $40's. MLS
donna.
3095 Contact Kopperud
THREE
bedroom,
Realty 753-1222.
PUNCH
45. $225 15th An14, bath, brick, excellent
condition on quiet street in niversary Speciall Sunset
-HILLTOP tint-he. Must sell
3bedrm, lbath, attached city. Central gas heat, living Blvd. Music Murray's
room dining room, kitchen/ Rockford-Fosgate authorized
garage, 4 out buildings
utility room, large sunroom, dealer. Dixieland Center
Fruit trees. On Hale Rd
acres. $25,000 'negoti- paved driveway, carport, Chestnut St. 753-0113.
detached garage or workable. 502-436-2010.
shop, fenced backyard
PRICE reduced!3br, 2 bath Lots of extras Call
brick, west of town in quiet 753-1893, Chuck Foster
subdivision, large lot, outbuilding, deck, patio and
170
more. $49,000 Call
Roberts Realty for your apMotorcycles
pointment today. 753-1651
or 759-4810 (nights).

RP'"4111111111111111111111P

Party
kYard"
d Sale
& Sat.
rd & 4th
lad St. Ext.
..m.-?
toys, curtains,
ds, knickd many misc.

Used
Trucks

CARS
10 Toyota Carr.........'11117
180 Toyota Caolla.....„.....$1,987
'89 Palfac Graid Am....„ 1,07
'89 Pt. Grand Prit LE .1,917
189 Toyota Camp/ „.... ........'1,917
19 Toyota Cellica '10187
19 Cress.
'15,987
Toyota Corolla
Hada Prelude 210,417
Mazda 626
087
113 Back Pak
18 Toyota Cressida.....213,487
18 Chevy Criaro
7,987
'88 Toyota Camnry...._1,07
18 Port Bre. 11.......27,987
17 Mustang
17 Hond Actord
17 BP
.........M3,917
17 Toyota CNor
'17 Taurus LX IVgn„....„„ '7,487
17 Toyota Cary DI.„ 21417
16 Toy, Caolla
Ford Cror
15 Fond Escat......
15 itfC,
15 Chery
15 Bud Pak
14 Toy. Taal R5 1,917
14 Bud Regal
14 Toyct
12 Chevy Monte Cat....1187
'82 Toyota Corolla.... ,781
74 Volkswagen Ratit 717
TRUCKS
'89 Toyota laidauiser...16,987
19 Toyota Excab 414...10487
19 Ford Rale IL1„.....27,787
19 Cheri
18 Fad F.350 Van ........21,787
18 Toyota I Pane...11,487
'81 Plymouth Voyager 10,417
17 Tay. SR5 4 Ramer „ 10,917
17 Mazda ..... '6,987
'87 Toyota 1 Ton
'6,987
16 Fad F19) ILI 44 7187
14 Toyota 04......
14 Jeep Cherokee
Aubrey Hatcher
B Calvert Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden, Bus, Mgr.
Chad Cochran, Gen Mgr

TOYOTA

Of MU” Y
5'5 S
Phone
Murray, KY
7514981

510
Campers
19ft CAMPER Fully
equipped Bathroom with
large shower $1800. Airconditioner 14000btu
energy saver, 110/120V
753-6481
28ft. CAMPER trailer air
conditioned, needs some
repair. Cheap $2950
759-1882 leave message

520
••••

17ft, SEARS canoe and
trolling motor $250.
759-4158
1965 RUNABOUT in good
condition with 75hp Evmrude OB in excellent condition. $1000 Call James at
435-4425
1984 CHEETAH ski boat
16'4 ft 120hp Mercruiser
stern drive Life iackets/
accessories included
$4000 negotiable
345-2520
1989 ALUMINUM 17ft.
Traveler bass boat with
40hp Mariner motor. New
MK trolling motor. Eagle
LCR. Excellent condition.
$5800. Call collect
502-247-8462.
39' HOUSE Boat. Living
room, kitchen/galley, bedroom and bath, airconditioned. Excellent boat
at a great price. $15,000
753-6487.
sin
Services
Offered
AlA T ENTERPRISE Ex
cavating Dozer, backhoe,
trucks Levies, roads, driveways, parking lots, septic
tanks, foundations, basements, gravel, dirt, ponds
753-0577.
Al TREE Service. Stump
removal and spraying. Free
estimates. 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495.
ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance,etc. Free estimates.
489-2303.
ANTENNA repair and Installation Replace or install
channel master antennas,
rotors, and amplifiers. Randell Beasley. Buchanan,
Tn. 901-642-4077
ANY remodeling,
painting & roofing. Free estimates References
435-4632.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck. All
work and parts warranted.
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455.

DAVID Palmer Steer
Loader Service 20yrs ex
penence Can accornmodate lobs in tight places
50 2 4 89 2 1 8 1
Or
502-753-4181
DAVIDSON Roofing New
roofs and repairs Tear offs
and re roofs Written guar
antee Local references
753-5812
LICENSED for electric,
gas, refrigeration Installation and repair. Free estimates. 753-7203.
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for your
needs e
GENERAL Repair plumb
mg, roofing, tree work
436-2642
GRASS, GRASS, GRASS
Will mow law& Depend
able, reasonable, free esti
mates Call for appoint
merit 435 4213, leave
message

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and corn
mercial continuous gutters
installed for your specitica
bons. Call Sears 753 231C
for free estimate
G.W. CONSTRUCTION,
Gerald Walters roofing,
painting, vinyl siding, all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267
HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling paint
ing, wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No lob too .
small 436-2052

Backhoe Service

30 leaps Experience
Spetilliting in Septic
Links, Seurm Flinn d •
alion.. Hauling. etc.

(502) 759-4664

WILLIAMS Concrete Finishing Service Low prices
Free estimates .354 9397
WILL mow lawns and do
other lawn work 436 2528.
WILL mow yards Reason-.
able rates and free estimates 759 9742
WILL mow yards Reason
able rates Free estimates.
No lob to large or to small
474-2300
YARD Work Mowing, trimming, odd jobs of any kind
Free estimates 753-8463

LAWNMOWING Dependable person 753-7027.

PAINTING, remodeling
deck and landscape con
struction Free estimate
436-2744

PLUMBING
Free esti
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753 4200
PLUMBING repairman With
same day service Call
436-5255
PROFESSIONAL lawn
care Mowing, trimming,
hauling, landscaping Rea
sonable rates Satisfaction
guaranteed Free esti
mates 759-4440
QUALITY lawn *mowing
with references 437-3046
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting plumbing, concrete Free estimates Cat
474 2307
ROGER Hudson rock haul
ing gravel sand dirt, drive
way rock 753-4545
753 6763 759 1823
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CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
C UST OM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
-Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
•

753 5940
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GREAT FAMILY HOME
Bring all the family to see this 4 bedroom, 2 bath
home in a good Icreion. Fenced-in back yard,
assumable VA loan and just reduced to the 60S.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

REPO.SSESSED VEHICLE SALE
FOR-SAM TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER:
1978 Chevrolet Suburban, IDOCCS268F210002
1972 Holiday Rambler Camping Trailer,
IDOS7212761252
SALE DATE: Friday, May 3, 1991 • 11:00 A.M.
Sale will be held at the Dees Bank of Hazel
parking lot. The Suburban and Camper can be
inspected the morning of sale at Dees Bank. For
_more information, contact Dees Bank, 492-81.36.

Real Estate &
Personal Property
Saturday, May 11, 1 p.m. at the late Mrs.
Virginia E. Hale home at 817 North 19th St.,
Murray, Ky.

-

:3 bedroom brick.- I bath --large living room - eat-in

kitchen - utility room & garage on nice lot - storm.
windos.vs
doors.
• • &• e4
Tet'll1S: 20'74 down day ofsale balance in 30 days with
pang of deed.

•

Auction held jointly with Wayne Wilson Real Estate
Wayne Wilson • Broker 753-3263

Dan Miller - Auctioneer

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for tree estimate

PAINTING Interior and Ex
tenor Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753-6844

-Junior Thorn.
()pert:10,-

WILL do yard work and odd
I0bs of any kind No Job too
small 759 4401

.!.r,tt'e•-I'14'

44fsiii.!qt?Afll
- it
* {kn'ts r.V2•.*:11etWA°4
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'
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OLD quilts wanted Top
FREE puppies 436 2507
dollar paid Any condition,
after 5pm
send photo Shelly Zegare
FREE puppies 489 2659 12 Z River Hill Road, Lours
ville, KY 4 0 20 7
502 897 3819

WILL deiplunibing All guar- .
anteed 435 4169

HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing Free es
timates 759-1683

KITCHEN CANNET REMODELING with wood
grain formica, all colors
Free estimates Wulff s Recovery, Murray -436-5560

Wanted

WILL bushhog and do
blade work Reasonable
prices 492-8722

GRAVEL,'dirt, sand, white
rock, and all type hauling
Call Kenney Travis
759-1039

A LICENSED electrical
contractor. JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Corn
mercial and residential, fast
courteous and efficient ser
APPLIANCE SERVICE. vice 759-1835
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30 years experi- MOODY S mower repair
ence. Bobby Hopper, Pickup and delivery Al'
work gual'anteed
436-5848.
753-5668
BACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL Junior Thorn, opera- MR Chimney Chirrine,
tor 30 years experience. cleaner 492-8561
Septic system, drive-ways, MURRAY Fence Co. Chain
hauling, foundations, etc link fence, dog kennels, re
759-4664
sidential. commercial Free
estimates 753 9785 or
753-3254
,

Roy Hill

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753 2674
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Free
Column

SUF1EWAY Tree & Stump
BULLDOZING and back- ._Removal Insured with full
hoe work Cali after 4pnt, line of equipMent including
354-8 161 Financing- • 6041 aerial trucks and brush
available
chipper To assure a safer
CARPET and vinyl repairs operation at a lower. cqen
pettily° cost Free etti
and installation Profes
sional service Glen Bebter mates without obligatior
Day or ride 753 5484
759-1247, leave message
I
C Dinh Repair and Main
CH1M Chum (71tIniney
Sweeps has 10% Serli01 Citi- tenance Plumbing and
Cleaning
zen discounts. We self chim- Electrical
ney capls and scireens. Sewer 1210A212 Main
Street 553 6111 office •
435-4)91.
753 0606 after 5pm
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
TOTAL lawn service Free
and Cooling Service Corn
plete service on all central, ettimate 436 2744
cooling all makes and VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
models Call Gary at Service Center,
cleaning
759-4754
servicing $15 most-repairs
CUSTOM garden tilling $35 all brands 3rd Street
with Troy BO reartine tiller Almce Open 9 12 1 5
Small size garden $40 and Man Fri 9 2pm Sat
753 0530
ep 436-2003

FORD 1985 F150XL Explorer 6cyl manual with
OD, PS Excellent condition 474 8046

Boats
Motors

Services
Offered

BREAKING and disking
gardens Yard landscaping
and bushhogging
436-5430

1989 SILVERADO stepside fully loaded, dark blue,
low miles 753-7387

BLOCK, brick, concrete finishing Basements foot- Inge, garages. drives
walks 30yrs experience
Vans
13yrs in Murray area
1981 CHEVROLET custom 753-5476 Charles Barnett
van with raised roof Nice,
clean $3750 Call after BOGARD Paving Paving
and sealing driveways and
5pm, 753-2486
parking lots Over 20yrs
1988 GMC mini van
experience Free estiLoaded, sharp Save hun- mates. 753-9552 or
dreds 753-0603
437-4391

SI•

Services
Offered
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Homes
For Sale

1988 LINCOLN Cartier
Town Car 1 owner, 23xxx
act miles 753-1772
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435-4144
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AUCTION
- Sat.._ May ••4,, 10 a.pi„

„.4.
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LOCATION: Mayfield, Ky., on Hwy.97(Sedalia Road) Near The City.
Limits

fr,

4

38 ACRES BEING SOLD IN 3 TRACTS
(REAL ESTATE TO BE SOLD AT 10 A.M.)
TRACT #1: 4.0 acres with a Comfortable Frame Home containing 1040 sq. ft,
Central !teat and Air. Carport and two Garages. house open for Inspection Fri. May
3 1-5 p.m.
..
TRACT#2. Excellent Residential 9r Commercial. 4.35 Acre Tract with a 13-ft.
highway Frontage.
TRACT
30,53 Acres of Prime Development or Commercial Property- Natural
(ii'. and County Water Available.
NOTE: This is Excellent Property. near the Mayfield city limits; Natural Gas and
'County Water Available. Inspect this Property and BE READY 10 BUY. Seller
Reserves the Right to Combine the Tracts.
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CAR AND ANTIQUE TRUCK

•

1952 CHEVROLET PICK-UP, ALL ORIGINAL,IN EXCELLENT CONDITION.
This is a Collector's Dream!!!
198-1 rhev. Citation If - 4 cit. Automatic. 46.000 miles.
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FARM MACHINERY
9N Ford 'I rector - 2 Ben. Plow - 6' Pull-type Disc - Bushhog - 1-Row Cultivator Draw Bar- Old horse-drawn Wagon, Wood Spoke Wheels and wooden Bed (Very
c mention)

C.

HOUSEHOLD ITEMS
Single Shot 22 Ripe - 16 ga. Double-barrel Hammer Shotgun - Old Singer Sewing
elachine - 2-pc. Bedroom Suite - Swivel Rocker - China Cabinet - Table (Sewing
Machine 13asek.Z.,/h1arble Top) 22 Quilts(very rice) - Quilt Tops.- Wardrobe - Canebottom Chairs - Couch and Chair - Recliner - Two End Tables - Table Lamps Rocking Chair - 4-Drawer Chest Small Wooden Desk - Old Oil Lamps - Coffee
Table - Lawn CO4irs - 25- RCA Color TV - Floor Lamp - Exercise Bike - Dinette
Table and 4 Chairs 'tone Churn - Old Cider Mill - Microwave - Stone Crock - G.E.
Frost free Refngerator - Whirlpool - Frost-free Food Freezer (Upright) - Maytag
Washer and Dryer - Cookware - Dishes-- Pots and Pans - Electric Fans - Electric
• heaters - Skill Saw - Many Garden Tools - hand Tools --SlioV
.
eTS:Pelit hole Digger
(hand) - Handyman Jack - Small Toolbox and Tools - Small Anvil - Window Air
Conditioner - Oil Lantern - Old Washboard-'Coal Stove - Lawn Boy Push Mower Gt1Wni itear-une Garden Tiller - Old Cider Mill and Many Misc., Items.
TERMS: PERSONAL PROPERTY - CASH OR APPROVED CHECK;
REAL ESTATE - 10% DOWN, BALANCE WITH DEED WITHIN 30
D.-VS.
AMUL'CNEMENT MADE DAY OF SALE TAKE PRECEDENCE OVER PRATED MATERIAL
OWNER: MRS. RUTH RILEY ESTATE, Pat MeCuiston, Executor

POWER
REAL

ESTATE and. AUCTRA
201 S. Main St Box 574
Elkton, Kentucky 42220

BROKER:
Buddy Power
(592)265-5067

AUCTIONEER:
Phil Tempieman
(502)265-5554

AUCTIONEER:
Tommy Anderson
(502)886-9042
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THURSDAY, MAY 2, 1991

Fall-seeded crop report deadline
The Calloway County ASCS
office would like to remind all
farm owners and producers that
Wednesday, May 15, is the final
date to report fall-seeded crops
such as wheat, barley and oats.

PETS OF THE WEEK — These four animals are mailable for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street,
operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County. They are, from kft,"Patches," a Mule spayed Aussie Shep;"Heidi,"'a female spayed
Collie/Shep mix;"Honey," a female Collie mix; and "Rhett," a male neutered cat. Animals who do not find homes must be destroyed. Hours of
the shelter, open to the public, are 12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday. The Humane Society is a member of
United Way of Murray and CallOWA? Count,. For information call 759-4141.

School construction process needs changing

'

Any report taken after this date
will be subject to the a late reporting fee.
Only a farm owner or power-ofattorney for the farm owner may
sign to certify acreage reports.

m COMPAREOnMY RATES
-Life -Health -Annuities
-fslursiog Home -Cancer Policies
-Medicare Supplements

Dan
McNutt, AA!
753-4451

Purdom, Thurman &
McNutt

for the General Assembly, Gov. the state's top contract official,
eliminating a pOssible conI
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Finance Secretary L. Rogers Wells
Wallace Wilkinson, state Education
Bab'Bob
interest.
Auditor
report ,by state
of
Jr.
.Babbage's report was prepared Commissioner Thomas Boysen and
bage c4Ks for significant -changes
.the way schools are built in
Kentucky.
' The report released Wednesday
Benton & Paducah * * * Fleming
* Fleming
*
* * * Flemi29 - Benton & Paducah
conthree
of
study
a
came from
0
struction projects in eastern KenV
Pike County Central High
tucky
School, Left Beaver High School in
0
Floyd County and Duff Elementary
School, also in Floyd County,
Oa
- A nine-member auditing team
0
found - nlimerous problems, the
report said, including: '
Ci)
•A "significant number" of con- CCI
were
schools
trails on the two high
axxarded to single bidders. That
•
.happened on 12 of 33 contracts by
'the 'Pike County school board and
19 of 33 contracts by the Floyd
COutly board.
•Construciion managers for both
projects primarily controlled bid-.
ding, and competition may have
been inhi-bited. Bids Were advertised only 14 clays, which was legally sufficient, but state projects of
similar size and complexity are
advertised six to eight -weeks.
•A conflict of interest is built into
the system by allowing the constructitm manager, who prepares
...and delivers bid proposals, to bid
.4cIn contracts himself. It is the ultimate inside infOrmation, so-construction managers and companies
in which they have, a financial
interest should be prohibited from
bidding on projects, they manage.
Sites the school boards purchased 'for the two high schools
have been particular objects of
„ controversy.
Both are on hillsides. Superintendent' Of Public Instruction John
• BEDROOM
Brock said last year that the Left
DINING ROOM
Beaver srtc, which also lies in a
flood plain, was the worst he had
LIVNG ROOM
ever seen.
ENTERTAINMENT UNIT
Rubble from mining and road
backas
used
been
has
construction
CURIOS & DESKS 9
fill at the Pike County Central site
MATTRESS &
and is too unstable to support a
school building. -However, the
BOX SPRINGS
school board Considered no other
RECLINERS
site when selecting it in 1987, Babbage's report said.
ORIENTIAL
- The report recommended, additional professional staff, including
& AREA RUGS
at least one licensed architect with
ACCESSORIES
engineering experience, for the
LI
state Department of Education's
AND MORE!
buildings and grounds division.
- The 'report also said the state
-school board should require the use
of independent architects and engin-e-ers--for determining--a--chosen
site's development cost_
Other recommendations
included:
'Requiring local school boards to
use a. standard contract for
architects, general contractors or
construt Lion managers.
'Increased advertising of school'cons-truction projects and extra
scrutiny of single bids. Bids handled by a . construction manager
should be submitted to an independent official and opened in public.
•
- 'Development by the state board of
•
construction
for
schedule
a fee
manager services and of a standard
contract to prevent -.''open-ended''
contracts.
in
'Requiring local school districts to
have a preliminary cost estimate of
the construction project before
*On any in stock furniture, accessories, and a select group of
accepting state money for it.
'Having the Kentucky School
TVs, VCRs. appliances (all other appliances and TVs, VCRs
Facilities Construction Commission
excluded). Offer does not apply to previous purchases and 10%
consi-der disassociating architect
fees from construction costs, therewith a
purchase of $499

407 Maple St.

Benton & Paduco

FLEMING FURNITURE PRESENTS

=II•

* Not One Penny Down
* Not One Penny In Interest
* Not One Penny In Payments

FOR ONE FULL YEAR

—•

—

of•

STOREWIDE
SAVINGS ON ALL

ft.

"111

ID
11=1•

MM

•J

• ••

Pay:
ti
Price
Best
Your
Get
* Not One Penny in payments for!year

Your Broyhill
and
Thomasville
Shopping
Center of
the South

Kirksey woman
hurt in one-car.
crash Wednesday
A Kirksey woman was listed in
stable condition Thursday morning
at the Mayfield Community Hospital after a one-vehicle accidentWednesday. according to a report
from the Kentucky State Police.
Cynthia Reynolds,- 36, of Rt. 1,
Kirksey. was hurt wheil she apparently lost control of her car which
veered off the north side of the
road, hit an embankment, became
airborne and landed on its top off
Kentucky 80 about 1,1--miles east
of Mayfield, police said.
Reynolds was cited, for having
no registration and expired insurance, police said.

'91

* Not One Penny down e‘ibr
* Not One Penny interest for 1 year

deposit on all special orders
and your approved credit.

minimum
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Seniors have much to remember
Thornton Tile
• and Marble

/
-- - 7..
2

4._

••
break down the hold of Communism and reunify the two Gennames.
Murray Lodger & Times Start Writer
The graduates of today have
Many things have changed over another interesting indirect influthe last four years for local seniors, ence in their lives: the fact that the
class of 1991 has lived under the
both mentally and physically.
Besides . the adjustment to the leadership of a Republican since
rigors of high school, students have _ 1980.
.
Andrea Rose, a senior at Murray
experienced vast chanp and concern on a national and international High School, said she is probably
more conservative in her values
scale.
One such event this year's and ideas as are some of her
seniors will recall was December's classmates.
"We are probably more morally
earthquake craze that shook the
area. More recently, the war conservative in that we are more
against Iraq will be another remem- health conscious and care more
about what we participate
bered highlight.
she
Students abroad rebelled atTian- said. "This could vety well stern
nerirnad Square in Beijing, China. rrom being under a Republican
and the world watched in astonish- president since 1980. I_just regisment as the Berlin Wall came tered Wednesday as a Republican,
crumbling down in an effort to but I have been raised a Republican
By MARIANNA ALEXANDER

h
4

wishes ,
the class of '91
the bseusetcesisluic
of nk
coritin
tiaiendjitture.
‘Congratulations to all of you!

--

•••:•••.'-

ire

.612 So. 9th St.
753-5719

VC

with conservative values and both
my parents are Republican so that
has definctly influenced me."
Chad Bazzell said he thinks his
classmates "are probably more conservative" than those in years past.
"We don't party as much as
other classes have," he said. "In the
eighth grade; we would go to Paglial's and the movies and our
parents would pick us up at 10:30
p.m. Now we meet at friend's
houses and rent movies or go to
Paducah."
Their ideas about their futures
and their goals have also changed
over the years. Jennifer Fairbanks,
a Murray High senior, said she has
learned to do away with her initial
ideas as a freshman no longer feels
limited in her expectations of

herself.
"This year's graduating class as
a whole seems more politically
interested, we seem to be growing
up with more concern with taking
care of the environment, for example with Earth Day," she said. "Our
class is close. There are a lot of us
who do things together."
Fairbanks said that most of her
friends are interested in fields such
as communications and education
while she is considering majoring
in public relations, art or possibly
photo journalism.
Lori England, a senior at Calloway County High, differs in her
choice of careers after earning hyr
college degree.
"At first I wanted to be a teacher
(Cont'd on page 12)

.
4111 -

EASTWOOD CHRISTIAN ACADEMY
oa•

Congratulations to all 1991
Graduates and their
families!

See us for all. your 'Gift needs.

410,41*

=
Hwy. 94 Eastcoie elk from Morrov

H

Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sunda.), 1-4 p.m.

Seniors appreciate one-on-one teaching
By. MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times A.. Editor

4b411111

Graduatitm Gir

INSINIONNIM

DARE TO DREAM!
•

Angel Le'Anne Mayall

Mary Anne Todd

Justin Shane Franklin
759-4512

Knowledge iA power-and an education is the
It pie)/ viu can have for achieving your
dreams..

Congratulations to the Class of '91!

What does Murray's Eastwood
Christian Academy have that other
public schools may not?
"People who care," according to
graduating senior Justin Shane
Franklin. "Teachers who care."
Unlike many public schools
which sport classes of 30 pupils or
more, Eastwood features a more
"one on one" approach to education, he said.
"When they got 30 students in
the classroom, their attitude is like,
'Whoop de do da, I don't care
whether you've got your homework
done or not.' Over here, they sit

you down and taltio_yw ft you
start to mess up."
Franklin, the son of Ron and
Carol Barrett of Rt. 1, Dexter, is
one of four senior graduates at
Eastwood this year. Each of the
seniors will be honored at a school
banquet on May 18.
Other graduates include: John
Paul Todd, the son of Steve and
Ina Todd of Rt. 6, Murray; Angel
Le'Anne Mayall, daughter of Dr.
Lynn and Mary Mayall of Rt. 5,
Murray; and Mary Anne Todd,
daughter of Mike and Rosetta Todd
of 1807 Wiswell Road, Murray.
Mary Anne Todd will serve as
the class valedictorian, finishing
her education there with a 3.5

Ai Ili
hoe

grade point average.
comes a feeling of togetherness
Education at Eastwood is very that isn't possible in larger schools.
similar to any other public school,
"It's different from other sc400ls
according to the graduates, who because you don't get as close to
said, each plan to continue their your friends there as well," accordeducation at -Murray State Univer- ing to Angel Mayall. "Here, were
sity- or other colleges.
like a family. We're just really
1.4
Students at Eastwood are good friends." The senior class is looked upon
required to study core curriculum
courses such as English, math and by the other classes for help with
geometry and are offered electives program and activities, according
to Mary Anne Todd, who said she
such as accounting.
Before classes in the morning, plans to study psychology at MSU
all studies are involved in bible next fall.
study.
John Paul Todd said he plans to
If anything, courses at the small study law enforcement.
Franklin said he plans to "sleep"
Christian school are harder than
regular public schools, according to after graduation but then may
Franklin, but with the hard work (Coned to page 13)

Parents: today's graduation,
school isn't what it used to be
By JO BURKEEN

4111It
"Dia ti

Murray Ledger & Time* Staff Writer

hack
()1 rn p

'Frames 'Fountain Pens -Desk Sets

759-4795

Plata"
A

'Floral Travel Accessories

I

1

1

Happin
. esaPlace

Interior Design and Decorative Accessories-

12th St.

753-4567

Graduation is not only for the
graduates, but for the parents as
well.
It is with a joyful but sad heart
for parents to see their children
completing that 12th year as a student. We-are so happy to see them
complete their goals, but realize
that they will be going out on their
own and not:, depending on "mom
and dad" for special needs and

mqv__Alt 41Llv

A

Best wishes to alt
graduating seniors and
continued success in
your future endeavors.

(Cont'd on page 11)

THANKS
4MM-0

'Beautiful Gown-s and Gifts
For Alf Your Special Occassions'
"1 have fought a good fight,1 have finished my
course, 'I have kept the faith.
2 Timothy 4:7

7eS

Hwy 121 By-Pass
Owner Janet Fanner

Murray
Manager Gre ta

advice.
Many things are still today as
they were when parents graduated
from high schools; but many other
things have changed.
Soccer was unheard of as a sport
in the local high schools when
many of the parents of 1991
seniors were graduating. Football
was not at Calloway County High
School until the late 1970s.
Prom Night, now one of the outstanding events of the high school
seniors, was not established at Calloway County High School until
1972. Previously a junior-senior banquet was held at CCHS and was
strictly for Calloway students only.
Even if the boy or girl was dating
another student from another
school, he or she was unable to
attend this special event.
A guidance counselor has been
added to the schools from the time
some of the parents graduated. Previously it was the principal, one of
the teachers or the school secretary
who took care of special problems
of the students.

The Murray
Ledger & Times Owes
a very-special thanks
to Harry Allison,
Glenn Leckie and
Graham Studios for
assistance with this
special tribute
to our seniors.
(All Murray High photos
supplied by Harry Allison Photography.)
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1991 Class Officers

Murray High School

class as
ilitically
growing
1 taking
ir exam
Id. "Our
ot of us

SENIORS
Chris Adams

of her
Ids such
iucation
najoring
possibly

Murray High School Year-end Events

Cabin her
ling tic"

May 3, 8 p.m.,
Currie Center

Prom
teacher
Scott Andrus

Baccalaureate
Graduation

May 12, 8 p.m.
First Baptist Church
.....May 16, 8 p.m..
Lovett Auditorium

LaQuiney
Ballard

1991 Murray High Class Officers include (clockwise, from top) Chris
Weatherly, treasurer; Lesia Nesbitt,'Vice president; Leigh Ann Carter, secretary; and Andrea Rose, president.

Joey Saudi

Most Dependable

Susanne
Beckwith

Chad Based!

t.
ft
all

Yfb
e

Jewelry • Perfumes • Handbags
Watches and more!
We'll help you select a perfect gift
for your special graduate!

:therms
schools.
scbools
close to
' accorde, we're
;t really

plans to

Franshawn Blanton

Shanna Blanton

ig

cd upon
elp with
cording
said she
at MSU

ST LIKELY TO SUCCEED

Holly Blalock

COR\ AUSTI\
for

Most Dependable at Murray High: John Dailey, son of Cheryl and
Paul Dailey. and Andrea Rose, daughter of Judy and Winfield Rose.

DOWNTOWN • MURRAY
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Melissa Bogard
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You've set your goals and reached them. Now It's time to plan your
future. And we can help. Choose from our wide variety of financial
services, all tailored to meet your individual needs.

or banind was
its only.
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he time
ed. Preone of
ecretary
roblems

-STONE JEWELRY
-STERLING SILVER '
JEWELRY

•14 KT GoLp CHAINS
AND BRACELETS

-14 KT GOLD CHARMS

iotos
AM-

Start your financial future off on the right foot—
talk to us today. And again congratulations!

•ALL WATCHES

Congratulations and Best Wishes
to the Class of '91!

5wes
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•14 KT GOLD
EARRINGS

25% Off

30%
nd
3 for
this

40% Off

30% Off 50% Off

amp
0..._ lir
Office Phone:
759-1400
Cala Phone:
75* 0:0
1-800-222-6161

'THE FRIENDLY AND SAFE BANK'

ne
EPen
Fashion comos to
Chestnut Hills- Murray

Member FDIC

"One of the nation's safest banks"
Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30
C
Salon Hours:
Mon.-Tues.ved. 10-8
• Thurs. & Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5
sm
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Most School Spirit

Most Likely to Succeed

- r
Jon Burkee n

High School's Over!
-a.

You've reached one
milestone in your life. Best of
luck reaching the next—
whether it's finishing copege
or entering the workforc.
For All Your Printing Needs

•

QUICKPRINT
of murray
Southlide Shopping Center

759-4796

Most School Spirit at Murray High: Jon Burkeen, son of Sandy and
Jerry Fulton, and Katherine Oakley, daughter of Patsy and George
Oakley.

.•ar

Most Likely to Succeed at Murray High: 1..eigh Ann Carter, daughter
of Mary Ann and Gerald Carter, and Andy Vaughan,-sorrof-Cel. and
%lrs. James Vaughan.

Great Partyzuvre Selections fof •
Your Graduation Celebration!
Alison Barton

Hope Carlin

Chinon Chaney

Daniel Cohen

Jade Coker

April
Crawford

Sonya Choppi

Bibles

Picture Frames • Porcelain Collectibles
and much more.'

-•

John Dailey

Christian
Crouse

Ciiestnut IlIls
759-9758

•

'I

soli
Chris Dill

Jason

ilba•—
A
C

Emily DeBoer

Jason Farley

Jennifer
Fairbanks

Danes
Foster

5 Visits
$135°
7 Visits
$1500
10 Visits
"
$22
330 Minutes
$2500
One Month
$3501)
25 Visits
$5000

•

Students and
Senior Citizens

16 Wolff Tanning Units
For Your Convenience
—No Waiting For Appointments—
Here are just a few of our
fekures:
•Cleanliness is our
#1 Goal.
•3-New Sundash Tanning Beds. The newest
and hottest bed around.
.6-New Wolff SW-24
Tanning Beds.
•2-New SL-28 Tanning
Beds. The biggest bed
available featuring '28
sniggering bulbs for an all
over tan!
•3-Stand-Up Units for
the. person who always
Seems short of time!
—Plus many, many
little extras
Any'Questions!
Give us-A Call!
We Make Tanning
Our #1 Priority.

10% Discount
Get Personal Attention From The New Management
At

Wolff System Tahning Center

753-WOLF

Olympic Plaza

Need a
Suit or Dress
to wear to Graduation?
*Suits
*Shoes

•

*Dresses
*Accessories

`Graduation Announcements & Invitations
Available in 3 Days.

Wedding Specials
for Engaged Graduates
-Ask for Details When the
spirit moves
you, and the
occasion
merits. . . the
mood- begins
After
Six.
After Six Formals,
the
clothes America
brates in!eiel

Mr Tuxedo.
304 East Main
759-4073 r

C.
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Most Talented

Best Looking

Wittiest at Murray High: Todd Keller, son of Donna and Darrell
Keller, and Leisa Nesbitt, daughter of Virginia and James Nesbitt.

Capture ThatcJpecial Moment!

r and

eorge

Rent a Camcorder

Most Talented at Murray High: Daniel Cohen, son of Kathy and
Michael Cohen, and Jennifer Fairbanks, daughter of Becky and Ken
Fairbanks.

Best Looking at Murray High: Joey Hanel!, son of Liz and Bobby
Bazzell, and Molly Sims, daughter of Dottie and Jim Sims.

$27P
• day
Only

1
11
.

Michael Foster

Maria
Fuhrmann

Erin Friend

-

Rachel Greer

Hope Hargrove

Michele Hasty

Call Us Today
753-8201

RENTAL SALES

CENTER
NO I. Mak Sit.

My

n3-8201

Best Of Luck To All Area Graduates
From Murray's Pier 1...Steve & Martha Andrus, Owners
•

PierI ililpolis®

Heather
Hughes

UNIVERSITY PLAZA * 120513 CHESTNUT ST. * MURRAY, KY

I•eun

'Icy

Aimee Imes

Jason Joseph

Tina Johnson

Josh Johnson

* THE ALL-AMERICAN *

THE WINNING
SPIRIT!
t.

Jason Keller

95

Boy's
High School
Class Ring

THE ALL-AMERICAN
SILADIUM

iIRTGIRVED
CLASS RINGS
the di/Inv-mt.

{

COOK'S JEWELRY
Central Shopping Center

874

Murray. 753-1606
BRING THIS AD

Heather Key

Jackie Kriel)

Let the professionals at The Gallery frame
your Senior Oc
-tu-ii
Igilight this special
time in your life.
-11tA

The.Gallery announces ,its relocation in University
The.
• Square next door to Century 21.,
• Diane LeRock

Spec°

A A Gift From...

CORN=AUSTIN ®
Colognes • Belts • Wallets
Watches • Ties
Clothing &
Great Sportswear

GALLERY
•

What Does
Everyone
Want For
,Graduation?

I____They are opened •
•
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.,5 p.m. to serve you.
301 University Square

4•

759.1019

Great Gifts for
10 - $15 $20
Gift Certificates
Also Available
FREE GIFT WRAPPING
DOWNTOWN • MURRAY

4.
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Jason C. Adams
Latrica A. Adams
Rhonda K. Ahart
Mark A. Allbritten
Bryan M. Anderson
Charity Anderson
Nicole Anderson
Nancy E. Armstrong

Amy R. Bailey
David M. Ballance
Rachelle Bandarra
Lauri L. Barnes'
Wendy Thompson Bess
Tony P. Black
Jennifer Bland
Stefanie Borders
April Boswell
Tammy L. Bowden
Michael E. Boyd
Brad W. Bray
Billy L. Brickey
Todd Brooks
Christina A. Buchanan
Pam Bucy
Krista L. Buhler
Mike Buhler
Terry L. Burkeen
Yancy L. Burkeen
Chris Bynum

Brian M. Cain
Annette L. Calhoon
Michael J. Camp
Jody Canter
Dawn M. Cantrell
James E. Cantrell
Stephanie C. Carraway
Kaptoria L. Catlett
Ed Chapman
Christy N. Clayton
Meredith Clayton
LaDawn Cook
Jill Cossey
John E. Cothran
Kristi J. Cowan
Heath Crouch
Christy R. Cummings
Wendy R. Cunningham

Deborah A. Davenport
Tony G. Davenport
William A. Davis
Ryan Dawson
Teddy P. Delaney
Rob L. Dennis
Mike Dixon
Sue Scott-Donato
Adrian S. DowerAaron Dugger
Heather R. Duncan
Ladonna K. Duncan

211 ii111911
911
11

.o

Lori A. England
Jeff Enoch
Monica Evans

Matthew W. Falwell
Jeremy W. Faughn
Ray Fennel
Chris D. Florez
—Aimee J. Ford
Tracy Foutch
Ladonna K. Fox
Jason Futrell
Mickey Futrell
William J. Futrell

Mark A. Garland
Deana C. Garner
Jason Garner
David G. Geiirin
Jenny M. Gibson
Marshall E. Gilliam
Karrie Goetz
Aleshia G. Griffin

ril
mr41
• gur
c111;4,t,r;i
tAKE 1
111114

Bradley S. Hale
Brandy Hamby
Michelle A. Hamlin
David Hart
Rachel D. Hasty
Renee Hayden
Jenny L. Henry
Donna E. Herndon
Susan Herndon
Barry R. Hill
Kevin Hill
Katy Hokans
Alan K. Hopkins
Jrome F. Horn
Bryan, Hosford
Jay Housden
Deneshia D. Houston
John Hudson
Tammy C. Huff

Stacy Ingram
Jon P. Jackson
William (Les) L. James
Matthew C. Jennings
Peter D. John
Leanne S. Clere-Jones
Mitzi Kirk
Jay R. Lamb
Leonard A. Lamb
Suan B. Lax
Brian Lee
tIark J. Lovell
l!,aura 4Lovett
Peter J. Luciano

•

.•
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Brad Ray
Roy L. Reardon
Eddie Relunus
Georgana K. Rhodes
Lisa G. Rickman
Willie P. Roberts
Jeremy L. Robinson
Greta C. Rollins
Jennifer L. Rose
Tracy Ross
Michael Rowe
Eric R. Russell

School

1990 1991

J_,.

•
oulr‘cl
!Ern

Tim M. Sales
Lisa A. Scalf
Brook Scarbrough
Jeffery D. Schwartz
Shannon M. Shields
Lee L. Shouse
Brian R. Smith
Wendy R. Smotherman
Danny Sneed
Daniel W. Spiceland
Crystal S. Stallons
Terri A. Sudfluth
Randy Swift

4

hoc (nivel
Clove

NIct•il Moist
Jaw WAN"
•

Jert Scheidt

L marl Lamb

9••••
bat Sufi

•l hrtured

ram

ickson
Les) L. James
C. Jennings
John
. Clere-Jones

imb
A. Lamb
Lax
Lovell
Lovett
Luciano

Tammy A. Mahan
Michael E. Manning
Stacy M. Colson-Mauzy
Dale McCallon
Brian McClard
Jason L. McCoy
Toni McKnight
Andy McLemore
Billy McMillen
Jamar N. McNary
Phillip E. Merrell
Christa Milby
Stephanie F. Miller
Colin Moore
Erica L. Moore
Jason Morris
Dale B. Mullins
Deanne L. Myers

Jason Vandenburgh
Leanne Vick
Tonya S. Vickery

Anita G. Wagoner
Regina Warren
Guy (Clint) C. Weis
Amy M. Wilkerson
Leann Wilkerson
Mike Winters
Celena Wisehart
James R. Wood
Paul E. Woods
Benjamin J. Wright
Chris Wyatt

Deidra D. Young
Jason B. Yuill

Pirburd

Herbie Tabers
Robert A. Tabers
Sara E. Thompson
Sherri A. Thompson
Grover W. Tibbetts
Darrell Todd
Christy D. Trenholm
Travis Turner

Amy M. Nesbitt.
Casey Nesbitt
Kevin R. Newell

Natalie E. Olsen
•
••••

Michael L. Palmer
Benjie E. Parker
Melissa F. Parker
Tony Patrick
Patrick Patterson
Hughron C. Payne
Joey W. Peck
Tracy Pendergrass
Amanda R. Pierce
Barry E. Priest

.

.'

Marti

crew Yard
krrty Clore
Um,

•

:
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Most Athletic

-*sir
-a

-

-

Troy S. McClure
_

igns.„ •
1-

Holly Miller

Mich Miller

Gregory M Non

\ss.
Keith Morgan

Tanya Nichols

Lesia Nesbitt

and Bill
Most Athletic at Murray High: Allen Rayburn, son of Jan

Rayburn, and Stephanie Vanover, daughter of June and Richard
er.
Vanor.

Best All Around

James Oakley

Katherine
Oakley

Pam Parish

John Parker

Doug Payne

Allel Raybu

Josette Reynolds

Andrea Rose

-Jason Perkins

Amber
Randazzo

Michelle Scott

Kim Sexton

Mark Simmons

Tina Thurmond

Jon Tubbs

Chris Tucker

Molly Sims

tie k esha Payne

Mary Paul
Sammons

Best All Around at Murray High: Chris Dill, son of Marilyn Dill, and
Heather Key, daughter of Robbie and Reggie Key.

Brian Teitloff

Pat Tefft

Jeremy Speight

Melissa Smith

_

Erik Underwood

Andy Vaughan

Stephanie
Vanover

Chris Weatherly

_Alison Ward

Melanie
Williams Hobbs

s Murray High Students Not Pictured:
Leigh Ann Carter, Jerri Church, Steven Elkins, Audrey Gill,
Anette Hoffman, Cowentia Kendley.-Carl Mowery. Jennifer
Taylor, Sabrina Urquhart and Heath Walls.

Winihand*.

alairfiCE

a

Special Graduate
C

— Free Gilt Vrapping"

Tim Scruggs, FIC
Woodman Bldg.
3rd & Maple
753-4377
aSsrer

Feistikrion Iff4 Ulna Skin Protector SPFB Deep Ebony Vacaptoof Masc.=

141itSet-Tani,Mohnsibx *catch= ota•

ur
MERLE
STUDIOS
costi,acnoRmt

Swam Campos= Yaws toenjoy her istb Any Mak*Two;whew d51450 •
OirOprommAlreollsk.

•

Bel-Air Shopping Center.

753-6926

WOODMEN of the WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
Nome Ofaci: Omaha, NE
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Calloway Co High
I School
•

SENIORS

Jason C. Adams

nd Bill
tichard

The Calloway County Class of 1991 officers, Sara Thompson, president; Rob Dennis, vice-president; Lori England, secretary; Kristi
Cowan, treasurer; and Brandy Hamby, reporter.

Latrica A. Adams

Calloway High School Year-end Events
Prom ...

a

May 4, 8 p.m.,
Calloway -High

Baccalaureate/
GraduationMay 17, 6:30 p.m,
Lovett Auditorium

'

•

Congratulations
Graduates Of 1991!

)ill, and

A Day To Remember
Today a Gift —
Tomorrow a Treasure.
A fun way to record
the world events and
trivia of today to see
again tomorrow or
for future generations.
BoOlends - Picture Mimes

'Chris Wyatt, son Of Roy and Marie Wyatt, and Sara Thompson,
daughter of John and Carol Thompson, had the Best Personality at
Calloway County High School.

idoff

FREE GRADUATION CARDS
With $10.00 Purchase

TREASURE HOUSE
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April Marie
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The memory of
your high school
graduation will be
with you for years to
come. Remember
your friends, your teachers,
the fun and, most of all, your accomplishments. They all deserve to be
-chefished.
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Most School Spirit

Most Athletic

Most Dependable

•

•
4

117

•

I

Susan Lax, daughter of Bob and Barbara Lax, and Chris Bynum,son
of Harold and Mary Bynum, had the Most School Spirit at Calloway.

Rob Dennis, son °Oen and Cheryl Dennis, and Pam Bucy, daughter
of John and Brenda Bucy, were named Most Athletic at CCHS.

v.

Benjamin Wright, son of Ron and Linda Wright, and Kristi Cowan.
daughter of William and Mary Cowan, were selected Most Dependable at Calloway "High.

•

1:0 k

, Kim A.
Burkeen (Elkins)

Yancy L. Burkeen

Terri L Burkeen

Chris Bynum

Brian M. Cain

Christy N. Clayton

Meredith Clayton

Annette L. Calhoon

Most Outstanding

ftrist
Kaptoria L. Catlett

Jody Canter

Michael J. Camp

.

LaDawn Cook

•

John E Cothran

Jill Cossey

Gruber c•Trippi Tibbetts, son of
Dr. and Mrs. G. Walter Tibbetts,
as picked as Most Outstanding
at (111S.

•

Tony G. Davenport

William A. Davis

Cynthia Crutcher

Heath Crouch

Kristi J. Cowan

Ryan Dawson

.4147.aleidd
Teddy P. Delaney

Aaron Dugger

Eric L. Duncan

Wendy R.

Christy R. Cummings

Cunningham

Deborah A. Davenport

Rob L. Dennis

Mike Dixon

Sne Donato-Scott

Adrian S. Dower

Ladonna K. Duncan

Lori A. England

Jeff Enoch

Monica Evans

Chris D., Flores

Tracy Foutch

Ladonna K Fox

Jason Futrell

:Mickey Futrell

William J. Futrell

-Mark tc Garland

Deana C. Garner

Jason Garner

•
•
•

BOOKS

••••

- JUST OPENED

BIBLES

NEW GIFT
DEPARTMENT

CARDS
Fret Engraving

Great Ideas for
Grads and Moms!

Court square
753-7222

Matthew W.

Spring
freview

OFF .
HAT'S OFF*
TO THE

•

Sttbt
7, Hot Coles Swimsuits

eeid4

it

•

4

...... • • .

9

Starts
Thursday

L

skr._

•

•

7 oz. U.S.D.A. Choice

Rib Eye Steak

2/s1 4.99

Union Bay®
Nauti

ER

•

/0 OFF Storewide
20°
Michelle Sport®

Jeremy W. Faughn

Fund

•0
•

1/2

OFF Certain -Groups Of...
Platinum
J.G. Hook
Anne Klein
Char
Register forfREE Mother's Day Gift
Certificate to' be given -away

-N-Isturr
University Square
753-7441

•

•

FREE Ice Cream & Sundae Bar
•

Also Includes...Delicious Hot Food,
Salad and Soup Bar,
Choice of Potato and Hot .Roll

SIRLOIN
STOCKADE

•

FAMILY STEAK HOUSE

All the best
to you, Grads!
May this be
the beginning of
A LIFETIME OF SUCCESS!

753-0440

Best Wishes From...

Hwy. 641 S. - Bel-Air Center. Murray
•

Op..: Sun.-Thurs. 11 e.m.-11 p.m., Fri. IL Sat. 11 •.m..10 p.m
4

-

• .••••••

System
Murray Electric
Street
Olive
401

•••••••••111**4111P9***
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Ynum,'son
Calloway. ^

Christy Clayton, daughter of Pete and Phyllis Clayton, and Michael
Boyd, son of Gerald and Shirley Boyd, were named Best Looking and
Mr. and Ms. CCHS.

Jennifer Bland, daughter of James and Elizabeth Bland; P.J. Luciano,
son of Thomas and Nancy Ewing and Peter Luciano; and Lisa Rickman, daughter of James and Judy Rickman were named Most
Talented at Calloway County High.

: L. Calkoon

Dale Mullins, son of Pat and Terry Mullins, and Monica Evans,
daughter of Eddie and Barbara Evans, were named Most Outgoing at
Calloway.

wn Cook

a

Parents: today's graduation...

A. Davenport

-

t

•

Kevin Hill

Barry R. Hill

Susan Herndon

Katy Hokans

Man K. Hopkins

1 S. Dower

4841W
ica Evans
r 64%4

Hats Off to the
Class of 1991
Jay Housden

it
Ak

MEW
na K Fox

(Conei from paie 2)
_
Daniel Cohen, a Murray High
senior, moved here with his
parents, Dr. and Mrs. Michael
Cohen, in 1963. Dr. Cohen, who
graduated in 1961 from Seton High
School, Chandler, Ariz., said there
we only 22 members in his class.
He said his high school was
similar in part to MHS but that the
foreign language program at Murray was superb for a small town
high school.-- Dr. Cohen also said
religion was a part of the curriculum at his high school.
Daniel's mother., the former
Katharine Weston, graduated in
1958 from Beatrice High School,
Beatrice, Neb.
Crystal Stallons, a Calloway
County High senior, is the first of
three children of Junior and Patsy
Stallons, to graduate. They have
sixth and eighth graders in the Calloway County School System.
Mrs. Stallons, the former Patsy
Ahart, was a member of the 1966
graduating class at Calloway County High School. She said there
were very few cars on the campus
and most came to school by bus.
The girls' styles were long dresses and hair styles were the "puffy
type." She said about the only sport
was basketball, along with track.

Today's graduates. Tomorrow's leaders.
With our highest regards.
.11/101111
4
1
10
te
CLASS OF

a J. Futrell

Garner

•

LOCATIONS
MAL\ OFFICE - 500 MALN AT 5TH
NORTH BRANCH - NORTH 1ZTH AT CHESTNUT
SaTH BRANCH-SOUTIllzni AT STORY
MEMBER FDIC

753-3231

Mr. Stallons graduated from South
Marshall High School in 1963.
Karen Mikulcik, a Murray High
senior, is the last of four children
of Dr. and Mrs. John Mikulcik to
graduate from high school. The
family moved to Murray in 1963.
Mrs. Mikulcik, a graduate of
Charles G. Ross High School, Hayti, Mo., said a special feature of
high school today from her time
was the establishment of the higher
mathematics and honors English
programs, along with the speech
and theatre programs.
She saiil there were no proms or
dances at schools, with only socialgatherings for the students in the
homes in her high school days. Dr.
Mikulcik graduated from McCooey
High School in Hamilton, Mo.
Amy Wilkerson, a Calloway
County High senior, is the daughter
of Joe and Frances Wilkerson. Mrs.
Wilkerson, the former Frances Burton, graduated from Calloway
County High School in 1963. Only
about one line of cars was on the
parking lot and most of them
belonging to the teachers and staff.
The main sport was basketball,
but no dances or parties were held
after the ball games. Mr. Wilkerson
graduated from Murray College
High School in 1962. Both schools
did not have a prom, only a juniorsenior banquet.
Even though- - Joe and Frances
were dating at the time, they were
unable to attend each other's banquets, as only students from the
schools were allowed to attend.
Benjamin Wright is the oldest of
three children of Ronald and Linda
Wright to graduate from Calloway
County High School this year.
Ronald graduated from CCHS in
1968 and Mrs. Wright, the former
Linda Darnell, graduated from
Murray High School in 1968.
Linda said they did not know
each other until they met in Baptist
Student Union Choir while attending Murray State University.
Mrs. Wright said during their
high school days, they did not hear
about the drug situation vvith students. She said she was able to
drilie her car to high school after
she became 16 and had her driver's
license.

Grads of '91, we think you're tops!
Keep up the terrific work!
ADVANTAGE:

Cain's
CHRYSLIERPLYUOUTH•DOCCE•JEEP•fAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray, Ky. • (502)753-6448

Fred P. Stalls
Woodmen Bldg.
at Maple
3rd
759-1909

WOODMEN'S
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EitS

1%51010CE.

ss!

1.0.
%VOODMEN of the WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
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Most Intellectual

Tammy C. Huff

John Hudson

Stacy Ingram

Jon P Jackson

William (Les)
L James

Susan B. Lai

Brian Lee

sontmamitis..
Peter D. John

Mark J. Lovell

Laura A. Lovett

Kits' Lir k

Peter J. Luciano

Tammy A. Mahan

Stacy M Malay

Dale McCallon

Jei

Jeff Enoch, son of Mr. and'Mrs. Rob Enoch, and Charity Anderson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Larry Anderson, were named as Most
Intellectual at Calloway County High School.

Class Clowns

Mani SP
•
Brian MKlard

Christalby

Jason L. McCoy

Toni McKnight

Phillip E Merrell

Lady 11cLesaare

Dale B. Mullins

Stephanie
F. Miller

L. Deanne Myers

-r--"-Kaptoria Catlett, daughter of George and Yvonne Catlett, and Billy
McMillen, son of Jamey and Connie McMillen, were named Class
Clowns at CCHS.

/3
Amy M. Nesbitt

Natalie L Oboa

Casey Nesbitt

.• —

Michael L Palmer

Best All-Around

A

Melissa F. Parker

Max Parrish

Tony Patrick

Patrick Patterson

Tracy Pendergrass

Amanda Ruth
Pierce

Barry E. Priest

P.J. Luciano, son of Nancy and Thomas Ewing and Peter Luciano;
Betsy Herndon, daughter of Don and Joyce Herndon; and Rob Dennis, son of Don and Cheryl Dennis were named Best All-Around at
Calloway.

Seniors...

Wonderful Cards for a
Wonderful Mom!
Super
selection of

traditional and

humorous cards.

Graduation
List
h ........
Wis........
...
Shirts ................. ................
.........
Shorts..................
..................

ACCeSSOTieS
.....................................

ex:5
ex:5
dn:5
ex:5

Suits
............................ ex:5
Sportcoats
............gpdn's
........
........
Pants .......
OFF!
All at

20%500b0

(Coned from page 2)
like my dad, but I don't think that
the money or the respect is there,"
she said. "Now I *ant to move to a
metropolitan area and become a
public relations or marketing
director."
Betsy Herndon said her career
choice has not varied much since
she started at Calloway. "I wanted
to be a veterinarian and now I'd
like to major in marine biology and
live in a rural area."
Some of the more Superficial
changes involve the fads, trends
and fashion statements the teenagers have endured:
• "Twin Peaks" kept audiences in
suspense- as crowds pondered who
killed Lauila Palmer.
• Students of all ages ran to the
toy store to purchase Nintendo and
Game Boy.
Fashion statements made over
the course of the last four years
included:
• Neons (depending an how
much one wanted to stand out).
• Biking shorts (whether you did
or not).
• Mini-skirts (from short to
micro).
• Cut-offs (the—more worn the
better). —..... -

Charlie's Discount
Pharmacy 753-4175
Glendale at Whittle11

• Hats (from wool to straw for all
occasions)..
• And acid-washed jeans (for those
who couldn't wait long enough for
jeans to fade pn their own.)

.44*-APec,

11
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Most Likely to Succeed
;- -

•

4
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itt
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Jeremy L. Robinson

fik"'
••

nderstin,
as Most

TTICy

Eric R. Russell

Michael Rowe

Ross

milli -1

Lisa A. Scalf

Tim M. Sales

Betsy Herndon, daughter
of Don and Joyce Herndon, and Grover (Tripp)
Tibbetts, son of Dr. and
Mrs. G. Walter Tibbetts,
were selected Most Likely to Succeed at Calloway County High School.

•P

Jennifer L. Rose

Greta C. Rollins

Willie P. Roberta

Lisa G. Rickman

Georgina K. Rhodes

Eddie Re hmus

Roy L Reardon

Brook Scarbrough

Shannon M. Shields

Smith

Wendy R. Smotherman
"erl"rifi

40"1

4.;
tgr.Dis
ibn
t
Daniel W. Spiceland

Danny Sneed

Crystal

Terri A. Sudduth

S. Stallone

„.

Robert A. Tabers

Rerbie Taber,

gib

Sara A. Thompson

Sherri A. Thompson

Grover W. Tibbetts

Christy D
Trenholm

Darrell Todd

Travis Turn'

1

BEST OF LUCK

md Billy
ed Class

r•

to all our fine Graduates!
We're proud of you!

Regina Warren

Leanne Vick

Jason Vandenburgh
PUBLIC StRVICE

1P
4

Keith York, Kelvin York and James Coleman

SNAP

Blalock-Coleman

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

Funeral Home, Inc.

713 South 4th Street, Murray

2-9346
1-800-43
KENTUCKY CA&NET FOR HUMAN RESOURCES

t ,,f

14

44 1_

Amy M. Wilkerson

EAllison Thotogfaphy

Leann Wilkerson
111P'

a.
Celena Wisehart

SENIORS
1992
Luciano;
lob Denround at

Guy Clirit'Vf

James R. Woods

Calloway County
Students Not
Pictured:

"The Focus is on you!"
4

Hats off to the Class of'91! We know they'll go far, but we
don't want them to forget about the folks back home. You can
help keep them in touch with a gift subscription to

think that
t is there,"
move to a
become a
marketing

Mirrray Ledger & Times

ler career
much since
"I wanted
now I'd
iology and

0

0

Call:

.
0 0

703-1916

0
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Jenny Gibson
Amanda Hayes
Leonard Lamb
Michael Manning
Jamar McNary
Jason Morris
Jason Robinson
Lee Shouse
Paul Sorenson
Randy Swift

Superficial
ids, trends
the teenaudiences in
tdered who

Portraits
By

ran to the
ntcndo and
made over
four years

eitlison CPkotogfaphy

on how
Land out).
ier you did

Aren't Expensive,
They're Priceless?

short to
worn the

The only local studio that has their
own environmental location.

[raw for all
s (for those
enough for
own.)

753-8809

607 South 4th St.

(Coned from page 2)
attend MSU add study art.
Franklin, who Mended public
school for 12 yqtrs, said before
coming to EastAlood "school was
more of a social thing."
"I never studied but I grew up
with people in the church and 'I
decided that I needed an education," he said.
.
Has he gotten it? "We'll know
when the ACT scores comer back.",
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Hope Carlin
Leigh Ann Carter
Chanon Chaney
Willis Cheaney
Sonya Choppi
James Chu
Jerri Church
Daniel Cohen
Jada Coker
April Crawford
Christian Crouse
Bart Crum
John Dailey

Chris Adams
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LaQuincy Ballard.
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Michelle Scott
Kim Sexton
Mark Simmons
Molly Sims
Melissa Smith
Jeremy Speight
Kathryn Stockton
Jennifer Taylor
Pat Taft''
Brian Teloff
Tina Thurmond
Jon Tubbs
Chris Tucker

Emily DeBoer
Chris Dill
Steven Elkins
Jennifer Fairbanks
Jason Farley
Darren Foster
Michael Foster
Erin Friend
Maria Fuhrmann
Audrey Gill
Rachel Greer
Hope Hargrove
Michele Hasty

Diane LaRock
Bethany Lassiter
Tracy Littlefield
Candi Manis
Tracy Marvin
Troy McClure
Karen Mikulcik
Holly Miller
Micah Miller
Gregory Milton
Keith Morgan
Carl Mowery
Lesia Nesbitt

Lori Helmich
Doug Hendon
Chris Henry
Anette Hoffman
Heather Hughes
Aimee Imes
Josh Johnson
Tina Johnson
Jason Joseph
Jason Keller
Cowentia Kendley
Heather Key
-Jackie Krieb

Erik Underwood
•Tanya Nichols
Sabrina Urquhart
James Oakley
Stephanie
Vanover
Katherine Oakley
Andy
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Pam Parish
Heath Walls
John Parker
Alison Ward
Doug Payne
Chris Weatherly
Nekesha Payne
Melanie Williams
Perkins
Jason
Jonathon
Wilson
Amber Randazzo
Susan Wilson
Allen Rayburn
Josette Reynolds
Andrea Rose
Sammons
Paul
Mary
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